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Preface

"La culture arabe medievale est une culture d'elite, done de classe", wrote a
student of medieval Arabic literature in the late seventies. It was statements of this
sort, or presumably more the general character of works written in the field of
Islamic studies, which led Ernest Gellner, about the same time, to the observation
that orientalists - as opposed to anthropologists - being at home with texts,
naturally tend to see Islam "from above", not "from below". Almost twenty years
later, and after a generation of scholars tracing histories "from below", Gellner's
statement about orientalists still retains its validity. From the vantage point of the
early nineties, two qualifications should be made, however.

First, there has been, at least since the turn of our century, an unsteady current
even within orientalism of writing on topics related to popular culture. Already
one hundred years ago the towering Ignaz Goldziher wrote on the "cult of saints"
in Islam as an expression of popular religion. Of the works written in recent years
one should mention Bos worth's painstaking study of the jargon of the medieval
Islamic "underworld"; Memon's analysis of Ibn Taymiyya's critique of popular
Islam; and parts of Langner's doctoral dissertation on folklore (Volkskunde) in
Mamluk Egypt, especially her chapter on customs associated with Islamic
holidays. These names certainly do not exhaust the important work which has
been done by historians on the culture of "ordinary" Muslims.

Second, contrary to Gellner, the text, including the historical text, need not in
itself be a hindrance to studying culture "from below". After all, texts are the main
tool historians can work with, and in several excellent works historians have
demonstrated that certain texts, if imaginatively utilized, can be found to be
"thick" enough and invaluable for the study of popular culture.

It was in 1981 that I first read Peter Burke's Popular Culture in Early Modern
Europe, fascinated by the subject, admiring the scholarship invested in that book,
and also regretting that a similar work on the world of Islam would never be written.
My basic reaction to Burke's achievement has not changed since. However, when
I was teaching a seminar on the social bases of medieval Islamic culture in 1986
and 1987,1 certainly "discovered" the "people" and the popular as a significant
element in that culture. With the inspiration of Burke's book and other historical
works, I gradually ventured to envisage a study on popular culture in medieval

ix



x Preface

Egypt, a region with the history of which I am to some extent familiar. This study
is now complete: it is of limited scope, but I venture to think it is a pioneer of its
kind, being entirely devoted to the popular culture of one medieval Islamic region.

This book consists of five chapters, each dealing with a separate phenomenon
of popular culture in late medieval Cairo. It is actually a collection of studies, the
only format, I suspect, for treating so wide and variegated a subject as culture yet
on a limited basis of historical data. This is the reason why there can be no
"conclusions" in the conventional sense to derive from the available material.
Chapter 5, however, is an attempt to compensate for that by presenting popular
culture in late medieval Cairo from a wider perspective.

I will postpone a brief discussion of the concept of popular culture and its use
in this book to the Introduction. Here I wish to stress three points. First, despite a
temptation to claim otherwise, this book is only about Cairo, not about Egypt. The
material in it relates by and large to Egypt's largest city, and so it should be
viewed. Only too often a case is made for a large region when the evidence in fact
is much more limited. I think medieval Egypt is a case where one should avoid this
bad habit, since there was a great divergence among cities in Egypt and naturally
great differences between cities and villages, between the Delta and Upper Egypt,
etc. My occasional forays in the book into provincial areas are made only when I
have good reason to think that Cairo in one way or another was connected with the
provinces through some particular phenomenon.

Second, I disclaim exhaustiveness of the topic: this is not a definitive study of
popular culture in medieval Cairo, let alone Egypt. For one thing, it cannot be
assumed that I am familiar with all the historical records that exist. Also, there are
topics that have been studied by others. And I have deliberately not included in
this book all that I came across and that could be associated with popular culture
in medieval Cairo. One reason is that the book deals with a select number of
themes. Another has to do with the problem of incorporating isolated reports as if
they were representative. Can a single account for a given year be used to
characterize a cultural trait in a study which treats a rather extended period? In
more than one case my answer was in the negative. The question of generalization,
not a particularly sophisticated question, seems to me still of much relevance and
one which has to be confronted in a study based on fragmentary data, as this one
certainly is. As a result I dropped into my waste-paper basket or saved for further
research cards with information interesting in itself but of questionable value for
making a case which will have validity for several past generations.

Which leads me to the last methodological point. Having a great deal of
sympathy for the Braudelian vision of the longue duree, I certainly would not
have liked to delimit the boundaries of a cultural study to the conventional
periodization according to dynasties. Although most of what is in this book
pertains to the Mamluk era (AD 1250-1517), this fact is more the result of the
nature of the sources than anything else. As anyone familiar with medieval Islamic
historiography will agree, there is nothing that can be compared to the records
written under the Mamluks in terms of the variety of,phenomena treated by the
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medieval writers. This is why we can write on popular culture in the Mamluk
period at all. Yet I do not think for a moment that culture, or popular culture at
least, had a peculiar nature in the Mamluk period. Some phenomena, perhaps,
but not the cultural system as a whole. Whenever possible I have crossed the
boundaries to earlier periods. Had I the knowledge, I would certainly look beyond
the year 1517 as a terminus. Much that happened in the cultural domain after the
Ottoman conquest of Egypt was not much different, I suspect, from what had been
before. E. W. Lane's reports, written in the early nineteenth century, some of
which I refer to when appropriate, occasionally make this point. A structural
approach (in Fernand Braudel's sense) to the culture under consideration is there-
fore in order. I can only regret that I am forced to limit my study to about two and
a half centuries.

Most of the research and a preliminary draft of this book were done and written
during the academic years 1988-9, while I was an Alexander von Humboldt
fellow. I am most grateful to the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung (AvH) for
enabling me to work intensively on my typescript, free of the regular teaching
load. The generosity of the AvH was manifest throughout my two-year fellowship
as well as afterwards. The AvH also financed two short trips to libraries in (then)
West Berlin and Paris to consult relevant material.

My research in the Federal Republic of Germany was done at the Orientalisches
Seminar of Albert-Ludwigs Universitat in Freiburg. I am thankful to Professor
Werner Ende, the Seminar's co-director, for facilitating my work. Professor
Ulrich Haarmann was in Freiburg a source of inspiration. I thank him for count-
less discussions about my project, numerous suggestions, and an attentive reading
of at least two drafts of this book. A few scholars read a chapter each. Of these I
would like to thank Dr H. T. Norris of the University of London for some useful
bibliographical notes concerning Chapter 2, and Professor Michael Cook of
Princeton University for suggesting some corrections in the same chapter. Others
are acknowledged in the notes when appropriate. I should also like to thank an
anonymous reader for Cambridge University Press whose query drew my atten-
tion to Ibn *Ata' Allah and produced the discussion of that Sufi scholar in
Chapter 1. The Department of Oriental Manuscripts at the Staatsbibliothek
Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin-Tiergarten, the Vatican Library, the British
Library, the India Office Library, and Hamburg University Library were kind
enough to produce microfilms which were essential for my study.

The Basic Research Foundation administered by the Israel Academy of
Sciences and Humanities was generous enough to support my research financially
with a grant which met the costs of microfilming in various libraries. The School
of Humanities and Social Sciences of Ben-Gurion University covered part of the
costs involved in preparing the typescript of this book. Ms Catherine Logan
carefully read my text, and her stylistic suggestions were most important.
Mr Ari Sapojnic tirelessly typed many drafts of this book. Ms Pauline Marsh
meticulously copy-edited the typescript for Cambridge University Press.
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Note on transcription and dates

For transcription of Arabic names and terms I have used a standard system of
transcription which generally follows that of the Library of Congress (bulletin 91,
September 1970), except for defining the so-called solar letters. To simplify the
plural form of Arabic terms I have added the letter s, except where the collective
noun is a standard term (e.g., fulama'). Familiar geographical names such as
Cairo, Mecca, Medina, and Baghdad are given in their common form or spelling.

Dates are mostly given in Christian years; in case of ambiguity I have added
AD. Hijri years are given only when required either by reference to an Islamic
month of a particular year, or by paraphrasing an Arabic text which mentions a
Hijri year. In that case the Christian equivalent follows, either in parentheses or
after a solidus. Where a Hijri year only is given, AH has been added.
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Introduction

"Mother of cities . . . mistress of broad provinces and fruitful lands, boundless in
multitudes of buildings, peerless in beauty and splendor . . . she surges as the sea
with her throngs of folk and can scarcely contain them for all the capacity of her
situation and sustaining power." Thus Ibn Battuta, a Muslim globetrotter,
described the city of Cairo in the 1320s.1 Lest we think of his description as the
report of a highly partisan Muslim, the enormous population of medieval Cairo is
also described in several foreign accounts. In 1384, the Italian Frescobaldi
claimed that "This city of Cairo has a population greater than all of Tuscany, and
there is one street more populated than all of Florence."2 At the end of the fifteenth
century, Bernard von Breydenbach wrote: "I do not think that there exists another
city in the world today as populous, as large, as rich, and as powerful as Cairo
. . . Elbowing our way through masses of men, we saw one spot where the throng
of people was beyond words."3 Similarly, to Fabri (1483), Cairo was the largest
town in the world, three times larger than Cologne and seven times larger than
Paris.4

Statements of magnitude by medieval reporters, be they indigenous or foreign,
should not be taken at face value. Cairo's population, by modern estimates,
reached 250,000 to half a million by the mid fourteenth century,5 and declined to
between 150,000 and 300,000 by the fifteenth century, a result of the ravaging
recurrences of the plague known as the Black Death.6 The city was possibly larger,
but certainly not many times larger than major European towns. Scholarly guesses
put the population of medieval Paris, for example, the largest European town at
the time, at 100,000 to 200,000.7

In any case, precise numbers of Cairo's population are not a major concern for
us in the present study. Suffice it to state that, judging by medieval standards,
Cairo was indeed a very large and densely inhabited town. It is in this regard that
the travellers' accounts are of some value. Fustat (Old Cairo) had houses of five,
six, and even seven storeys - a Persian traveller wrote of no fewer than fourteen,
which made Fustat look like "a mountain" - occasionally up to two hundred
people living in one house (houses were mostly built of unfired brick).8 The
commercial zone of fourteenth-century Cairo, according to a contemporary

1
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account, bustled with 12,000 shops and numberless itinerant vendors, who
blocked the public thoroughfares with their wares.9

Who were the inhabitants of late medieval Cairo? Standard descriptions of the
social set-up of the city suggest that the Cairenes were divided into four social
strata: the Mamluk elite, the scholars (rulama), the economic bourgeoisie, and
the commoners.10 A modern writer, using a physiological image, described the
Mamluks as the head of Cairo, the notables Culama' and bureaucrats) as its
nerves, the merchants as the circulatory system, and the commoners as the flesh
and blood of the largest Egyptian city.11

At present we possess a reasonable body of knowledge about the social fabric
and culture of three of the four strata. The Mamluk elite of slaves-turned-soldiers
has been extensively studied, and the unique mechanism of its operation is now
fairly clear.12 The courtly culture of the Mamluks is also known to some extent:
royal etiquette and ceremonies;13 special pastimes - hunting, sport and games, and
competitions;14 patronage of literary works,15 especially of equestrian treatises
(furusiyya) and manuals of military techniques;16 and support of the visual arts.17

The community of the Cairene 'ulama of the fifteenth century has been recently
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studied with an emphasis on such questions as geographical origins, patterns of
residence, and the distribution of occupations.18 Its culture, however, still awaits
a thorough study. The socio-economic profile of the bourgeoisie and the material
aspects of their culture - mainly in the eleventh and twelfth centuries - are known
to us thanks to Goitein's monumental research of the Geniza documents.19 What
about the "flesh and blood", the commoners, of medieval Cairo?

These were artisans - engaged in dozens of manual occupations, from glass-
making through tannery to sawdusting20 - retailers and shopkeepers, as well as
men of a rich variety of other occupations, and their families. Very little was
recorded about them in contemporary works, and even less has been stated about
them by modern historians. Their private lives, unlike that of their social
superiors, are therefore almost unknown,21 and their professional realm is also
largely obscure.22 If one were to write a sketchy history of the commoners in
medieval Cairo, it would be, by and large, a history of their misery: economic
hardship caused by heavy taxation, monetary instability, and high prices;23 and
political oppression inflicted by the Mamluks and outside enemies.24 Above all, it
was Death, so it seems to me, which, ironically, was the prevailing factor in the
life of the commoners in late medieval Cairo. It deserves a few words.25

The major cause of death in Mamluk Cairo was the so-called Black Death,
which, between 1348 and 1517, struck the city more than fifty times26 and deci-
mated its population.27 The thousands of funerals that crowded the streets of Cairo
every third year on the average, creating a long "procession of death", thus turned
death from a private event into a communal affair. At the outbreak of the Black
Death in 1348, for example, the daily death toll was 300; then, according to one
chronicler, it increased to 1,000. Funerals blocked roadways, but otherwise streets
were empty.28 In 1430, another occasion of a severe period of plague, an eye-
witness compared the long lines of funerals to columns of white marble, probably
in reference to the shrouds covering the corpses.29 There were years in which
coffins had to be placed in crowded cemeteries, one on top of the other.30

Lamentations were heard everywhere, and no one could pass in front of a house
without being upset by the plaintive cries coming from within. "Everyone
imagined himself to be soon dead."31 A contemporary chronicler reported that in
the plague of 1468-9 wailings over the victims were heard "day and night" in
every quarter of Cairo.32

The death of multitudes and the endless public funerals, too many to handle
properly, surely had an enormous impact on the psychology of the people. One
reaction, naturally enough, was of gloom, anxiety, and fear. An example of this
reaction may be found in some lines by an anonymous poet, referring to the plague
of 1348:

The approaching funerals frighten us,
And we are delighted when they have passed by.
Like the gazelle (jahma), fearful of the assailing lion,
Then returning to graze (rati'at) when the lion is gone.33
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During that year people abstained from weddings and celebrations.34 Of the year
881 (1476-7) the contemporary Ibn Iyas stated: "This year has elapsed leaving the
people in a state of anxiety (fi amr murlb), as they lost their children and families.
They have seen no good."35

There was also a sense of resignation, with people expecting their death any
moment. In 1430 the inhabitants of Cairo would return home from Friday prayers,
taking account of how many were present to compare with the number on the
following Friday. Each man had resigned himself to death, having made his will
and repented. Each of the young men carried a string of prayer beads in his hand
and did little besides attending the prayers for the dead, performing the five daily
prayers, weeping, directing his thoughts to God, and showing his humility.36 In
that year people started to wear labels with personal details (name, place of
residence, etc.) so that they could be identified in case they died suddenly in the
street.37

Panic, a necessary result of rumours hitting upon fragile souls, must have been
a frequent visitor. In 1438, Ibn TaghrT Bird! tells us,

The people had rumored that men were all to die on Friday, and the resurrection would
come. Most of the populace feared this, and when the time for prayer arrived on this
Friday, and the men went to prayers, I [Ibn TaghrT Bird!] too, rode to the Azhar Mosque,
as men were crowding to the baths so that they might die in a state of complete purity. I
arrived at the Mosque and took a seat in it. The muezzins chanted the call to prayer, then
the preacher came out as usual, mounted the pulpit, preached, and explained traditions to
the people; when he had finished his first address he sat down to rest before the second
sermon . . . but before he had finished his address he sat down a second time and leaned
against the side of the pulpit a long time, like one who had fainted. As a result, the crowd,
because of the previous report that men were all to die on Friday, was agitated; they
believed the rumor was confirmed, and that death had made the preacher the first victim.
While men were in this condition someone called out, "The preacher is dead." The Mosque
was thrown into confusion, people cried out in fear, wept with one another, and went up to
the pulpit; there was much crowding against the preacher until he recovered.

This particular Friday prayer ended in total confusion.38

There were other circumstances besides plagues in which death became a
communal event. Hardly a year passed in Mamluk Cairo without an execution
being performed in public. Years with an especially high number of executions
(e.g., five in 1341), or the execution of persons of high standing, or inflicting the
death penalty on many at one time - all these must have left a grave impression on
the people. This was probably the case in 1253, when as many as 2,600, the troops
of the sharlf (a descendant of the Prophet) Hisn ad-din Tha'lab, a rebellious
bedouin chieftain, were hanged along the road leading from Bilbays (in the
Sharqiyya province) to Cairo.39 It could also have been the case in 1453, when a
qadi's servant and his two companions were caught after they had habitually
invited whores to their homes, murdered them and stolen their clothes. The
criminals were executed and their corpses carried through the streets together with
cages containing the bones of their victims.40
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Gruesome punishments of this sort probably left their mark on people's minds.
"The cruel excitement and coarse compassion raised by an execution formed an
important item in the spiritual food of the common people. They were spectacular
plays with a moral."41 Take, for example, the execution scene in 1380 of Emir Ibn
'Arram, governor of Alexandria. He was stripped naked, nailed to a camel, and
thus sent from the Citadel down to the Horse Market (Suq al-Khayl) to be hanged
finally at Bab Zuwayla. Ibn 'Arram's fate became so well known that a saying
spread: "God forbid the suffering of Ibn 'Arram's sort."42 There were possibly
profound, hidden effects of capital punishment carried out in front of large
crowds. A student of popular culture has recently suggested that "the spectacle
of public execution most probably reassured men by projecting death from
themselves onto the criminal". A different effect of executions could have been
"aggressiveness and scorn for human life".43

It is against this (admittedly, poorly known) background of economic hardship,
political oppression, frequent death, and their mental effect - the lot of ordinary
people in medieval Cairo - that what follows in this book should be considered.
A large part of what we shall encounter in the coming chapters - entertainment
through literature, religious celebrations, or festivals - undoubtedly also served as
a means of escaping the darker side of life. In fact these diversions, on occasion,
caught the eyes of outside observers to the point of creating an illusion that life in
Cairo was constant entertainment. Thus, to the Ottoman writer Mustafa 'All of
Gallipoli (1599), it seemed that "in Cairo [contrary to other places] never a month
passes without some festivity [taking place], without their flocking together
saying today is the day of the excursion to such and such place, or today is the day
when such and such [procession] goes around. Therefore most of their time passes
in leisure."44 Mustafa 'All probably exaggerated about the leisure of medieval
Cairenes. Yet, his statement raises some little-studied questions. What did the
people of Cairo do for leisure? What was their entertainment? How did they
celebrate, and on what occasions? In a larger sense, what was their culture?

Some words should be said about "popular culture", for even recently it has
been admitted to be an elusive concept, whose "boundaries shift in response to
many kinds of circumstances".45 One question: with whom should popular culture
be associated? Was it the culture of the oppressed classes (as Marxist historians
would claim)? Or was it rather the culture of the illiterate?46 Of both, is the
response of some, combining economic and educational criteria. For them
popular culture is the culture of the poor, the rural, the subordinated, the laity, the
illiterate, and so on.47 A second question: was popular culture created by the
people or for them?48 The best answer seems to be that both possibilities apply.49

But in that case the implication is that popular culture, at least to some extent,
depends on a dominant culture. Popular culture thus suffers from the ideological
imprint of a "higher", learned culture, and its existence as a separate entity is
doubtful.

Indeed, not only is definition problematic,50 but the very concept of popular
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culture has lately been under attack. Is it indeed possible to demonstrate exclusive
relationships between specific cultural forms and particular social groups?51

Chartier has been most critical in this regard. He has recently argued that "it is
pointless to try to identify popular culture by some supposedly specific distri-
bution of cultural objects". That is, identifying cultural sets (certain texts, for
example) as popular is problematic. To Chartier, the historian's task is the search
not for a specific culture but rather for "differentiated ways in which common
material was used. What distinguishes cultural worlds is different kinds of use and
different strategies of appropriation." Hence, a more meaningful approach is to
look at "the relation of appropriation to texts or behavior in a given society",
namely, observing the way in which cultural products are used. A good example
of this approach is Ginzburg's study of the world-view of the sixteenth-century
Menocchio of Montereale, by now perhaps the most famous miller in history.52

The books Menocchio read were in no way designed for a popular audience. Still,
he read them, but not in the way a learned man would.53

Popular culture as a concept thus raises crucial problems which, at this stage,
can only be handled temporarily and arbitrarily. Certainly, Chartier's is an
interesting and novel approach. But it seems not to contradict the historical
existence of popular culture. Even Chartier finds it difficult to do away with
classification ("cultural worlds"), and his main approach is to substitute the
relation to the cultural object for the object itself. Here I concur with Le Goff that,
though it is easy to criticize the method which postulates the existence of a
popular culture - for which proof remains to be given - there are genres of "texts",
both written and non-written (non-written including forms as diverse as an oath
and a carnival), which, despite their unavoidably uncertain boundaries, provide
safe bases for analysis as primarily popular. As Le Goff argues, "the very
historical context that shapes us, and from which we have not yet extricated
ourselves, obliges us to begin with the vocabulary [of which popular culture is
part]". And despite being manipulated, popular culture has had plenty of scope for
originality and freedom.54

As for definition, the culture treated in this book is of - what I can mainly
assume, but in some cases more safely argue - those socially inferior to the
bourgeoisie; hence, supposedly also illiterate, at least by and large. It is a culture
some elements of which were created by them, and others for them. At any rate, I
subscribe to the suggestion that, for the time being, and this is especially valid for
the case considered here, it may be wiser to describe and analyse rather than
futilely attempt an exact definition. "Theologians, after all, can worship together
even if they disagree bitterly in the lecture halls."55

Some texts - both in the literal and the metaphorical sense - that can be
confidently characterized as popular are my concern in what follows. The method
implied in their study is that described by Le Goff as "demanding that the
corpus itself explicate the nature and meaning of its culture, whether through
structural analysis, or content analysis, or both simultaneously".56 This method of
examining cultural objects, as argued by Le Goff, also has the advantage of
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precipitating a hierarchically organized opposition between "learned" and
"popular" cultures. It may lead us to some sort of solution to the problems just
raised. I think this applies, at least to some extent, also to the case of medieval
Cairo. How, I shall try to show in the concluding chapter of this book.



CHAPTER 1

Sufism and the people

Some time in 1343, near a heap of dung in the vicinity of the gate known as Bab
al-Luq, a resident of Cairo unearthed what he claimed to be an old mosque. A
"rowdy" (bafd shayatln al-'amma) named Shu'ayb could not miss this golden
opportunity. He claimed that an apparition revealed to him that the site was an
ancient grave of a Companion of the Prophet.1 He started to preach there, and
many gathered to listen to his sermons. Excavations were begun by the com-
moners, including women, and indeed a "shrine" surfaced. That new discovery
further increased the number of visitors, and industrious Shu'ayb organized
"guided tours" for fees, in which wives of dignitaries also took part. He spread the
rumour that the shrine was blessed with supernatural powers, by which the sick
could be healed and the blind regain their eyesight. Indeed, Shu'ayb was credited
with performing miracles. Every night celebrations were held at the site.
Ultimately, the chief qadis and some of the emirs were alarmed and sent the
prefect of Cairo to investigate what exactly was happening. At first the official had
to retreat under a hail of stones and only additional force was able to disperse the
crowd. In the mean time Shu'ayb disappeared with large sums of money in his
pocket. Now it became clear that he was a mere swindler and that the shrine was
his pure invention.2

Half a century or so later, in Ramadan of 819 (1416), a man inhabiting a
desolate tomb in the vicinity of Bab al-Qarafa, by the large cemetery of the city of
Cairo, was summoned to one of the sultan's tribunals to defend his claim of
performing heavenly journeys.3 In these, the man maintained, he used to see God
"in person" and converse with Him. The man had followers among the people,
who believed his stories. In his trial he proclaimed, as he probably used to do
before his audiences, that God appeared to him "in the shape of a sultan". He was
sentenced to confinement at the Mansurl Hospital.4

In 1419 the muhtasib (market inspector) of Cairo forbade men to enter al-Hakim
Mosque5 wearing their shoes. He banned the attendance of women altogether.
Thus sanctity was restored after sins and children's games had desecrated the
mosque.6

In 1509 Sultan Qansawh al-Ghawrl called on Muslims to perform the five daily
prayers in congregational mosques. Commenting on the people's response, a
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contemporary chronicler stated that the sultan's appeal "entered one ear and left
through the other".7

It is only rarely that one glimpses in medieval Arabic sources religious beliefs
and practices ascribed to ordinary Muslims. Only too often we conceive of Islam
as a set of prescriptions in scholarly texts. Yet the "religion of the people" was
certainly something else and should be taken account of. One ought to study the
beliefs of those multitudes who were not normally of interest to contemporary
writers except under special circumstances; those whose devotion took a different
course from the scholarly and has left little trace upon the records of any given
time.8 That there existed a popular religion quite distinct from the religion of the
learned, different from that expressed in sacred texts, has recently been pointed
out in a Christian context by a number of scholars.9 Thus, Thomas has masterfully
demonstrated that the hold of orthodox Christianity upon the English people at the
end of the Middle Ages was never more than partial; a considerable number of
them remained throughout their lives utterly ignorant of the elementary tenets
of Christian dogma.10 Delumeau has argued that on the eve of the Reformation
the average inhabitant of the European continent was but superficially
Christianized.11

How, then, to study the religion of Muslims in late medieval Cairo or, for that
matter, in any other Islamic place in the past? Narrative sources contain meagre
information and are problematic in another respect. "Deprived of the oral
communication of the past, we can only see the beliefs of the illiterate refracted
through the writings of the literate, whose religious understanding was pro-
fessedly of a different order."12 Quantitative assessment of attendance at masses,
or the study of parish records for reconstructing mores and attitudes of
parishioners - two useful tools for studying medieval Christians13 - are both
irrelevant and impossible in the case of Islamic society. It is thus unknown how
devout medieval Muslims were, although there are certainly indications that
norms and practices did not necessarily go hand in glove.14 And yet, the purpose
of what follows is to substantiate the thesis that there was "another" Islam in
medieval Cairo (as elsewhere) - an Islam practised and experienced by the
commoners.15

The presentation of this thesis can only be sketchy and, on occasion, based on
inference. Certainly it is impossible to tell what precisely was the Islam of an
ordinary Muslim, let alone many medieval Muslims. I shall concentrate mainly on
one theme which seems to me of primary importance in studying popular religion
in late medieval Cairo, a phenomenon which rests on a solid body of documen-
tation: the growing influence of Sufism on ordinary Muslims. My argument is
that, whatever was the religious world of the medieval Cairenes, Sufism filled a
significant part of it.

Once again let us start with a few reports. The blind Cairene shaykh Abu
Zakariyya' Yahya b. 'All as-Sanaflrl (d. 1371) first resided in a domed shrine
(qubba) in the large Qarafa Cemetery. Frequently visited by many believers, he
was forced to create a retreat for himself. When that was not enough to ensure his
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privacy, he started to deter visitors by pelting stones at them. But to no avail.
Ultimately he left his shrine in Cairo and chose to settle in Sanaflr (in the
Qalyubiyya province), whence his name. There an emir built a zawiya for him.16

When he died, over 50,000 persons, so we are told, attended his funeral.17 Another
Egyptian shaykh, Abu'1-Naja' al-FuwwT (fl. second half of the fifteenth century
and early sixteenth century), was also venerated by the Cairenes. Whenever they
heard of his visit to their city, they used to come in great numbers to the dock of
Bulaq to welcome him.18 In the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century, we read
in a third report, the residents of Fustat (Old Cairo) would flock every Friday to
view the Sufis of the Salahiyya khanqah,19 also known as Sa'Id as-Su'ada' - the
most important Sufi lodge in Egypt at the time - marching in procession to
al-Hakim Mosque. The people believed that by viewing the Sufis' procession they
would be blessed.20

These three reports, which could well be multiplied, exemplify what could be
characterized as the most significant religious development in late medieval
Egypt: the rise of Sufism to a prominent position in the country's socio-religious
structure. Although it had been known in Egypt for centuries,21 by the thirteenth
century Sufism was no longer an abstract religious doctrine or the faith of
reclusive mystics. It was increasingly penetrating congregational life. In this, Sufi
orders played a major role: the Qalandariyya, Shadhiliyya, its derivative the
Wafa'iyya, and the Ahmadiyya, held sway.22 Other orders which had a presence
in Mamluk Cairo were the Rifa'iyya, Burhaniyya, and Khalwatiyya.23 What
precisely was their role in the expansion of Sufism? How did they operate?

Here we certainly face a serious problem. For while we know to some extent
the influence of Sufism on the Mamluk ruling elite and on the community of
Cairene scholars on the one hand, and the support, both material and moral, which
Sufism received from Mamluk authorities on the other hand,24 its impact on the
ordinary people is much less documented and has hardly been studied.25 In this
chapter I shall try to shed some light on two questions: what were the mechanisms
by which Sufism influenced medieval Cairenes? What was the nature of the
influence?

The usual link between Sufism and the common people was the shaykh. Either a
recluse or, more often, accompanied by his disciples, a shaykh would normally
reside in the Sufi lodge known as zawiya, khanqah, or ribat26 In the mid
fourteenth century the activities of shaykhs were also permitted in mosques and
orthodox learning institutions (madrasas).21 The overall number of shaykhs who
were active in Cairo and its vicinity in the Mamluk period reached at least several
dozens (see Appendix).

Two circles of Sufi influence radiated from the shaykhs. The first and
narrower probably consisted of young people and others who were attracted to the
Sufi orders. In the second half of the fourteenth century, according to one report,
many a man used to gather at the zawiya on Rawda Island, known as al-Mushtaha,
to receive spiritual guidance from Shaykh Baha' ad-Din Muhammad al-Kazarunl
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(d. 1373). Those attracted to the Shaykh's circle "severed their ties with their
families".28 There was probably a purely religious side to the attraction. But there
were other, non-religious reasons for joining the Sufi orders.29 In the first half
of the sixteenth century, Sldl Abu Sa'ud al-Jarihl complained to the Sufi writer
ash-Sha'ranl: "All the people who have come to me have done so because of their
troubles with their wives, neighbors, or masters. None of them desired to be
brought closer to God."30 This may have been too critical a view on the part of
al-Jarihl, but it serves as a useful reminder of the social dimension of the Sufi role.
We shall return to it later on.

It is impossible to know how many Egyptians actively joined Sufi orders.
However, when we read that Abu'l-'Abbas al-Harithl (d. 1538 or 1539) initiated
ten thousand Sufi disciples (murid)31 the number, though probably much inflated,
indicates that al-Harithl made many "converts". Apparently, he was an excep-
tionally zealous missionary for the Sufi cause and an extraordinarily attractive
figure. But there were many other shaykhs who presumably operated on a more
modest scale, with the result that there was a constant movement of Muslims into
Sufi ranks.

About the second, wider circle of Sufi influence, which penetrated the populace
at large in a less structured form, one can only speculate. But if we assume that
through sermons, for example, Sufi ideas could be filtered into people's minds,
then Sufism in late medieval Cairo must have had a considerable impact. For we
have the names of more than a dozen Sufi shaykhs, mostly of the Shadhiliyya
order, who acted as popular preachers (khatib, wa riz, mudhakkir) in mosques and
Sufi institutions. Burhan ad-Din Ibrahim b. Mi'dad al-JafbarT (d. 1288) preached
at the zawiya named after him, which stood outside the Succour Gate. Many
flocked to listen to him.32 The sermons of the renowned Shadhilite Ibn 'Ata' Allah
(d. 1309) (see below) "had great influence on people's hearts and souls".33 Shihab
ad-Din Abu'l-*Abbas b. Maylaq (d. 1348 or 1349)34 and Hasan (or Husayn)
al-Khabbaz (d. 1389), formerly a baker,35 were also Shadhilite preachers. Husayn
al-Jakl (d. 1337) preached at a mosque (or zawiya) named after him. In a tribunal
at the sultan's court he was accused of delivering Sufi instructions. According
to an obviously hagiographic story, the Mamluk ruler was later punished for
summoning him to court.36 Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Sulayman "The Ascetic"
(az-zahid) (d. 1416) preached at al-Azhar, and, in his last year, at his own mosque
at al-Maqs. Also women were in his audience.37 The Shadhilite Shihab ad-Din
Abu'l-'Abbas al-Ansarl known as "the Repenting Youth" (ash-shabb a-ta'ib)
(d. 1429), had a zawiya by Zuwayla Gate, where he preached to the commoners
Camma).3* Shams ad-Din Muhammad b. Badr ad-Din Hasan al-Hanafl (d. 1443)
preached at his zawiya and "his speeches had great influence". Even Sultan Tatar
came to visit him.39 Other popular preachers were the Shadhilite Shihab ad-Din
Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Wafa', known as Ibn AbT'1-Wafa' (d. 1453),40 and
Ahmad b. fAbd Allah, also known as Abu'l-'Abbas al-Qudsf(or al-Maqdisf)
(d. 1466).41 Shihab ad-Din b. 'Abd al-Haqq as-Sunbatl (d. first half of the
sixteenth century), a Sufi preacher at al-Azhar, was so admired that whenever he
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finished a sermon, people would quarrel to reach him; whoever did not succeed
stretched his hand to rub his gown on as-Sunbatl's body and then wiped his face
with it.42 There were also women saints and preachers. One of them, the shaykha
of the Sufi residence known as the BaghdadI ribat,43 was active in the latter part
of the fourteenth century and, not surprisingly, used to preach mainly to women.44

In fact, a largely unknown aspect of the activity of shaykhs among the populace,
but one which was there and certainly gave them an advantage over orthodox
scholars, as far as religious leadership is concerned, was their appeal to and
contact with women. Thus Ahmad b. Muhammad, known as az-Zahid (d. 1416),
one of the Sufi preachers to whom I have already referred, delivered sermons at
his mosque in al-Maqs especially to women.45 Another Sufi preacher who had
women among his listeners was Ibn al-HamawI. In 1489 he urged them to remove
their "modish" headcovers ('asaib) of the type known as al-miqra' because, he
claimed, they were forbidden by the Prophet. His call aroused some storm in
scholarly circles, but in fact was heeded by a number of his female followers.46

To have been able to study the sermons of all the preachers just mentioned
would have been invaluable for the student of popular religion, for scholars have
argued that sermons perhaps come nearer to telling us what ordinary people
believed in than most kinds of evidence. There are even those who claim that
preachers of any period "are as necessarily bound to the preconceived notions, as
to the language, of those whom they have to exhort. The pulpit does not mould the
forms into which religious thought in any age runs; it simply accommodates
itself to those that exist. For this very reason, because they must follow and
cannot lead, sermons are the surest index of the prevailing religious feeling of their
age."47 One has to treat this one-sided argument with some reservation.48 Still,
there could hardly be a debate about the usefulness of sermons for the study of
popular religion.

The study of sermons in the case under consideration is not easy, however.
Information on sermons delivered in medieval Cairo is meagre, and some of it is
certainly of a dubious nature. Thus, Shaykh Shams ad-Din Muhammad b. Ahmad
b. al-Labban (d. 1336 or 1337) is reported to have preached at a mosque in Fustat
that prostrating oneself before an idol was not prohibited, and that his mentor,
Shaykh Yaqut al-'Arsh, was preferable to the Companions of the Prophet.49 He
was tried, called to repent, and banned from preaching.50 The Shadhilite Salah
ad-Din Muhammad al-Kila'I (d. 1398), an associate of the previously mentioned
Husayn al-Khabbaz, allegedly preached abominations and blasphemies directed at
the Qur'an. The chief qadi had to ban his activity.51

If such reports of Sufi preachers are related by sources who may have been
biased, not so the material about Ibn 'Ata' Allah, the famous Sufi shaykh. Earlier
we encountered his name among those preachers who exerted "great influence on
people's hearts and souls". Ibn 'Ata' Allah52 was born in Alexandria sometime in
the thirteenth century into a family of distinguished Malikite scholars. The
Alexandria of his youth was a meeting-place for Sufi teachers and the abode of
many zawiyas and, most notably, a centre of the Shadhilite order. In 1276, while
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still an opponent of Sufism, Ibn 'Ata' Allah attended a public lecture delivered
by Abu'l-'Abbas al-MursI (d. 1288), the second of the early masters of the
Shadhilites, and, as the story goes, was "converted". A few years later he migrated
to Cairo, where he spent the rest of his life as both a Malikite scholar and an
honoured Sufi master. As a legal scholar, Ibn 'Ata' Allah taught in various
institutions such as al-Azhar and the Mansuriyya Madrasa.53 As a Shadhilite
shaykh he established himself as the third great master of his order and the first to
present its ideas in writing. Ibn \Ata' Allah died in Cairo in 1309. He left
disciples, Shadhilite masters in their turn. After his death his tomb at the Qarafa
Cemetery was visited for centuries by the pious.

Ibn fAta' Allah's works were certainly not intended to be read by or to ordinary
Muslims.54 His Kitab al-hikam (Book of Aphorisms), for example, became an item
in the scholarly curriculum at al-Azhar and was studied there for centuries
following its author's death.55 At one point in this book Ibn fAta' Allah addresses
"Those who are united with Him" and "Those who are voyaging towards Him",56

hardly an address to the ordinary people. In the opinion of one modern student, Ibn
'Ata' Allah's writings were directed toward "individuals for whom the ordinary
interpretations of religion, in its dogmatic and obediential dress, are not sufficient
to satisfy their intellectual and spiritual aspirations . . . [individuals who] seek
that which is beyond all forms . . . because the Spirit moves them to search for
liberation".57 One can safely argue that the ideas expressed in Ibn 'Ata' Allah's
books are frequently too complex to be accessible to ordinary minds.58

We are fortunate, however, to have a book of Ibn *Ata' Allah's sermons, the Taj
al-'arits al-hdwl li-tahdhib an-nufus (The Encompassing Bride's Crown for the
Discipline of Souls), or, as simply entitled in one manuscript, The Book of
Sermons (Kitab al-mawa 7z).59 Indeed, one scholar has characterized it as a book
of "Sufi sermons" (mawa'iz sufiyya) delivered to the general public ('dmmat
an-nds).60 As such, it is a unique source, for it allows us to glimpse the ideas that
were preached to the ordinary people by a leading Sufi shaykh; hence, to return to
an earlier argument, the religious notions current among ordinary believers.61 That
in the sermons collected in the Taj Ibn *Ata' Allah in fact addressed ordinary
Muslims can perhaps be gauged from phrases such as yd akhi("O, my brother"),62

yd rabd Allah ("O, servant of God"),63 yd hddhd ("O, ye"),64 and ayyuhd
al-mu'min ("O, you believer").65 All these phrases of address strike one as
referring to common believers.

Most of the themes which recur in the Taj are conventional: the importance of
prayers;66 the obligation to abstain from religious disobedience (ma fsiya);61 the
significance of repentance ("it is like the cleansing of a new pot which was burnt
on the fire; if you cleanse it after each time you use it, the black will be removed;
otherwise it will remain");68 the insignificance of This World as opposed to the
Hereafter ("he who favours This World is like one building a lavatory over a nice
building");69 the Devil (shay tan, Iblis) as the enemy of Muslims.70 However, two
features render Ibn 'Ata' Allah's sermons an interesting document of popular
Islam. One is that the author, to make his ideas comprehensible to ordinary
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believers, inserts in his sermons dozens of metaphors and illustrative stories
(mithal).11 Another is that, being a Shadhilite master, Ibn fAta' Allah introduces
his audiences to some Sufi ideas.

Ibn 'Ata' Allah tells his listeners that the heart of the believer is like a ceiling
and a sinner is like one who frequently sets fires in his own house; at some point
the ceiling will be blackened; likewise the heart of the sinner.72 He who sins and
then repents is like one who drinks poison and then takes medicine to recover; the
danger is that one day the medicine may be slow to react.73 An interesting set of
illustrations in Ibn \Ata' Allah's Taj derives from the sphere of family life, so dear
to ordinary believers. The author compares the relationship between the Muslims
and Allah to that prevailing between a child and his mother.74 Also in the same
sphere, the soul is likened to a wife: whenever her feuds increase, her husband's
feuds increase as well; so the believer and his soul.75 A soul that deceives is like a
wife who fornicates; just as a husband should divorce his unfaithful wife, so the
believer should "divorce" his deceiving soul.76 He who prefers This World to the
Hereafter is like one who has two wives, one old and disloyal, one young and
loyal, and in his foolishness he prefers the former.77

Another set of illustrations comes from the realm of economic activities, both
in a rural and urban milieu, to which Ibn *Ata' Allah's listeners, as in the case of
the family, could easily relate. Thus faith is compared to capital (ra's mal)\ when-
ever it is lost one should busy oneself, as in economics, regaining it, but in the case
of lost faith one should busy oneself seeking it by letting one's tongue repeat
invocations (dhikr, see below) and occupying one's heart with the love of God
(mahabba). The believer is called upon to "plough his existence" (wujud) and wait
for the seeds to come and sprout; he who exerts his heart like a peasant toiling in
his field, his heart "will be ripe".78 A soul that is attracted to passions should be
restrained like a domestic animal which transgresses its owner's domain and
should be blindfolded so that it stays within bounds.79 He who considers This
World as only leading to the next, and acts accordingly, is like the businessman
who arranges his merchandise so that it can help him in case of need.80 Thus
religious notions and concepts are both couched in an allegorical mode and
concretized so as to resemble everyday behaviour. In Ibn 'Ata' Allah's sermons
religion is brought down from an elevated sphere of abstraction to the level of the
believer's daily routine.

Occasionally, there is a message which is clearly meant to appeal and give
moral support to the underprivileged. The best example is the quotation of a
saying attributed to Muhammad, according to which "the poorest among the
believers shall enter Paradise five hundred years before the rich". This would be
so since in This World the poor were the first to perform the religious duties
(Wadat)*1

There is, as one may expect, the special Sufi dimension which the Shadhilite
master intended to reveal to, and encourage in, his ordinary listeners. The Sufi
notions which feature in his sermons are simple yet appealing. Thus, Sufi saints
(wall, pi. awliya) are repeatedly extolled. They, together with the prophets on
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the one hand and the pious (salihun) on the other, are depicted as a means of
reaching God.82 They are like brides, and just like brides should not be seen by
evildoers.83 The saints are many and their number must remain steady; if it drops,
the "light of prophethood" is diminished.84 An act of grace (karamd) performed
by a wall is a testimony to the Prophet's truthfulness.85 Saints can perform
miracles (kharq al-'adai) such as walking on water, flying in the air, and
predicting the future.86 Ibn fAta' Allah relates a miracle story told by Shaykh
Makln ad-Din al-Asmar,87 who in Alexandria met a youth from whom a light
radiated, eclipsing the light of the sun. When al-Asmar asked the youth about his
route the latter answered: I performed the morning prayer at al-Aqsa (in
Jerusalem), the noon prayer I shall pray with you (at Alexandria), and the evening
prayer at Medina.88 According to Ibn 'Ata' Allah, there are privileged people who
can recognize a wall when they see him by experiencing a sweet taste in their
mouth.89 He stresses to his listeners the importance of asking for blessings
(tabarruk) from a saint. Even Heaven and Earth, like humans, are instructed
(tata'addab) by saints.90 The Shadhilite Shaykh also urges his audience to perform
the ziyara, that is, visit the tombs of the saints and the pious.91

The particularly important Sufi concept and ritual of Invocation (dhikr),92 to
which Ibn 'Ata' Allah devoted a special, scholarly study,93 recurs in his book of
sermons, once again, in a form congenial to ordinary believers. Thus, dhikr is a
means of repentance;94 it is the most useful way to worship God (fibada)y since it
can be performed also by the elderly and the sick; in short, by anyone who cannot
perform the bodily movements which are part of the regular prayer.95 Invocation,
together with reciting the Qur'an and abstaining from sin, is a veil protecting the
heart.96 Also, dhikr and seclusion "polish the mirror of the heart" and make one
ready for the encounter with God.97 Another Sufi concept recurring in the Taj is
the "love of God" (hubb, or mahabbat Allah).9* Prayer, in the light of this notion,
is a union between two lovers.99

So much for Ibn 'Ata' Allah's sermons. One is left intrigued as regards a few
important, contextual, questions that are crucial for comprehending the Shaykh's
influence on, and response to, his medieval Cairene audiences. Foremost is the
question how his sermons affected (and reflected) the listeners. Alas, we have to
satisfy ourselves with meagre information. There is, let us recall, the laconic,
stereotypic statement that Ibn fAta' Allah's preaching exerted "great influence
on people's hearts and souls".100 An additional short report is, however, quite
revealing. Accordingly, in 1307 or 1308, a crowd of over 500 commoners
(al-'amma) joined Ibn 'Ata' Allah and the master of the Sufi khanqah of Sa'Id
as-Su'ada'101 in their march to the Citadel. Their aim was to protest against Ibn
Taymiyya, the leading theologian of the age, because of his polemics directed
against the Shadhilite Sufis.102 This popular march can be interpreted as a
testimony to the diffusion of Ibn 'Ata' Allah's ideas among medieval Cairenes.103

Other than sermons, religious celebrations of various sorts were other occasions
during which ordinary Muslims might fall under the spell of Sufi shaykhs. First
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and foremost of these events in Mamluk Cairo was the mawlid (mulid, in the
vernacular), the celebration of the Prophet's birthday on the twelfth day of Rabf
al-Awwal.104 Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Manzur (d. 1277), who, together with his
disciples, lived in a zawiya in al-Maqs, performed a mawlid every year in the
presence of a large crowd.105 Abu'l-fAbbas al-QudsT (d. 1466) conducted festive
mawlids.106 Still, one wonders how much of the religious aspect remained in
celebrations of this kind. Take, for example, the mawlid commemorated at the
zawiya of Shaykh Isma'Tl at Inbaba, west of Cairo. In the nocturnal celebration
that took place in 1388, a few months before Ismaf Tl's death, wine was consumed,
and it was reported that on the next day 150 empty jugs were found near the
zawiya. Many women attended, and there were reports of sexual orgies.107 A
contemporary chronicler lamented the fact that many a man knew al-Inbabl's
zawiya only from its fa$ade, coming to participate in the merriment year after
year; other than that, they had no interest in the Shaykh's teaching.108

In addition to the Prophet's, there emerged mawlids to honour various Sufi
saints.109 First on the list should be the mawlid at Tanta, in the Gharbiyya
province, to commemorate Ahmad al-BadawT (1200-76), the most popular
Egyptian saint up to our own time.110 Observers in the late Mamluk and early
Ottoman periods remarked that al-BadawI's mawlid drew more people than the
Prophet's, or even more than the Pilgrimage.1 ] l In 1447 the annual celebration was
ordered to be discontinued because of the scandalous behaviour (mafasid)
involved. It was alleged that the Mamluk sultan was influenced in his decision by
followers of another Sufi shaykh, Muhammad al-Ghamrl. Under the pressure of
al-BadawT's followers, the ban was lifted the following year.112 Later, Shaykh
Muhammad ash-ShinawT (d. 1525) abolished some of the more frenzied practices
during al-BadawT's mawlid, as well as a procession with musical instruments to
the Shaykh's grave. Ash-ShinawT then organized dhikr sessions instead.113

In the fifteenth century, on the night before the twelfth of each month, the
Cairenes commemorated the afore-mentioned Isma'Tl al-Inbabl, who died in
1388.114 When this nocturnal celebration (waqt, layla) was first initiated we do not
know;115 the earliest report refers to 1418. In that year the sultan ordered a huge
bonfire {waqda haila) to be built at Inbaba. The public were told to make simple
torches and throw them in the Nile. Our source writes that this was "a night
unheard of" as regards the pleasure and merriment that were generated. The river
was full of boats packed with spectators.116 In the latter part of the fifteenth and in
the first half of the sixteenth centuries people used to arrive on boats at al-Inbabl's
tomb, pitch tents in the hundreds, set up a fair, and enjoy themselves "to the
utmost".117 Immediately after the celebrations in 1507 crowds went on to Bulaq,
to the madrasa known as Ibn az-Zaman, to observe the birthday of one Shaykh
Suwaydan. They pitched tents, then fire broke out, but disaster was avoided
"thanks to the grace of God and the baraka of the Shaykh".118 Reporting on the
Egyptians' customs on the occasion of mawlids, ash-ShafranI, in the first half of
the sixteenth century, tells us that the participants would occasionally tire of the
recitation of the Qur'an and someone might cry out: "Enough of the Qur'an! Let
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us hear something enjoyable! Let us have some singing and music!" The same
writer also reports that the performance of shadow plays was part of the mawlid
entertainment.119

A most important dimension of popular Sufism in the period under consideration
was the reintroduction into Islam of the old association of religion with magic.120

It "both stimulated and responded to the dark side of popular psychology which
is always irresistibly drawn to the supernatural, to superstition and to a form of
faith intelligible primarily through its own set of symbols and images".121 Indeed,
Muslims have generally accepted the existence of miracles: that is, extraordinary
phenomena (khawariq) that cannot be explained rationally, but whose occurrence
cannot be doubted either. Miracles were seen primarily as a means toward estab-
lishing the truthfulness of prophets who were bearers of the divine message. Not
only prophets, however, but also ordinary men could find themselves doing
wholly unexpected and extraordinary things. But, whereas someone like
al-HujwIrl, the eleventh-century Iranian mystic, could maintain that a saint's
miracles or graces (karamat) happen to him in spite of himself - he is not even
aware of them and must therefore hide them - reverence of saints in the period
under consideration was based on their capacity to affect at will the world of the
phenomena, to do things ordinary mortals could not do. "Elaborate stories of
their miracles were effectively circulated by their pupils, tightening their ever-
increasing grip on the credulous masses."122

The impossibility on the part of Sufi masters of discussing the more abstruse
truths of the faith with the people may have caused them to encourage popularly
edifying tales of saints and their wondrous powers as valid as the dry legalism of
the 'ulama''. "A general expectation of magic and miracle was sanctioned by those
who could not expect the wider public to rise to the level of Truth . . . the
expectation was increasingly focused not only on the dead saints and their tombs,
but even the living adepts themselves . . . Magic was passed as miracle, and magic
tricks as the gracious fruits of ascetic continence."123 While no Sufi appears to
have claimed performance of miracles in his writings, Sufis who had earned
honour were soon ascribed all sorts of miracles, from simple acts of outstanding
perceptiveness of others' mental states, through feats of healing and telepathy, to
more imaginative deeds like flying from Delhi to Mecca for a nightly Pilgrimage.
Such tales were subsequently accepted by the Sufis themselves.124

We find this pattern in force in medieval Cairo. Musallam al-Barql al-BadawT
(d. 1274), who resided in a ribat by the Qarafa Cemetery, was one whom the
people visited (ziyara) in order to be blessed (tabarruk).125 His contemporary,
Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. 'All al-Mawsill, known as Ibn at-Tabbakh
(d. 1271), a master of a zawiya, was another shaykh known for the power of
his blessings.126 Another Sufi, a member of the Ahmadiyya order (followers of
Ahmad al-BadawT),127 sat one day in 1303 at the Horse Market (Suq al-Khayl) and
started a fast. Immediately he became an attraction; the people attributed all sorts
of unusual abilities {tawahhamu fihi al-awham) to him. Consequently he was
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arrested, together with his ilk, for interfering with public order, and was instructed
to leave Cairo.128 The Cairenes who, upon his arrival from the Fayyum in 1391 or
1392, flocked to the ziyara of 'All ar-Rubl "the possessed" (al-majdhub),129

spread stories about his supernatural abilities (khawariq), among them his correct
prediction of an end to the plague.130 As for Shams ad-Din al-Hanafi (d. 1443 or
1444), whenever he came to the public bath to have his hair cut, the people used
to quarrel to get hold of a single hair to take home as a talisman.131 Sa'dan (or Sa'd
Allah (fl. ca 1450), a slave ((abd) or a manumitted slave (fatiq), and apparently a
member of the Ahmadiyya order, was admired (mu ftaqad) and visited by large
numbers because of a miracle which he had allegedly performed. Emirs, officials,
scholars, and commoners, both men and women, among them sick people, began
to extol him and came to seek his blessing (baraka). As the report goes, it was very
difficult to reach the man because of the crowds surrounding him, and it was
necessary to provide him with protection. Moreover, the quarter in which Sa'dan
resided became a sort of a "picnic ground", and merchants came there to offer
their goods for sale. The affair lasted ten days, until the sultan, who, according to
one version, feared the "corruption of the people's faith", ordered the imprison-
ment of the man. Yet at first the ruler's messengers succumbed to the Shaykh's
"spell" and to his adherents' resistance, and only in a second trial by more stead-
fast men was Sa'dan arrested and exiled to Damietta. Even there he was followed
by some of his supporters, who crowded in front of the prison; only the use of
force dispersed them.132 Also to be mentioned in this context is Shaykh Shams
ad-Din ad-Dlrutl (d. 1515), a preacher in al-Azhar. Whenever he walked in the
streets of Cairo the commoners used to surround him and stretch out their hands
to touch his garments and thus secure a baraka.133

Just how influential were stories of saints performing miracles may be gauged
from the testimonies of their adversaries. Prominent among these was Ibn
Taymiyya, who, in fatwas (legal opinions) issued in the early fourteenth century,
condemned Sufi doctrines and practices. One questionnaire, addressed to, or
possibly initiated by, the famous theologian, runs as follows:

And is the tradition which is transmitted by many among the populace and which they
claim to be emanating from the Prophet of God . . . viz.: "Any time people gather, there is
bound to be among them a friend of God (Wall Allah); he is not recognized by the people,
nor does he himself know that he is a wall" - a true one? Is it a fact that the condition of
God's friends (auliya') and their paths remain hidden from the learned and others? . . . Are
the Substitutes (abdal) found exclusively in Syria or in any place where Islamic rites are
observed in consonance with the Book and the Sunnal Is it true that as a wall stands in the
midst of a concourse his body disappears? . . . And what do you - our Learned Sir - say
about these al-Qalandariyat134l who shave off their beards? . . . What is your opinion about
their claim that God's Messenger - may Divine blessings be upon him - fed grapes to their
leader and conversed with him in non-Arabic? Is it lawful for a Muslim who believes in
God - the Most High - to make rounds in markets and villages soliciting votive offerings
for a given shaikh or his grave from anyone who may wish to make such an offering? Is it
a sin to assist such a man? . . . So also about him who maintains that certain shaikhs, when
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they listen to spiritual concerts, are visited by People from the Invisible (rijal al-ghaib), that
walls and ceilings split open to allow angels to descend therefrom in order to dance with or
above such shaikhs, and that, as some others believe, the Messenger of God - may he have
God's blessings - himself comes to visit them? What is required of a man who has such a
belief?135

Reports of miracles, obviously enough, were either meant to impress believers
and convince them of the extraordinary powers of the shaykh, or reflected their
belief in them. Yet some reports are more complex in function, for they associate
miracles specifically with one shaykh's social, communal role - to wit, improving
the lot of ordinary Muslims - and thus portray Sufis as communal leaders. Rather
than relating dazzling, fantastic performances of shaykhs, such reports reveal the
ways by which Sufis solved problems, or, perhaps more precisely, were expected
to solve problems.136 We are told how one shaykh fed a large number of poor
people during a period of starvation by performing a miracle, how another
delivered an innocent man unjustly imprisoned, or even how some shaykhs used
their supernatural powers to relieve people of catastrophes.137 Take, for example,
the report on Sldl Muhammad al-Wafa'I, who, while staying in Cairo in 1362, a
year of a low Nile, was requested by the people to perform an intercession and
cause the river to water the land. Sure enough, his prayer was answered. More-
over, his very surname allegedly stemmed from his announcement on that
particular occasion: "The Nile has reached its plenitude (wfl/0)!"138 Ibrahim b.
'All al-MatbulI (d. 1472), of the Ahmadiyya order, is believed to have fed five
hundred believers at his zawiya in Cairo in a year of famine, supposedly out of his
own agricultural produce.139 'All b. Shihab ash-Sha'ranl (d. 1486) - his grandson,
the famous Sufi author, tells us - used to grind his wheat and leave the flour
for the needy.140 Muhammad b. Tnan (d. 1516) was able to feed 500 people
miraculously with only a small measure of grain.141 Sldl Amln ad-Din (d. 1522 or
1523), the imam of the Ghamrl Mosque,142 shared his meals with the poor, the
blind, orphans, and widows. He provided alms anonymously, a fact discovered
only after his death.143 Shaykh 'Abd Allah Shams ad-Din Damirdash (d. 1523), a
former Mamluk of Sultan Qayit Bay, spent on the poor a third of his income from
a huge orchard which he cultivated in Cairo.144 Shaykh 'Abd Allah al-Misrl
(d. 1530 or 1531) used to grind hashish in the Azbakiyya Garden and give it
to people so that they would cease consuming it. In fact, it was reported that
whoever took of the Shaykh's herb repented and never tried hashish again.145 We
should, of course, treat such reports not as historical facts, but as probable hagio-
graphical stories. As such, however, they do not lack historical value, for they tell
us what people believed in, and, in their turn, they probably reinforced popular
belief. Here one can draw analogies with the world of medieval Christendom,
where "the hagiographer's main contribution was to shape the received material
according to the current, partly implicit, pressures of the saint-making process
. . . and, not least, the expectations of local devotees". The hagiographer, and this
is perfectly correct for the case under consideration, was an agent of the myth-
making mechanism.146
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Let us consider one more set of examples. In 1344 or 1345 Shaykh Ahmad
adh-Dhar'I petitioned the sultan to abolish illegal taxes. We are told that the
sultan complied.147 Abu'l-'Abbas Ahmad b. Musa az-Zar'I (d. 1360 or 1361), we
read elsewhere, dared to stand up to the rulers of his time and to convince them to
undo many wrongs (abtala mazalim kathlra).XA% Khalaf b. Hasan b. fAbd Allah
at-Tukhl (d. 1398) was admired by the people; he used to serve as an intermediary
between them and their rulers.149 Shaykh Muhammad as-Safarl, who resided
in fAmr b. al- As Mosque, sent in 1451, a year of high grain prices,150 two of
his disciples, with chains on their necks, to the muhtasib of Cairo. This was
undoubtedly as-Safarl's peculiar way of protesting against the mismanagement
which he associated with the market inspector. Yet his two men were arrested and
he himself was summoned to the Citadel, a fact which prompted him to curse the
sultan. Then a large crowd gathered at the gate of his zawiya to hear as-Safarl's
prediction about the imminent death of the ruler.151 About half a century
later another Sufi, Muhammad ash-ShinawI (d. 1525),152 was instrumental in
abolishing heavy taxes on grain in the Gharbiyya province.153

There is a common motif in all these reports. As Fernandes has aptly suggested,
thus revising earlier analyses, from the fourteenth century onwards any attempt to
maintain an internal balance in Egypt between the military ruling group and the
rest of the population had a fortiori to be based on Sufi institutions. In that respect,
Sufis were at least as significant as orthodox scholars (rulama').154 Thus we arrive
from an initially religious message, via social performance, to the political role of
Sufi shaykhs. Having established their communal authority as religious leaders,
shaykhs felt responsible, perhaps were also expected, to mediate between
Egyptian subjects and the Mamluk regime.

The veneration of shaykhs as portrayed in the above descriptions, certainly did not
cease with the termination of their lives. The cult of dead Sufis was conceived of
as a natural continuation of the worship of living saints. Already the funeral of a
shaykh was an occasion for proving that veneration went on. Thus the funeral of
Husayn b. Ibrahim b. 'All al-Jakl in 1337 was attended by large crowds. His
coffin, placed at the Polo Hippodrome (Maydan al-Qabaq), was surrounded by
crowds, and people fought their way to touch it; the line of mourners stretched
from the Succour Gate to al-Jakl's zawiya, situated at the western bank of the
Canal.155 Ahmad b. Ibrahim al-BursawI, known as Ibn 'Arab, of Anatolian origin,
a shaykh revered also by Mamluk officers, was honoured upon his death in 1426
with a "state funeral".156 The coffin of 'Urnar b. Ibrahim al-Babanl, a shaykh who
settled in Cairo around 1436 and died there in 1463, had to be raised "on the
finger tips" to save it from the enthusiastic crowd.157 The property of deceased
shaykhs was sometimes treated as relics. Ibn 'Arab's garments were sold for a high
price as a means of blessing.158 A similar case was that of Shaykh fAbd al-Ghaffar
(d. 1308orl309).159

By the Mamluk period, dead Sufis were integrated into the cult of "visitation of
graves" (ziyarat al-qubur). This cult in its private manifestation had of course had
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a long history, which need not detain us here.160 What is of more immediate
concern to us is that in its collective, public, expression, tombs of shaykhs now
featured along with tombs of allegedly pre-Islamic figures and graves of Shiite
personages.161 Several dozens of shaykhs' tombs that were "visited" are listed in
our sources. They must be considered as only a fraction of a much larger number.
Unfortunately, there is very little information on the customs that were part of the
cult of dead Sufis;162 only here and there does one come across a laconic statement
concerning those customs. Thus we read that at gatherings which took place on the
first day of Muharram of each year at the grave of Shaykh Abu Muhammad *Abd
Allah b. Abl Jamra (d. 1296), literary material collected by the deceased shaykh
himself, such as sayings (hadiths) of the Prophet, was recited.163 A ziyara to the
grave of the above-mentioned Husayn b. Ibrahim b. 'AIT al-Jakl (d. 1337), outside
the Succour Gate, was performed each year for at least seventy or so years until
the early fifteenth century. Vows (nudhiir) and offerings were made; it was
claimed that requests at the grave were answered.164 The tomb of Shaykh 'Abd
Allah b. Muhammad b. Sulayman al-Manufl al-Maghribl (d. 1348), a Sufi known
for his miracles (karamat khariqa), was visited on Saturdays.165



CHAPTER 2

Al-Bakri's biography of Muhammad

"Liar and swindler (al-kadhdhab, ad-dajjal) . . . inventor of stories (wadi'l-
qisas)", whose books, however, were read (or sold) in bookshops. This is how
Shams ad-Din adh-Dhahabl (1274-1348), a Damascene historian, characterized
Abu'l-Hasan al-Bakrl.1 He was not the only one to write about al-Bakrl in this
manner. Other fourteenth- and fifteenth-century writers also evoked al-Bakrl's
name in a clearly negative sense. Ibn Kathlr (ca 1300-73), a Damascene also,
mentioned Sirat DhV l-himma wa'l-Battal,2 Sirat 'Antar,3 al-Bakrl's biography of
the Prophet (Sirat al-Bakrl), and Sirat ad-Danif* in one and the same stroke. He
stressed that "the lies produced in al-Bakn's slra are an offence and a grave sin;
their fabricator has fallen into the category of those warned by the Prophet: 'He
who reports lies about me deliberately shall be condemned to Hell.'"5 Ibn Hajar
al-'Asqalanl (d. 1449), a leading Egyptian scholar, copied from adh-Dhahabl
almost verbatim; to the works attributed to al-Bakrl he added what he considered
al-Bakrl's most famous piece, the biography of the Prophet, already mentioned by
Ibn Kathlr. Al-'Asqalanl also remarked that "there is not [by al-Bakrl] even one
accurate description of a single one of Muhammad's expeditions (ma saqa
ghazwatan minha 'aid wajhiha); whatever al-Bakrl related was full of
falsification, corruption, or additions".6 Another Egyptian, al-Qalqashandl (1355-
1418), chose al-Bakrl as an archetype of liars in his chapter on historically famous
(or infamous) characters.7 Ibrahim b. Muhammad Burhan ad-Din, known as Sibt
b. al-fAjamI (d. 1438),8 an Aleppin savant, warned emphatically against al-Bakrl
and quoted adh-Dhahabl to that effect.9 Other medieval writers followed suit.10

The repeated references to al-Bakrl suggest that his works made popular
reading yet were condemned in scholarly circles of the late medieval period. The
popularity of al-Bakrl in Egypt, specifically among the various Islamic regions,
can be argued from a query addressed to Ibn Hajar al-Haytaml, a sixteenth-
century scholar, most likely while he was in Cairo. Al-Haytaml was asked about
the value of al-Bakrl's works; the scholar's legal opinion (fatwa) forbade their
reading, since they mostly included "lies and falsehood, a hodgepodge of things".
And "since the truth cannot be distinguished from the lies, the whole book is
forbidden".11

Adh-Dhahabl listed six works by al-Bakrl.12 Many more are scattered in
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libraries in the form of a few dozen manuscript fragments, all carrying an
attribution to al-Bakrl.13 Here I wish to examine in some detail al-Bakri's
biography of Muhammad, entitled in most of its extant versions al-Anwar
wa-misbah [or miftah] as-surur [or al-asrar] wa'l-afkar fi dhikr (sayyidina)
Muhammad al-mustafa al-mukhtar {The Lights and the Lamp [or Key] of Delight
[or Secrets] and Thoughts concerning the Commemoration of [our Master] the
Chosen). It is the story of the Prophet's ancestors and his early life, up to the
period in his career known as al-mab'ath ("the mission").14 The Anwar has
survived in more than a dozen manuscripts, most of which date to the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. Fortunately, there is also one medieval manuscript, and
thus we can examine a version to the like of which, presumably, the above-
mentioned scholars referred.15 Who al-Bakrl was is a question that I shall take up
at the end of this chapter. In the mean time, to support an argument about the
Anwar as a popular literary piece, a summary of its contents is offered.16

Muhammad's primordiality and the nur Muhammad?7

Al-Bakri's sir a begins with the early Islamic theme - also found in works of
reputed Muslim scholars such as Ibn Sa'd (d. 845) and Tabarl (d. 923) - of
Muhammad's primordiality; namely, the existence of his spirit as part of the
substance of his ancestors.18 According to the Anwar, the Prophet's spirit was
created in the following process. First, Gabriel was sent to fetch a handful of some
unspecified white stuff (qabda bay da').19 Then the angel brought pure dust
(turab) from the Prophet's future grave at Medina. The dust was dipped first in the
celestial spring Tanslm,20 then each day in one of the springs of Paradise, until it
became like a white, shining pearl (durra bay da?), which was then presented to
the angels. It was welcomed by them and given great respect. After the creation of
Adam, the special substance was transferred to him, and its light shone from his
face.21

God ordered Adam to deposit the light only in a pure loin, which he did, thus
keeping to "a pact and a covenant" (rahd wa-mlthaq), which were later also
binding on his descendants.22 Adam's light was transferred to Eve when she was
pregnant with Sheth, then to Sheth himself, then to his descendants.23

Hashim

Hashim is portrayed in the Anwar as a generous man who fed the hungry and
covered the naked; his door was open to the needy and his table always set for
visitors.24 He preached to the Qurayshites the importance of cordial treatment of
pilgrims arriving at Mecca, and himself led the effort to supply food and drink to
them.25 On one occasion, when there was famine in Mecca, he sent men to Syria(?)
(Sham) for supplies.26 In honour of his leadership the Meccans entrusted him with
the "Keys of the Ka'ba", and awarded him the supervision of their Assembly
House (dar an-nadwa) and the posts oisiqaya and rifadaP Furthermore, Hashim
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was given a number of prestigious emblems: Sheth's Shoes, Ibrahim's Gown,
Isrna'Il's Bow, and Nizar's28 Flag (liwa).

Special stories illustrate the importance of Hashim's divine light. It illuminated
the Ka'ba, it shone on dark nights, and it allowed him to see clearly behind his
back. Hashim, of course, was bound by the special "pact" imposed upon Adam
and therefore refused to be married into royal courts. He rejected offers of
marriage from the Abyssinian and the Byzantine rulers (qaysar), who both desired
him as a husband for their daughters because of his light (nur rasul Allah),
recognized by their clerics (ahbar, ruhban, kuhhari). The Anwar then proceeds to
the story of Hashim's marriage.

While in standard medieval siras such as Ibn Kathlr's, Hashim's engagement
to Salma is told in a matter-of-fact manner and is incidental to one of his business
trips,29 in al-Bakrl's sir a Hashim is told in a dream to marry Salma, the daughter
of 'Amr of the Banu Najjar of Yathrib (later Medina). There is an extended
description of Hashim's journey to Yathrib, in the company of forty "dignitaries"
{sayyid) of the Banu *Abd Manaf and other clans,30 to ask for Salma's hand.
Hashim himself carried one of his sacred emblems, Nizar's Flag, on the journey.
Before he departed the Meccans gathered to say farewell to him.31 When the party
approached Yathrib, the blazing light (ghurra) shone from Hashim's forehead and
lit up the town; women climbed up on fences to see it. In the first meeting between
the Meccans and 'Amr, Salma's father, the latter described his daughter as
absolutely independent and entitled to her own decision (amrl duna amriha).32

The scene then shifts to the market of the Jewish tribe of Qaynuqa', where a
huge tent was set up in honour of Hashim. This site as well was illuminated
by Hashim's special light. People left their businesses and rushed to see the
phenomenon. All were overwhelmed by Hashim's beauty.33 Those merchants
who went to look at Hashim suffered heavy losses on that day, as their unprotected
merchandise was stolen. Salma, known for her excellent qualities and herself
proud of her own beauty, was also struck by Hashim's good looks and realized
how inferior to him she was.34 In the course of a dialogue she has with her father,
the latter tells her about the merits of her would-be husband. Salma, however, is
less than enthusiastic, reminding her father of her earlier, now dissolved,
marriage.35 Then the Devil (Iblls) appears to Salma repeatedly, disguised once as
an elderly man (shaykh), then as one of Hashim's party, and initially dissuades her
from the marriage plan. He describes Hashim as a "Casanova" with whom a
woman would not cohabit more than one month. He also depicts him as a coward.
As a result Salma declares to her father that the engagement should not take place,
yetf Amr tries to convince her otherwise. The next day Salma and Hashim have an
"accidental" encounter, during which the woman, who sees the light on Hashim's
face, expresses her desire for him.36 This leads to the engagement ceremony.37

Iblls, once again in disguise, participates in the negotiations about the dowry
and repeatedly signals to Salma's father to raise his bid. Finally, 'Amr tires of the
obnoxious "shaykh" and his advice,38 at which point the latter nods to a Jewish
party, present at the meeting, to attack the Meccans. In the course of the clash,
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Hashim is able to get hold of IblTs and hit him; the latter begs for mercy. The
Jewish leader, Armun(?),39 is split in two by al-Muttalib's (Hashim's brother)
sword, while Hashim and his men kill seventy-two40 Jews.41 After that incident,
Hashim marries Salma, and when she is pregnant with the future *Abd al-Muttalib,
the light (niir Muhammadi) is transferred to her, and then to her son upon his
birth.42 Prior to his business journey to Gaza, where he would meet his death,
Hashim instructs Salma to hide their future offspring until his return. As Hashim
dies, the leadership of Mecca, together with all his titles, according to his own will,
are entrusted to his brother al-Muttalib.

Abd al-Muttalib
fAbd al-Muttalib,43 Hashim's son, came into this world with the special light
shining on his forehead and a smile on his face. His mother saw a white hair on
his head, hence his original name Shayba.44 For some time Salma was able to
conceal the news of his birth. Then, as it spread, the people of Medina came to see
his beauty. When Shayba reached the age of seven, he was so strong that parents
used to complain about him "breaking their children's ribs and spilling their
children's blood". One day, a Meccan of the Banu Harith, while visiting Medina,
saw the boy, interrogated him about his identity, and brought back to Mecca the
news that Hashim's son was alive.45 Al-Muttalib then went to see his "lost"
nephew and took him home without asking the mother's permission.46

On their way to Mecca the two were ambushed by Jewish warriors who claimed
their coming was to protect the boy. There is an extensive recounting of the
dialogue between the two parties. In the clash which follows al-Muttalib shoots
some Jews with arrows and causes panic in the enemy's camp.47 Consequently,
there is some bargaining and a duel between one Jew and al-Muttalib; the latter
kills his opponent. Then follows another duel between al-Muttalib and the leader
of the Jewish camp. Again al-Muttalib is able to overcome his adversary and
"split" his body. A massacre of the Jewish party follows. At this point there appear
on the scene 400 Medinan warriors,48 Salma and her family amongst them.
Following an emotional dialogue between Salma and her son, the latter expresses
his desire to continue to Mecca.49 After the arrival of the two men in the town50

'Abd al-Muttalib, through his special light, helps the Meccans whenever they are
in need.51

Abrahams siege of Mecca52

Al-BakrI's report of Abraha's expedition diverges in many details from all
standard versions, mainly as regards the reasons for the expedition.53 Accordingly,
Abraha b. Sabbah,54 the Christian "king" of the Yemen,55 had constructed a golden
church in Najran where, once a year, a festival lasting three days was celebrated
in his presence. On the eve of one of the annual celebrations, a group of Meccan
merchants happened to pass by the church, and, as one of its guards approached
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them, a dispute arose about which was better, the church of Najran or the Ka'ba
of Mecca. The dispute resulted in the killing of some Christians; the church itself
was ransacked.56 As Abraha arrived in Najran to celebrate, the bad news reached
him and he vowed to destroy the Ka'ba "without leaving a trace". He wrote about
the affair to his subjects in the Yemen and young men gathered to his call.57 His
elephant, named Madhmum,58 was also dispatched to him. This elephant was tame
and used to prostrate itself before its master.

At the vanguard of Abraha's expeditionary force was Shamir b. Maqsud with
an army of 20,000.59 He took as a guide the chieftain of the Khath'am tribe.60 On
their way, other Arabs from the vicinity of Ta'if joined them.61 Upon discovering
that the people of Mecca had fled, the troops put their animals out to graze, and
seized 200 red she-camels,62 which happened to be the property of fAbd
al-Muttalib. fAbd al-Muttalib himself was invited to Abraha's audience.63 The
troops at the Yemeni camp were astonished to see light shining from his forehead,
and marvelled at his beauty. 'Abd al-Muttalib, who passed by Abraha's elephant
on his way to the audience, whispered some word in its ear, and the beast
prostrated itself. Abraha, like his servants, was struck by the Meccan's handsome
appearance. At their meeting,64 fAbd al-Muttalib only asked for the return of his
100 (sic) confiscated camels, a request which surprised Abraha, who had expected
him to beg for an end to the siege of his town.65 Yet the Meccan declared that, as
regards that matter, he put his trust in God. Abraha's reaction was sheer anger; he
decided to enter Mecca.

During the Yemenite attack, fAbd al-Muttalib uttered a prayer and, conse-
quently, Abraha's elephant, which was in the lead, stopped and went down on its
knees.66 All the troops stood frozen. Abraha ordered them to proceed, but then
the famous miracle of the birds happened, on which al-Bakrl's report is more
elaborate than any other source.67 We also learn that Abraha himself was fatefully
afflicted. During his attempt to evade disaster his limbs fell off one after the other;
as he was carried into his kingdom, his head rolled down.68

f Abd Allah69

When Fatima bt. 'Amr was pregnant with fAbd Allah, she received the special
light which had been given earlier to fAbd al-Muttalib, and the light was then
transferred to *Abd Allah upon his birth.70 The child matured very rapidly,
growing in one day as much as other children grow in one month, and in one
month as much as other boys do in one year.71 All the people (al-badiya wal-
hadira) were astonished at his beauty. Then one day, *Abd al-Muttalib, by then the
father of eleven sons, decided to fulfil an earlier vow - to sacrifice a son if he ever
begot one - a vow he had made when still heirless as a reaction to a challenge
posed to him by 'Adi b. Nawfal, his opponent within Quraysh (fAdI had once
mocked \Abd al-Muttalib for his lack of male children).72 Now 'Abd al-Muttalib
gathered his sons, told them about his commitment, and asked for their opinion.
All but *Abd Allah remained silent. Aged ten and the tenth in line (Harith, the
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youngest, was absent), 'Abd Allah encouraged his father to go ahead with his vow.
Hearing him, 'Abd al-Muttalib burst into tears; the rest agreed with \Abd Allah's
opinion.

On the day of the sacrifice, 'Abd al-Muttalib neither ate nor drank. All his sons
gathered, dressed in their best garments, except for'Abd Allah, whom Fatima tried
to keep from going. There follows a scene in which 'Abd al-Muttalib tries to
pull the boy out of his mother's grip and the mother resists, 'Abd Allah himself
shouting that he would rather join his father so that the vow could be enacted. The
boy says: "If God chooses me, we have to abide; if he chooses someone else, I
shall return." In a dialogue between Fatima and 'Abd al-Muttalib, the shocked
mother admonishes her husband for his intention to sacrifice her son.73 Yet 'Abd
al-Muttalib, determined, marches to the Ka'ba, accompanied by the people of
Mecca. At the shrine he delivers a sermon in rhymed prose (sajf).14 Then the
soothsayer secludes himself in the Ka'ba to draw the lot by arrows, and thus
inform the people who is the youth to be sacrificed.

'Abd al-Muttalib, the distraught father, is roaming around restless; his wives are
weeping. 'Abd Allah's lot is drawn, and 'Abd al-Muttalib faints; Fatima puts dust
on her head; all the Meccans mourn.75 The draw is repeated with the same result,
and 'Abd al-Muttalib now takes his son to be slaughtered. The sacrifice is averted
by a miracle: the three archangels cry for God's mercy and God replies that all was
done to test 'Abd al-Muttalib's faith (ablaytu (abdi). Then the party turn to a
woman soothsayer (kahina), who, to conclude the affair, advises them to draw the
lot several times until it falls on camels; these will replace 'Abd Allah as an
offering. In the end, 100 camels are slaughtered.76 Al-BakrI's version of the
sacrifice story contains the interesting observation that 'Abd Allah experienced
what the biblical Joseph had before him; it is not clear, however, whether what is
meant is general trials that both withstood, or just the sexual temptation they
resisted.77

Abd Allah's marriage78

'Abd Allah was desired for marriage by many, who were willing to reward him
generously. Thus a Jewish soothsayer tried to seduce him, yet he resisted the
temptation and married Amina. When the Jewess learnt about it during a second
encounter with 'Abd Allah, she stated that her desire for him was only for his
light.79 The Anwar draws here an analogy between 'Abd Allah and Joseph, who,
according to the biblical story, had been seduced by Potiphar's (Arabic Qatflr or
Itflr) wife. Both resisted carnal temptation.80 A second example of 'Abd Allah's
reputation occurs in the context of his (and his father's) trip to Yamama in Central
Arabia. Zarqa', the local kahina, tried to seduce the lad by promising him a large
sum.81

The reason for 'Abd Allah's engagement to Amina is peculiarly presented.
Wahb, Amina's father, witnessed 'Abd Allah's single-handed combat against the
Jews (see below), and he summoned 'Abd Allah's clan for assistance. Wahb,
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much impressed by the lad's bravery, then suggested to his wife that their
daughter and the young Qurayshi would make a good match. Wahb's wife, though
initially sceptical, takes it upon herself to discuss the matter with fAbd al-Muttalib.
Following the discussion, fAbd al-Muttalib turns to fAbd Allah himself to ask his
opinion. The young man's silence is interpreted by the father as a sign of consent
and the engagement is concluded. The earthly wedding ceremony is reflected in a
heavenly celebration by the angels.82

'Abd Allah dies while on his way to Yathrib to fetch provisions for a fete that
should have taken place following the birth of his child. According to another ver-
sion, fAbd Allah's death occurred only after the birth of Muhammad.83

The birth of Muhammad84

In the Vatican version of the Anwar Amina herself is the narrator of mysterious
occurrences which precede and follow the birth of Muhammad. She sees the wing
of a white bird rubbing against her heart.85 Thus her labour pains are removed.
Suddenly she observes a white liquid86 and, being thirsty, she drinks it. As she
does so, light radiates from her. Then tall women appear, spreading perfumes
around. Surprised at their appearance, Amina wonders how they were able to enter
her house, since she had locked the door. Then each of the women announces in a
particular phrase the good tidings of the imminent birth of Muhammad. Later on,
Amina sees "human beings with wings", holding cups full of an unknown
liquid. A voice is booming: "Take him away lest demons (jinn) and humans see
him." At this point Amina wishes that fAbd al-Muttalib, the grandfather, who is at
the Ka'ba making a vow, had been present.87 The vision is then concluded by the
appearance of a group of birds with white wings, green legs, and red beaks, all
uttering the praise of God. Then follows the birth. As soon as Muhammad comes
into this world he prostrates in the direction of the Ka'ba, then raises his finger
towards Heaven.88

Amina's house is filled with strange noises. Then a white cloud covers both the
mother and the new-born child, and the latter is taken away.89 Amina hears Allah's
command: "Perform the circumambulation (tufii) with Muhammad to the West,
South, and North, enter the sea . . . " After a very brief disappearance, the child is
returned to his mother, wrapped in white wool, three keys made of pearls in his
hand. Again a voice booms: "These are the keys of Victory, the qibla, and light."90

A second cloud, larger than the first, descends, and again the infant is taken away,
now for a longer time, and once more a voice exclaims that this time Muhammad
will be presented before all earlier Messengers and be given a quality of each of
them.91 When Muhammad is returned to Amina, the voice states that the child was
given hold of the entire world. Then three men enter, their faces shining like the
sun, one holding a silver jug, another a basin of precious stones, the third a piece
of silk,92 and again a voice commands that Muhammad must be presented to all
ends of this world. Then Ridwan, the Keeper of Paradise, stamps upon the baby's
shoulder the special Seal of Prophecy (khatarri).
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So much for Amina's report. The Anwar goes on to tell us that 'Abd al-Muttalib
was at the Ka'ba at the time of the birth and witnessed there the destruction
of idols (asnam) and other occurrences which astonished him.93 As he hurries to
Amina's dwelling, a dark cloud suddenly comes out. *Abd al-Muttalib enters
and finds out that the special light is no longer on Amina's face; thus he learns that
the birth has already taken place. He wants to see the baby and, upon Amina's
reply that he should wait three days, angrily pulls out his sword to clear his way.
But then he is confronted by an awesome man who commands him to stay away
for three days during which Muhammad is to be visited (ziyara) only by
the angels. At the end of this period the Meccans come to greet Amina; they
smell a special perfume emanating from her. She explains that this is due to
Muhammad.

It should be noted that missing in al-Bakrl's account are details which
appear in the standard biographies of Muhammad, such as the light shining
from "Busra" (= Bostra, in the Syrian desert) to Amina during her pregnancy,
the reaction of the Jewish community in Yathrib to Muhammad's birth, and
the quaking of the Iranian palace (irtijas al-iwan) following the birth of the
Prophet.94

The suckling of Muhammad95

A few days after Muhammad's birth Amina hears a voice (hatif) commanding
her to hire Hallma of the Banu Sa'd as a wetnurse. Hallma hears a voice as well,
telling her to go to Mecca and fetch a particular infant.96 Then, despite the
famine prevailing in the region, and to the surprise of her fellow nurses, she
regains an excellent physical condition. Later, a voice addresses Hallma's clan,
promising them blessings as a reward for the suckling of the special infant of
Mecca.

As Hallma comes to town to take the baby - that is, Muhammad - she enters an
extended dialogue with 'Abd al-Muttalib, from whom she learns that the child is
fatherless. She then goes to consult her husband, who is very disappointed to hear
that fact. Nevertheless, Hallma, struck by the baby's beauty, and tempted by 'Abd
al-Muttalib's promise to reward her generously, is determined to take Muhammad
with her. As she holds him, his special light is reflected in her own face; she thinks
that a lantern was placed near the boy, but is told by Amina that the light comes
directly from him.

Hallma takes Muhammad with her and receives, now against her will, money
for his maintenance. On her way back to her clan she and her companions
encounter forty monks (rahib) of Najran,97 who already know about the birth of
Muhammad and what will follow it - their own destruction. As they pull out their
swords to attack, the baby lifts his head, utters some words, and fire comes out of
Heaven and exterminates them.98 Hallma's clan see great blessings thanks to the
presence of Muhammad amongst them. With his thaumaturgic touch he is able to
heal wounds and remove illness.
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Shark as-sadr

The famous episode of shark as-sadr ("opening of the breast")99 is foreseen
by Hallma in a dream, and she wishes, as a result, to return Muhammad to his
family. Some time later Muhammad's foster brothers return from grazing their
herds and with horror they tell that two giants seized Muhammad, who had joined
them against Hallma's will. The boy is later found unharmed. He relates that the
giants took a black drop out of his heart and informed him: "This is the Devil's
part (hazz ash-shaytan)"100 The event prompts Hallma to carry out her earlier
wish, and thus Muhammad is returned to Mecca. This episode too involves a
bizarre occurrence: the boy disappears at the Ka'ba, only to be found later lying
under a tree.101

The Vatican (medieval) manuscript of al-Bakrl's Anwar terminates abruptly
with the beginning of the story of Muhammad, now a young man, voyaging to
Syria to sell merchandise for the rich woman Khadlja.102 If one is curious to know
how al-Bakrl treated that event, and Muhammad's marriage to Khadlja, one can
rely on the less old, more complete versions of the Anwar.103 Although it is far
from certain that these tally with the part missing in our earliest manuscript, the
approximation, to this point in the story, of the Vatican to the later versions
provides a possible basis for completing the story.104 It goes as follows.

On his journey to Syria, Muhammad demonstrates on several occasions his
unique ability to predict future events. At the same time he is confronted by Abu
Jahl, his jealous relative, who also makes an abortive attempt on his life. The
standard stories of the two monks Bahfra and Nastur (or Nastura), who recognized
the gift of prophecy in Muhammad,105 are united in the Anwar and are unfolded
differently. According to al-Bakrl the caravan, while passing through 'Aqaba, by
the Red Sea, comes upon the monk Faylaq(?) b. al-Yunan b. *Abd as-Sallb, known
as Abu Khablr, who for some time had expected the visit of the Messenger
(al-bashir an-nadhlr) from the Hijaz.106 Abu Jahl's plot to leave Muhammad as a
guard of the merchandise fails, and the monk recognizes in the boy the future
prophet. Another peculiar experience which befalls Muhammad on the same voy-
age is an escape from yet another attempt on his life, this time by a Jew of the
Banu Qurayza in Syria(?) (Sham).

Muhammad is able to sell all of Khadlja's merchandise profitably and returns
to Mecca to report his success to his patroness.107 Then follows the episode of their
engagement, which is much elaborated when compared with standard versions.108

According to the Anwar, it is Khadlja who offers, to the surprise of Hashim's clan,
to marry Muhammad despite his social inferiority.109 As Khuwaylid, her father,
who is not sober, refuses to approve the engagement, Khadlja contacts Waraqa,
her uncle, to arrange the marriage.110 A ceremony then takes place in Khadlja's
spacious dwelling, during which Khuwaylid receives a large sum of money from
Abu Talib (no other than Khadlja herself is the donor). A generous marriage gift
demanded by both Khuwaylid and Waraqa is also provided by Khadlja herself!
The wedding is celebrated in great splendour.111
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Thus far a summary of al-Bakn's sira. It should have given the reader an idea
of the popular character of the work. Detailed and unique descriptions, and an
obvious mythical treatment, envelop the circumstances leading to Salma's
marriage to Hashim, fAbd Allah's sacrifice (averted at the last moment), the birth
of the Prophet, and so on. I now turn to a brief discussion of the main motifs of
the Anwar. These should shed further light on the popular element in al-Bakrl's
work.

Hashim's clan and the Jews
We have already had an occasion to glimpse the special role of the Jews in the
Anwar. Let us consider further information about it. Armun b. Faytun(?), one of
the leaders {ahbar) of the Jews of Yathrib, had allegedly known about Hashim
prior to his coming to the town to search for Salma. Upon Hashim's arrival, as the
Jews go out with the rest to see him, Armun bursts into tears, saying: "This man
will beget a child who will bring destruction upon us; he will be the blood spiller
(saffak), the destroyer (hattak); angels fight at his side; his name in the scriptures
is the exterminator {mahVy, the light shining out of Hashim is the light of that
future enemy of the Jews." The Jewish party then decide to kill Hashim, to
"extinguish the light", and thus to avoid the coming disaster. Armun, however,
replies that this is impossible, since Heaven is on Hashim's side; he has even
defeated the angels.112 The Jews, disarmed by the response, conceal their hatred
to Hashim. On that day there also emerged their animosity to the Messenger of
God. Exactly the same phrase is repeated in the context of their defeat by
Hashim and his party during his wedding to Salma.113 On another occasion, in the
wedding story, the Jews are referred to as "a treacherous party" {'asaba
ghadira).114

The Jews were instigated by Iblls against Hashim, and 400 of them115 were
persuaded to attack the Meccans.116 A large number of them, however, were killed
in the attack, a fact which enhanced the hatred felt by the survivors.117 Later, when
Salma was pregnant, Hashim instructed her to hide their future son from the
Jews, "his worst enemies".118 Indeed, the Jews much detested the infant \Abd
al-Muttalib, since they had his description in their books as the one who would
destroy their homes. Salma and the child therefore needed the protection of the
warriors of the two Medinan tribes, Aws and Khazraj.119 The Jews followed the
track of al-Muttalib and 'Abd al-Muttalib on their way from Medina to Mecca.120

Their leader at that point, Latiya b. Dalja(?),121 is described as a "Devil" (shaytan)
and "an enemy of God".122

The Jewish rabbis {ahbar, ahbar isra' iliyya) had in their possession a white
woollen gown, worn by Yahya b. Zakariyya' (John the Baptist) at the time of his
martyrdom. It was stated in their scriptures that should the traces of blood on the
gown become fresh once again, an attack upon the Jews would soon follow
(khuruj assayf al-maslul). After the birth of *Abd Allah the blood spots indeed
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turned fresh, so the Jews hired assassins to murder the infant; to no avail.123

The rabbis also tried to kill *Abd Allah after his escape from the sacrifice
and ambushed him as he went hunting alone.124 He was able to withstand their
attack single-handedly and was finally saved by his clan. His courage prompted
Wahb, as we saw above, to offer his daughter, Amina, to the youth. Another
Jewish plot was to poison *Abd al-Muttalib's family.125 The Jews, prisoners
at the house of Wahb, Amina's father, also made an attempt on the lives of
fAbd al-Muttalib and 'Abd Allah. Their plan was discovered and they were
massacred.126

Dreams
Dreams and their interpretation (ta'wil ar-ruya) recur in al-Bakrl's slra. Their
role is at least two-fold: to enhance the element of mystery, and to lend the
character who dreams a special quality. Let us consider a few examples.

On the night preceding the ceremony of his engagement to Salma, Hashim
dreams of a pack of dogs, led by one special dog with a twisted tail, staring at him.
In his dream, Hashim rushes to his sword. When he wakes up in horror, he
recounts the dream to his party. He himself interprets it as a sign of a plot,
obviously planned by the Jews against the Meccan party in Medina. Hashim
advises his kinsmen to be on the alert and carry their swords.127

'Abd al-Muttalib as well tells about a dream he had at the Ka'ba. In that dream,
a white chain, the glitter of which strikes the eye, has four edges: one reaching to
the far East, one to the far West, one to Heaven, and the fourth piercing through
the Earth. Then the chain suddenly turns into a tree, beneath which are lying two
giant, awesome men. 'Abd al-Muttalib asks them who they are, and they say they
are Noah and Abraham. 'Abd al-Muttalib wakes up in horror. The kahina whom
he approaches interprets the dream as a good omen: one of his descendants will be
called "the ruler of the East, West, the Sea, and the Earth".128

'Abd Allah also has a dream in which he is confronted by screaming apes
(= Jews), swords in their hands. He barely escapes, and then fire comes and
destroys his enemies. Ironically, his father, *Abd al-Muttalib, asks Jews visiting
from Syria to interpret the dream. The Jewish leader deceitfully answers that there
is no reason for concern.129

Together with dreams, one should mention the role played in the Anwar by
the "invisible speaker" {hatif). The latter, also to be found in scholarly works,130

acts time and again, directing the heroes to the right decision or action. Thus
Hashim is commanded to marry Salma so that he can beget his children from
a "pure loin".131 Salma is told by the hatif about her pregnancy with 'Abd
al-Muttalib,132 and after giving birth, is directed to hide the infant.133 The hatif
admonishes the Jews who come to Mecca with the aim of killing 'Abd Allah.134

It conveys to Amina the imminent birth of Muhammad,135 tells her to hire
Hallma as a wetnurse,136 and orders Hallma to fetch Muhammad the infant for
suckling.137
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The devil (Iblls, shaytdn)
In contrast to scholarly discussions of the nature of Iblls - whether angel or demon
(jinn)n% - the Devil in the Anwar features quite frequently in the guise of a human
being. Thus he appears to Salma twice, the first time disguised as an old man, the
second as a young man, and warns her of Hashim.139 At the engagement
ceremony, again in disguise, he urges Salma's father to ask for a more generous
gift of marriage.140 As one would expect in a popular piece, Iblls's role in the
Anwar is quite significant, unlike his absence or only minor appearance in the
standard biographies of the Prophet.141 Thus, prior to the birth of Sheth, the angel
Gabriel veils Eve with a screen of light to prevent Iblls from approaching her.142

After the birth of 'Abd al-Muttalib as well, a screen of light is sent from Heaven
to protect Salma from the Devil.143 The Devil's hatred of Hashim stemmed from
his knowledge that, with the coming of the latter, the idols would be eliminated.144

A systematic comparison between the Anwar and standard siras seems to me
superfluous for the purpose of this chapter. It is instructive, however, to point out
some differences between al-Bakrl's and scholarly biographies of Muhammad. I
shall use here Ibn Kathlr's sira, which is part of his large historical work known
as al-Bidaya wan-nihaya and is, so to speak, a medieval work, having been
compiled in the fourteenth century. It therefore fits the chronological boundaries
of this study.145

While al-Bakrl's Anwar does not contain some familiar accounts such as harb
al-fijar,146 hilfal-fudul,141 or the building of the Ka'ba,148 it offers material other-
wise unknown on the primordial existence of Muhammad and the creation of his
and his ancestors' light (see p. 24 above), Hashim's marriage to Salma (pp. 25-6
above), \Abd al-Muttalib's combat against the Jews (p. 26 above), and, of course,
the legends about the birth of Muhammad (pp. 29-30 above). Structurally, there
are some significant differences between al-Bakrl's and Ibn Kathlr's works.
First, the narrative of the Anwar is built around the story of the Prophet's
immediate ancestors in a sequence: Hashim, then 'Abd al-Muttalib, then fAbd
Allah - this, unlike Ibn Kathlr's sira, which moves back and forth to points in
Muhammad's career in quite an associative manner; on occasion the Prophet
himself testifies about events in his early life.149 Also, Ibn Kathlr's narrative is
frequently lost among long chains of transmitters (isnad). It often juxtaposes
slightly different versions and commentaries, as required by medieval scholarly
standards, and occasionally, after relating information, rejects it for various
reasons.150

Ibn Kathlr's prose was presumably not meant to entertain the reader; certainly
his slra cannot be viewed as literary nourishment for ordinary Muslims. For one
thing, it clearly conveys a didactic message, as is fitting when the subject is the
most celebrated exemplum in Islam. In this, it contrasts strongly with the enter-
taining character of the Anwar. The contrast is obvious also at the level of detail.
Take, for example, the story of the birth of Muhammad. Ibn Kathlr prefers to open
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it with a tedious discussion of the exact day in the week and month on which the
Prophet was believed to be born.151 Then, the short references to the standard
miracles are complemented with a discussion of the pre-natal circumcision of the
Prophet.152 In another instance, the story of Abrahams expedition, Ibn Kathlr's sira
is a testimony to how medieval scholars could occasionally be deadly serious, to
the point of absurdity, concerning details - undoubtedly as a result of their
critical approach, yet "killing" a good story in the process. While in al-Bakrl
we read as a matter of fact that Abraha's elephant, which was in the lead,
miraculously went down on its knees to avert the conquest of Mecca (see p. 27
above), Ibn Kathlr, who also has the report of the kneeling elephant, questions the
ability of an elephant to kneel.153

Still, it is difficult to understand fully why the Anwar was vehemently attacked
by medieval scholars. After all, a close examination of a standard sira of the kind
reproduced by Ibn Kathlr reveals the insertion, at times, of material which is no
less legendary than that found in the Anwar. Thus, in Ibn Kathlr's chapter dealing
with the proofs {ayat) of the birth of the Prophet, there is the "evidence" (copied
from Ibn Ishaq), provided by a Jewish merchant, of the birth of "the Prophet of
this nation" (nabi hadhihi l-umma) who carries a sign ((alama) between his
shoulders. We also find in Ibn Kathlr that the new-born baby would not suckle for
two nights, since a demon Cifrit) put its finger in his mouth.154 Another well-
known legend featuring in the Bidaya is the quaking of the Iranian palace (irtijas
al-lwan) on the night of Muhammad's birth. Accordingly, things happened in the
Persian kingdom (e.g., the Tigris stopped flowing) as a result of which the king
was forced to consult his sages and thus learnt of the birth of Muhammad.155

What was it, then, that made the stories copied into the Bidaya and its
preceding, scholarly siras, legitimate, as opposed to al-Bakrl's condemned
material? This is an extremely difficult question, to which I shall return briefly
later.

Having now a fair impression of al-Bakrl's Anwar and its characteristics as a
popular piece, I should like at this point to turn to the question of al-Bakrl's
identity. As we shall see, it is no trivial matter, and has been the subject of
uncertainties and confusion.

Who Abu'l-Hasan Ahmad b. fAbd Allah b. Muhammad al-Bakn156 was and
when he lived have both been unclear to scholars, both Muslim and orientalist,
for quite some time. Al-MajlisI, the famous Shiite author (1627-98), identified
al-Bakn as a sixteenth-century scholar.157 Wustenfeld, about the middle of the
nineteenth century, did not know al-Bakrl's dates and characterized the Anwar as
"offenbar ein sehr spates Machwerk"; its variants, when compared with Ibn
Hisham's early sira, were, in the German scholar's view, "ganz entbehrlich".158

Somewhat later, it was suggested that al-Bakn died as early as the middle of the
ninth century.159 More recently, scholars maintained that al-Bakrl wrote in the last
years of the thirteenth or in the first half of the fourteenth century.160

The recent publication of AbuRifa'a fUmara b. Wathlma al-FarisI's Kitab bad'
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al-khalq wa-qisas al-anbiya now clearly demands the placing of al-Bakrl's
terminus ante quern a number of centuries earlier, indeed as early as the ninth
century, as suggested about 100 years ago.161 Al-FarisI, an Egyptian who died in
902, inserted at the end of his book an extended passage (four pages in the printed
edition) from "Abu'l-Hasan 'Abd Allah [sic] al-Bakrl".162 It bears a very close
approximation to the medieval text of al-Bakrl's Anwar at our disposal. The
inevitable conclusion is that the Anwar, or at least parts of it, were in circulation
by the latter part of the ninth century at the latest.163 Even allowing for the possi-
bility that al-Bakrl's text was inserted not by al-FarisT himself but by the copyist
of the unique manuscript of his book, a rather unlikely supposition, a terminus of
the eleventh century could still be suggested.164

According to Rosenthal, "there exists no cogent reason for doubting the
historicity of al-Bakri's elusive personality".165 Yet mysteriously enough, the
name is missing from all biographical encyclopaedias, beginning with early lists
of Muslim transmitters.166 It is laconically mentioned only in late medieval
sources, as seen at the beginning of this chapter. Why is this so? One possibility,
which goes against Rosenthal's conjecture, is that al-Bakrl was a quite early
literary invention; the man did not actually exist apart from his appearance in
certain texts, hence facts about him were unknown to authors of biographical
collections. A second possible answer, this time supporting Rosenthal, is that here
is another case of a neglected author, like the oft-quoted transmitter fUbayd
b. Sharya, an enigmatic figure of the first Islamic century or al-Kisa'I, the
compiler of Qisas al-anbiya . Their identities have been neglected by Muslim
scholars (or was al-Kisa'I another invented figure?).167

Be that as it may, was one single author, Abu'l-Hasan al-Bakrl (if we opt for the
historicity of the man), the source (or transmitter) of the many pieces attributed to
him?168 Paret, for one, did not doubt that the author of the Anwar was also the
author of several maghazl works.169 Rosenthal, however, suggested that there is
no certainty that all the works attributed to al-Bakrl in fact stemmed from the same
man; while in the biography of the Prophet actual books and authors are quoted,
"the other works are vague and confused in their references to sources and prefer
fictitious names in the rare cases where transmitters are mentioned".170 I am
inclined to support Rosenthal's doubts concerning al-Bakrl's authorship of the
many works, but for a different reason. It is the fancy titles which al-Bakrl's
maghazl fragments carry. They seem to me to reflect a rather late sense of
imagination.171 In sum, if indeed a man named Abu'l-Hasan al-Bakrl ever ("ever"
meaning early Islamic time) existed and was the author or transmitter of a s Ira, his
name was deliberately cited - so it appears - as the source of much later, popular
stories.

What could have been al-Bakrl's, or to be more cautious now, the Anwar's
sources and the cultural milieu of its production? There are some statements (how
reliable, it is impossible to judge) in this regard. The Companion fAmmar b.
Yasir172 was allegedly "al-Bakrl's" source for Ghazwat Bi'r Dhat al-Alam.m

Another of "al-Bakrl's" alleged sources is Salman al-FarisT.174 "Al-BakrT" is also
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mentioned in the same breath with the early Muslim historian al-Waqidl (d. ca
822), and with Najd b. Hisham, as "transmitters of the Prophet's biography"
(ruwat slrat an-nabl),115 and again with al-Waqidi, both as "transmitters of this
marvellous biography".176 "Al-Bakrl" is linked to Abu Mikhnaf (d. 775)177 as a
source of Maqtal bani Umayya{l).m

There are good reasons in my opinion to associate "al-Bakrl", or at any rate
the creation of the Anwar, with early Muslim storytellers or compilers of qisas
al-anbiya ("Stories of the Prophets") books. This is suggested by al-FarisI's
quotation from the Anwar in his Kitab bad' al-khalq wa-qisas al-anbiya . Also,
in the chain of transmitters, provided at the beginning of the Anwar, Ka'b
al-Ahbar appears as "al-Bakrl's" earliest source.179 Now Ka'b, perhaps himself a
topos rather than an historical figure, is known as the alleged generator of qisas
material.180 Thus in Tha'labl's book of the qisas al-anbiya1 genre (see below),
there are thirty-five traditions attributed to Ka'b.181 He is also quoted in medieval
popular romances such as Slrat fAntar.m Another of "al-Bakrl's" sources is
Wahb b. Munabbih, yet another alleged author of a book entitled Qisas
al-anbiya'™* who in his Mubtada' al-khalq and in his narratives on the history of
the Yemen included folktales and legends as if they were history.184 Also among
"al-Bakrl's" sources is fAbd Allah b. 'Abbas, often cited in works of the qisas
genre.185 Another reason for connecting "al-Bakrl" with the milieu of storytellers
is passages in the Anwar which are identical with material collected by Tha'labI
(d. 1036), a known author of a qisas al-anbiya' book.186 Finally, it is noteworthy
that some of the works attributed to "al-Bakrl" are contained in eighteenth-
century manuscripts of various qisas works.187

To hypothesize, then, about "al-Bakrl's" milieu: he could have belonged to the
body of storytellers who, in the period preceding the emergence of the early siras,
were responsible for the elaboration of Qur'anic allusions into complete stories, to
make them more easily impressed on the minds of simple Muslims, or for the
embellishment of legends about the Prophet. These tellers/preachers performed an
important function in disseminating Qur'anic ideas among the rank and file of the
early Muslims. "Their primary motive must have been the spread of the Islamic
religion, but in the course of their activity they were doubtless affected by the
desire to assimilate the conception of Muhammad to current conceptions of what
a religious leader should be."188 In fact the early storytellers (of "al-Bakrl's"
type?) played, according to a recent argument, a major role in the formation of the
standard sources on the rise of Islam: Ibn Ishaq's Sira, al-Waqidl's Maghazi, and
Ibn Sa'd's Tabaqat, to mention the most important ones.189 After all, we had
occasion to see that at least in one respect - namely, the spasmodic recourse to
legends - there is no substantial difference between the Anwar and "scholarly"
siras. The difference seems to be one of measure, not of principle. Let us also note
that "al-Bakrl" is referred to in some works which carry his attribution as the
"Basran Preacher" (al-wafiz al-Basri).190 Now Basra, as we know, served as a
centre for disseminating anecdotal material in the early centuries of Islam.191

Why, then, was the storyteller "al-Bakrl" rejected by medieval scholars while
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other storytellers were accepted and their material used? The information before
us does not suggest an answer. It would seem, at any rate, that the issue at stake
was the personalities involved much more than the nature of the material itself.

Contrary to the negative Sunni approach to "al-Bakrl", it is worthy of note that
al-MajlisI, the seventeenth-century Shiite writer, incorporated the Anwar in its
complete form in his famous opus Bihar,192 praised its reliability, and presented
it to Shiite 'ulama' as a worthy reading material in the Prophet's mawlid sessions
of Rabr al-Awwal.193 Al-MajlisI, as we had occasion to observe, erroneously
identified "our" al-Bakrl with a sixteenth-century namesake, an alleged teacher of
the Shiite scholar known as ash-Shahld ath-Thanl. Al-Bakrl's Shiism has been
postulated also by modern writers.194

Al-MajlisI's error apart, why was the Anwar popular among the Shiites? One
reason could be its insistence on the nur Muhammadl, a concept possibly
developed in the circle of the Shiite seventh imam, Musa b. Ja'far as-Sadiq
(d. 799); it is mentioned by famous tenth-century Shiite writers such as Kulaynl
and Ibn Babawayh.195 Another reason could be 'All's dominant role in six of
al-Bakrl's alleged works.196 Also, in the Anwar Abu lalib, 'All's father, has an
important role to play. Thus in the episode of 'Abd Allah's sacrifice he confronts
'Abd al-Muttalib in an attempt to prevent the act.197 Abu lalib's part in that
episode should be contrasted with standard siras, where al-'Abbas is the one who
tries to rescue 'Abd Allah.198 Abu Talib is also credited with the idea of repeating
the draw,199 and is appointed by his father as the betrother (khatib) in 'Abd Allah's
marriage.200

One further note on the question of al-Bakrl's "Shiite connection": there is an
interesting similarity between passages in the Anwar and passages in Ithbat
al-wasiyya li'l-imam 'All b. Abl Talib, a work usually attributed to al-MasfudI.
The latter is undoubtedly a Shiite tract, regardless of whether its attribution to
al-Mas'udl is correct201 and whether al-Mas'Qdl was indeed a Shiite.202 I am
inclined to think that the Ithbat was written at a time when a version of the Anwar
was already in circulation. Thus similarities in content and phrasing between the
two works could be explained either by direct borrowing from the Anwar or by the
use, by the author of the Ithbat, of an intermediary text. A direct borrowing on the
latter's part, it should be emphasized, does not necessarily suggest a particular
Shiite point of view in the Anwar, most of the passages which are similar in the
two works do not appear to be of special Shiite significance.203

Popular culture, as we shall have occasion to see in some detail, never remains
isolated from other cultural layers within the same system. The fate of the Anwar
serves to illustrate this point. Some five hundred years after its initial circulation,
the Anwar was utilized in Siyer-i nabi, a Turkish compilation made by Mustafa b.
Yusuf Darlr ("the Blindman") of Erzerum. According to one report, Darlr began
this work in 1377 for the Qaramanid 'Ala' ad-Din KhalTl. According to another,
Darlr, during a journey to Egypt, was asked by Emir (later Sultan) Barquq to
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translate "into our Turkish language" the classical works on Muhammad. Darlr
then consulted Shaykh Esmeluddin, the mentor of leading Anatolian scholars,
who in turn advised him to take al-Bakrl's sir a as his main source; Ibn Hisham's
was considered more difficult to interpret.204 Darlr's Siyer was completed in 1388.
It is a combined verse and prose work in both archaic and popular language, and
contains many mystical and popular poems and miraculous and picturesque
details. It treats the adventures of secondary heroes at great length.205 An illumi-
nated copy (814 miniatures) of Darlr's book, in six volumes, was produced in
1594-5 for Sultan Murat III and presented to his son Mehmet III. Parts of it have
survived in a number of libraries.206

About the time of Murat III, at the other end of the Mediterranean, in Spain, the
Anwar became popular among the Morisco population and was translated into the
Morisco dialect, the Aljamiado, as Libro de las luces.201 Muhammad Rabadan, the
leading Morisco poet, composed the Discourse of Light on the basis of al-Bakrl's
sira.20*

In more recent times, after its continual rejection in medieval days, the Anwar
gained currency, it seems, also in Sunni circles. Thus in the introduction to a Cairo
(printed) edition of this century, based (so it appears) on a seventeenth- or
eighteenth-century manuscript,209 it is said that the book is intended to be read in
the assemblies (majalis) set up in the "days and nights" of the month of RabT*
al-Awwal, namely, the celebration of the Prophet's mawlid. Its stated purpose is
"to entertain (wa-yutibu awqat) Muslim believers, both the elite and the common
people (al-khass wafl- 'amrri), men and women".210



CHAPTER 3

The festival of Nawruz: a world turned upside down

"Nowadays the people have neither the leisure which they need nor the comfort
and vivaciousness that are necessary [in order to celebrate]." Thus al-MaqrizI, a
fifteenth-century Egyptian chronicler, concluded his report of the Nawruz
celebrations in Islamic Egypt.1 If what he tells us of the fate of Nawruz is indeed
true, then a fascinating element of popular culture of his time disappeared. What
precisely were the celebrations of Nawruz? What was popular about them? What
was their role in the society of medieval Cairo? Why did they disappear by the
fifteenth century - or did they? These are some of the questions that will occupy
us in this chapter. As it turns out, we must first look outside of Egypt for answers.
Our story begins, so it appears, in ancient Iran.

No Roz, "new day" in Middle Persian, the Arabic Nawruz (or Nayruz), is the
day of the spring equinox on 21 March, a festival still celebrated in modern Iran.
Though possibly in its origins a pagan pastoral festival marking the transition
from winter to summer - primeval rites of fertility and renewal can be easily
recognized in some of its customs - it must have been consecrated by Zoroaster.
It completed a series of seven feasts which were linked with Zoroaster's funda-
mental teachings concerning the seven great "Holy Immortals" (Ameshaspands)
and the Seven Creations. As a spring festival invested with special religious
significance, No Roz was the occasion to bring back Rapithwin, the "Spirit of
Noon", who was also the personification of summer, the ideal season.2

Medieval Islamic sources gave various explanations of the origins of Nawruz.
One, apparently relying on an old Iranian tradition, was that Nawruz had first
commemorated the ascent of the mythical Jamshld,3 the great hero of Iranian
tradition, into the skies in a chariot built by the demons whom he had subdued and
forced into the service of mortals. According to another explanation, fire was
created and the movement of the celestial sphere (dawaran al-falak) commenced
on that day.4 There was also a "biblical explanation" with a number of different
versions. One was that Nawruz was associated with an alleged event in the life of
Abraham, as referred to in Qur'an XXI/68-9; that is, the attempt by the idolaters
to throw him into the fire and his escape by means of a divine miracle: the fire
lost its heat and the idolaters jumped over it and were enveloped in its smoke.5

According to a second version, the contest between Moses and the Egyptian
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sorcerers (sahara) at Pharaoh's court took place on that day.6 A third "biblical"
story has it that King Solomon - incidentally, in Arabic literature sometimes
identified with Jamshld7 - was the first to have established Nawruz, for on that day
his ring (khatam), stolen from him by a71/1/2, was recovered. It is noteworthy that
two elements which were part of the ancient and medieval Nawruz celebrations
(see below) are mentioned in that story: giving presents - the "devils" (shayatin)
gave presents to Solomon; and the spraying of water - swallows (khatatif)
brought water in their beaks and sprayed it before the king.8 A fourth "biblical"
version has to do with Job (Ayyub), who, according to Qur'an XXXVIH/41, when
summoning God one day to protect him from his enemies, was answered: "Strike
thy riding beast with thy heels; here is cool water to wash with and drink." That
day became Nawruz and the people commemorated Job's acts by spraying water.9

A fifth "biblical" explanation speaks of a tribe of 4,000 Israelites who were struck
by the plague in Syria(?) (Sham) and were forced to emigrate to Iraq. When the
king of Iran heard about that, he ordered the sick to be put into quarantine, where
they subsequently perished. Then God revealed to the contemporary prophet that
he should use the assistance of the perished tribe, soon to be resurrected, against
his enemies. Indeed, one night God caused rain to fall on the quarantine and the
dead tribe was restored to life. Informed of this miraculous event the Iranian king
commanded: "Today [Nawruz] ask for blessing (tabarraku) and let each of you
spray water on his fellow man." The custom survived.10

Indeed, various customs have been associated with No Roz. Medieval Muslim
writers tell us that it was the day to wear new clothes and serve food of the new
(spring) season. Jahiz, the renowned ninth-century belletrist, wrote that "it was
thought propitious to begin this day with . . . a mouthful of pure fresh milk and
fresh cheese; all the kings of Persia took it as a blessing". Sowing seven kinds of
seeds in small containers to emerge in time fresh for the holy day, a custom still
observed in Zoroastrian villages in modern Iran, was an act emphasizing the
number seven, No Roz being the seventh holiday of the year. People exchanged
gifts in token of friendship. They also rose early in the morning to go to wells or
streams, draw water in vases, and pour it over themselves; or else sprinkle water
over each other. Explanations for this custom varied: some said it was a good
omen and a means of warding off harm; according to others, it was a way to
cleanse the air; still others claimed that the water was meant to wash off the smoke
which had stuck to the bodies of those attending the "Ritual of the Fire" the night
before,11 a ritual intended to clear the air of the putridity (rufunat) left after
winter. According to yet another version, people sprayed water on their bodies
following the first rain that ended seven years of drought in the reign of King
Fayruz (Peroz) in the fifth century. Their act on that occasion became a custom.12

Under the Sasanians, No Roz signalled the beginning of the fiscal year and the
time at which administrative appointments took place. It was also the occasion for
minting new coins, issuing proclamations, and purifying the fire temples by
ceremonial ablutions and sacrifices.13

After the Arab conquest of Iran, No Roz, now in the Arabicized form of
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Nawruz, survived. It is for the early 'Abbasid period, especially the days of Caliph
al-Mutawakkil (847-61), that we first find substantial information about its
celebration. On one of the Nawruz days, he was visited by a group of masked
actors.14 Masquerades of Nawruz feature in a hemistich written by the Iraqi poet
Ibn al-Muftazz (d. 908):

The demons appeared to us during the day [of Nawruz],
Some in lines and some holding hand in hand.
In their dance their bodies swaying
As Cypresses swaying in the wind.
Ugliness was installed upon their beauty
Yet in their masks (samajat) there is beauty.15

Around the year 900, people in Baghdad dared to sprinkle water on the police in
an apparent extension of the Iranian custom of spraying water.16 The contem-
porary poet Buhturl reported that Nawruz now resembled the holiday as
celebrated under the Sasanian Ardashir.17

But it is with the Egyptian, the "Coptic" Nawruz (an-Nawruz al-qibti), as it came
to be known, that we are here concerned. Contrary to the Iranian case, Nawruz in
Egypt was celebrated not in the spring but on the first day of the Coptic month of
Thot (or Thout), marking the beginning of the Coptic, that is, the agricultural,
year. It coincided with 11 September in the Gregorian calendar, about the
time when the Nile flood was expected to reach its peak. This was the time
when vintages were completed and dates were picked.18 As late as the Mamluk
period, Nawruz was the appropriate time for exacting the agricultural taxes
(kharajV9

We first learn of the Nawruz celebrations in Islamic Egypt sub anno 300 (912).
As is often the case with our medieval sources, it is impossible to tell how long
before that date, if at all, annual festivities started to recur. This point leads us to
the question of the obscure origins of Nawruz in Egypt, to which I shall soon
return. Be that as it may, when we first encounter Nawruz in our sources it is
celebrated by both the elite and the ordinary people.

Some of the customs associated with the Egyptian elite remind one of those
noted for ancient Iran: the exchange of gifts,20 eating special food,21 and wearing
new garments. For the celebration in 1123, a special kiswa (cover for the Ka'ba in
Mecca)22 and other luxurious fabrics were produced at the Alexandrian textile
workshop (tiraz). The Fatimid court also distributed costly robes and gave money
on that occasion.23

It is about the Nawruz of the people, however, that we have most of our infor-
mation. Like the dignitaries, the common people ate special food on that day.
More interestingly, wine and beer were consumed in public, and occasionally one
drunkard would kill another.24

Violence played a part in the proceedings; there were commoners who used to
ambush travellers on roads and spray them with filthy water or wine. Others threw
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eggs or headgear on one another. There were those who, in what appears to be a
remnant of a pagan ritual, slapped one another with boots (akhfaf) or leather mats
(antaf) over the neck; they did it in public: on the main roads, in the market places,
or on the banks of the Nile.25 The "riffraff" (sifla) would use this "game" to take
revenge on adversaries by attaching to the leather mat a stone or other object that
was hard enough to cause death. Hence, what would start as play ('alajihat al-Wb)
could have tragic consequences. Curiously enough, in a case of murder, the
suspect would not stand trial, and the prefect (wall) of Cairo would let him escape
unharmed. Gangsters used to commit highway robbery, and in the havoc they
wrought prevented the public from conducting their normal business. Anyone
who was caught in their hands was exposed to ridicule. Even emirs and other
dignitaries would be sprayed with dirty water or pelted with eggs. To rescue
themselves, they would have to pay "ransom".26

Other characteristics of the Egyptian Nawruz were sexual overtones and
transvestism. In many a home, both young and old, men and women, used to play
water games, causing one another to become wet so that naked bodies could be
seen through clothes. On occasion people would strip naked except for the loin-
cloth (mi'zar) or other kind of abbreviated cover.27 In 1188 transvestites28 and
prostitutes (fasiqat) gathered under the Pearl Palace, carrying musical instruments
and raising their voices so that they could be seen and heard by the Egyptian
ruler.29

There were also masks and masquerades. In 975, in celebrations which lasted
three days, crowds marched in the streets of Cairo; masquerades (or masks),30

theatrical performances,31 and man-made imitations of elephants, possibly a
means of mocking two (real) elephants which had featured in a procession
presided over by the Fatimid caliph al-Mu'izz two years earlier,32 all were present.
A medieval critic of Nawruz lamented the adverse effect of the holiday not only
on the common people ('ammat an-nas) but on the learned as well. On that
day, he tells us, schools were shut down and turned into playgrounds; teachers
were attacked, insulted, and, unless they paid "ransom", even thrown into
fountains.33

The high mark of Nawruz in medieval Egypt appears to have been the pro-
cession of the "Emir of Nawruz" (amir an-nawruz).34 Elected by the Cairene
crowd,35 this "emir" had to be a wanton,36 'abir al-'ayn,31 and "of firm nature".38

Naked, or, in another version, dressed in yellow or red, his face besmeared with
lime or flour, a beard of fur or some other material attached to his face, on his head
a special cap made of palm leaves (khus) and known as tartur, he used to ride a
small and ugly(?) donkey,39 perhaps another survival of a pagan rite.40 A sort of
register (daftaf) in his hand, at the head of a crowd, he "visited" homes of
dignitaries and officials, and handed to each of them a statement about a "debt".
Anyone who refused to pay, be he even "the most important man in Cairo", was
scorned, cursed, and hard pressed until willing to clear the "debt". Some were
sprayed with water, occasionally with mud, and verbally abused, or even beaten.
Privacy was violated. Those who locked their homes to prevent the intruders from
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entering could not escape their lot: gates were broken and water poured on
doorsteps.

Although of secondary importance in this context, the question of the origins of
the Coptic Nawruz is certainly intriguing. I shall briefly suggest three possible
answers. However, given the deficiencies in the available information, each of the
three suffers from uncertainties.

Some medieval reporters and modern scholars have suggested that Nawruz was
a cultural effect of the Achaemenid conquest of Egypt, which began in 525 BC
and lasted for about 200 years.41 One has to admit that some features are presented
as common to both the ancient Iranian and the medieval Egyptian fetes: wearing
new costumes, serving special food, exchanging presents, lighting bonfires on the
night before Nawruz, and sprinkling water on the day itself.42 The Egyptian
procession of the "emir" finds a parallel in an Iranian procession which used to
take place on the first day of Adur, the Hurmuz spring festival, known as Bahar
Jesm (or Jashn), and, at least in the late Sasanian period, identical with No Roz.43

This procession celebrated the departure of winter, and featured "the ride of the
thinly-bearded man", rendered in Arabic sources as rukub al-kawsaj.44 We have a
report of the Iranian procession, and although it is impossible to determine to
which period it refers, whether the Sasanian or the Islamic, it is worth quoting in
full:

A beardless and, if possible, one-eyed buffoon was set naked [according to QazwInT's
version: wearing tattered garments (atmar), his body smeared with some fluid45] on an ass,
a horse, or a mule, and conducted in a sort of mock triumph through the streets of the city.
In one hand he held a crow and in the other a fan, with which he fanned himself, com-
plaining of the heat, while the people pelted him with ice and snow and drenched him with
cold water. He was supposed to drive away the cold, and to aid him perhaps in discharging
this useful function he was fed with hot food, and hot stuffs were smeared on his body.
Riding on his ass and attended by all the king's household, if the city happened to be the
capital, or, if it was not, by all the retainers of the governor, who were also mounted, he
paraded the streets and extorted contributions. He stopped at the doors of the rich, and if
they did not give him what he asked for, he befouled their garments with mud or a mixture
of red ochre and water, which he carried in an earthenware pot. If a shopkeeper hesitated
a moment to respond to his demands, the importunate beggar had the right to confiscate
all the goods in the shop; so the tradesmen who saw him bearing down on them, not
unnaturally hastened to anticipate his wants by contributing of their substance before he
could board them. Everything that he thus collected from break of day to the time of
morning prayers belonged to the king or governor of the city; but everything that he laid
hands on between the first and the second hour of prayers he kept for himself. After the
second prayers he disappeared, and if the people caught him later in the day they were free
to beat him to their heart's content.46

The total absence of Nawruz in pre-Islamic Egyptian sources is, of course,
puzzling.47 In any case, if the Egyptian Nawruz had actually been an Iranian
import, as the name would seem to suggest, at some point it was adapted to
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specifically local needs. As in ancient Iran, it retained in pre-Islamic Egypt its
role as the beginning of the agricultural year. Yet the Egyptian New Year was
determined by the cycle of the Nile, and thus Nawruz in Egypt was transferred
from March to September, the time of the river's flood.

A second hypothesis is that the Egyptian Nawruz was a successor of
Saturnalia, which many scholars consider to be the ancient forerunner of the
medieval Carnival.48 A December festival commemorating the "golden age" of
Saturn, the god of sowing, an age when, so it was believed, slavery and private
property were alike unknown, Saturnalia in the Roman empire was a time of
general jollity, in which gambling in public was allowed, and in which masters
waited at meal-time on their servants, who were briefly treated as equals. Within
the family, a mock king, Saturnalicius princeps, was chosen as a Master of
Revels.49 The influence of Saturnalia, as well as of the Kalends (that is, the first
day) of January, the Roman New Year festival,50 has indeed been suggested by
Westermarck on a late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century carnival in
Moroccan Fez. In the carnival of Fez, which, like the Kalends, used to take place
in the first month, but of the Muslim year (Muharram), a fat qadi, wearing a
ridiculous cupola-shaped headdress, accompanied by two or three scribes and
three or four men disguised as female prostitutes, would address dignitaries and
highly respected men, accusing them of not paying their debts.51 Some elements
in this description bear a striking similarity to the Egyptian procession of the Emir
of Nawruz.

Is it possible to combine the two hypotheses and argue that in Roman Egypt
Saturnalia overlaid the earlier layer of the Iranian (originally) Nawruz? The
problem (and this seems to be the case with the fairly modern festival of Fez also)
is the significant documentary gap between the last mention of Saturnalia in
ancient Egyptian records and the earliest mention of Nawruz in medieval sources,
a gap of several hundred years.52 This chronological gap has recently been
stressed also in the medieval European context and has produced a categorical
denial of any continuity between Saturnalia and Carnival.53

A third possibility, which seems less likely, is that Nawruz was a survival of
ancient Egyptian customs. Medieval Muslim writers tell us that it was first
celebrated during the reign of the ancient Egyptian king Manawush(?), son of
Manqawush(?), as a festival honouring the stars.54 Although accepted by some
modern scholars,55 this should be dismissed as mythical.56 Also insufficiently
substantiated is one Egyptologist's opinion that the procession of the "emir" could
have been a late evolution of a ritual which had originated in the time of the Xllth
dynasty, the "New Year King of All the Nobles", apparently an elective king of
the old hereditary nobles.57 Furthermore, the supposition of Pharaonic origins of
Nawruz raises two questions. First, there seems to be no record of a New Year
celebration in ancient Egypt similar to the medieval Nawruz. The celebrations at
Dendera, in honour of the goddess Hathor, or at Edfu, in honour of Horus, were
exclusively reserved for kings and priests and do not suggest any similarities with
the people's revelries on Nawruz.58 The second question has to do with the name
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itself. If Nawruz was of local, Egyptian origin, why was the Iranian name
borrowed? Its use for an indigenous phenomenon over many centuries is certainly
puzzling.59

Having raised some possibilities about the origins of the Egyptian Nawruz, but,
because of the nature of our data, being forced to leave the issue unresolved, let us
move to the level of interpretation. What was the meaning of the Nawruz festival
in medieval Cairo? What was its socio-cultural role? We look in vain for an
answer in contemporary sources, which, as we had occasion to see, fall back on
much earlier, legendary stories of the origins of Nawruz in Iran (not in Egypt).
These, their intrinsic value notwithstanding, are obviously irrelevant to our main
concern. They have nothing to do with the meaning of the festival in the context
of Muslim Egypt. Much closer to the truth seems to me the medieval scholar
al-Blrunl (973-1048), who, reporting on the "thinly bearded" procession - as we
have seen above, analogous to the Nawruz procession - commented that, in his
own days, the festival no longer signified the change of seasons from winter to
spring, but functioned as farce only.60 The. argument I should like to introduce at
this stage is that the Egyptian Nawruz could be characterized as a carnival, an
argument laconically suggested long ago by the orientalist Mez and, most
recently, by the Arabist Molan.61

By "carnival" I do not mean Carnival as a specifically Christian festival,
opposed to Lent and possibly defying Christian spirituality.62 "Carnival" here
means a festival characterized by status reversal and riotous revelry.63 Now one
can identify in the available descriptions of the Egyptian Nawruz several features
that would justify its classification as carnival in the latter sense: the lighting of
bonfires and the spraying of water, originally common symbols of purification;
maskers, often licensed to burst into private houses; the throwing of eggs;
inordinate consumption of food and excess in general; pupils beating their
teachers, and the performance of transvestites.64 The latter has been interpreted as
a sign of sexual inversion, in its turn a widespread theme in medieval European
literature, art, and festivals. It more often involved the male taking on the role or
garb of the unruly female, the man being disguised as a grotesque, cavorting
woman. This is implied also in the Arabic term mu'annath ("effeminate"). Did
transvestism suggest the blurring of social boundaries or the reversal of roles in
Egypt as well?65 Be that as it may, the behaviour of Egyptians on the occasion of
the Nawruz celebrations clearly evokes the licence given in carnival to disorderly
conduct or "misrule", the inversion of prevailing norms, the reversal of status
within the social structure, the "turning" of the universe "upside down".66

Drawing an analogy between festivals such as Nawruz and carnival is clearly
implied in the theory which goes back to James Frazer at the beginning of our
century and, more recently, to Bakhtin, Turner, and others, who all argued that
carnival and "misrule" are present in all cultures, that there are universal ways
by which people "turn their classifications upside down or disintegrate them
entirely".67
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It is obviously the procession of the Emir of Nawriiz, with its analogy to
medieval and early modern Christian feasts, which is the most intriguing. Once
again it was Frazer who first recognized in the analogous Iranian procession of the
"thinly bearded" man the feature of the mock or temporary king, who is invested,
for a short time, with the pomp and privileges of royalty.681 myself am struck by
the similarity between the "thinly bearded" man and the Emir of Nawriiz on the
one hand, and the Christian King of Fools, prince des sots, Boy Bishop, Lord of
Misrule, and the three "kings" of the German Dreikonigstag on the other.69

Although most of these featured in Christian holidays, which were celebrated in
the days between Christmas and Epiphany and involved extreme satire of the
mannerisms and mores of the court and the high church, a radical mockery
of ecclesiastical structure and religious doctrine, we also find in them the
camivalesque elements enumerated above: masks, men dressing up as women,70

violence,71 and collecting contributions.72 The King of Fools and the Emir of
Nawriiz both presided over ephemeral commonwealths complete with the
paraphernalia of serious kingship, but dedicated to satire and clowning. They
were, in their capacity, regulators of a world temporarily turned upside
down.73

Once we recognize Nawriiz as a carnival we can draw on the available socio-
historical interpretations in an attempt to capture its socio-cultural function.
Carnivals, of course, can be seen as providing entertainment, a welcome respite
from a routine of misery and hardship which was prevalent in the life of ordinary
people in past societies.74 But there is perhaps more to the carnival than just that,
as scholars from different disciplines have argued in recent decades. For how, in
the first place, could the carnival, with its unlicensed reversal and mockery, be
legitimized? Why should conduct that seems to fly in the face of order and
propriety be tolerated by the authorities?75 As regards Nawriiz, how did it come
about that, according to one of its contemporary critics, "its participants [were
able] to commit all kinds of evil . . . there was no interdiction [to any sort of
behaviour] and no authority imposed"?76

We may first turn to the concept of "safety-valve", known since medieval
times, as an explanation for the festive inversion of roles and categories.
Accordingly, festivals which involve such inversion serve to release social tension
which tends to build up between one festival and the next.77 In the same vein, the
functionalist argument, put forward since the middle of the twentieth century, has
been that "rites of reversal" were a "symbolic expression of underlying and
normally suppressed conflicts within the society". They "constitute a mechanism
by which the pressures engendered by social conflict may be vented without
allowing the conflict to become fully overt and threaten the survival of the
society". The rites of reversal, in other words, "lay bare the conflicts and allow for
the expression of the hostilities they engender, but in a symbolic, encapsulated,
and thus neutralized way". As such, understandably enough, rites of reversal
could be tolerated by the authorities.78 It is important to stress at this point that,
although carnival was an uninhibited time of licence and permitted anarchy - a
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ceremony which openly expressed social tensions, enabled subjects to state their
resentment, and even allowed a ritual overturning of authority - it was contained
within its own time and space.79 "Whatever the case.. . seasonal misrule involved,
not simple riot or confusion, but conventional styles of ritual and symbol, associ-
ated with inversion-recognized forms of 'uncivil rule'."80

The anthropologist Max Gluckman suggested a somewhat different interpret-
ation of carnival. As a rite of reversal and a ritual of rebellion, it was an act of
expressive behaviour which inverted, contradicted, abrogated, or in some fashion
presented an alternative to commonly held cultural codes, values, and norms,
whether they were linguistic, literary, or artistic, religious, social, or political. Yet
the role of carnival was not in the least the overthrowing of an established order.81

It was actually intended to preserve and strengthen that order. Furthermore,
rebellious rituals occurred only because the social order was well established and
unchallenged, and were effective only so long as there was no querying of the
order within which the ritual of protest was set.82 The symbolic enactment of
conflicts thus emphasized the social cohesion of the system.83

A third interpretation of carnival is that of Bakhtin, who regarded festivities of
a carnivalesque nature as rituals of equality. These parodied the stratification
of power and provided a symbolic suspension of norms and privileges; they
contrasted official and ecclesiastical ceremonies of ordered society, the very
rituals of inequality which reinforced the dominant order. The carnival, according
to Bakhtin, revealed a world in which a playful mutability was possible and
provided an experience, at once symbolic and concrete, of the suspension of social
barriers. By dramatizing the comic and relative side of absolute truths and
supreme authorities, it highlighted the ambivalence of reality.84

Obviously, there is no such thing as "true" or "correct" meaning in decoding the
different expressions of the "ritual of rebellion". In recent studies it has been
argued that rites of reversal can be used to make a variety of statements about the
social order: "to affirm it, attack it, suspend it, redefine it, oppose it, buttress it,
emphasize one part of it at the cost of another, and so forth".85 Thus, in her study
of "rites of misrule" in sixteenth-century France, Davis attempts some synthesis
of interpretations. While rejecting the "safety-valve" explanation as inadequate,
she maintains that festive acts can, on the one hand, perpetuate certain values of
the community - even guarantee its survival - and on the other hand criticize the
political order. In other words, "the structure of the carnival form can evolve so
that it can act both to reinforce order and to suggest alternatives to the existing
order". What rites and ceremonies of reversal do not do is question the basic order
of society. "They can renew the system, but they cannot change it."86

Armed with these interdisciplinary interpretations, let us now return for a
moment to the medieval Egyptian scene. Though less formally structured than
contemporary Western societies, and not ordered in a manner resembling the
"three-orders society" of the medieval European type, Egyptian society was still
very hierarchic. Barriers against social mobility, although, once again, not as rigid
as in medieval Christendom, nevertheless existed, and any mobility usually took
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place within the middle strata, and less frequently from the lower classes upward.
Hence, the ordinary people probably enjoyed no socio-economic improvement
generation after generation, struggling with daily routine and hardship, and on
occasion subject to repression. In such dismal circumstances, what communal
means were available for them to convey their anxiety? What were their channels
for demonstrating dissatisfaction, and what were their methods of confronting the
authorities? One of these, as regards the problem of basic needs, was the grain riot,
a subject to be discussed in the following chapter. Another, on a specific day in
the year, was the annual festival of Nawruz. What was the role of the Emir of
Nawruz and his fellow merry-makers on that particular day? Simple mockery and
enjoyment? Did they convey a controversial message? Did they comment on
the structure of their society?87 Or did they in their "games" rather confirm the
existing order? Perhaps a mixture of all these? As with the European carnival, a
definitive answer is impossible. One thing seems clear, however: in medieval
Cairo, at least for one day every year, ordinary people "turned" their universe
"upside down".

A threat to the public order, carnivals were viewed by theologians and the
authorities with disfavour and, on occasion, they were repressed. One could
mention Erasmus' criticism of a carnival he witnessed in Sienna in 1509 as
un-Christian, containing "traces of ancient paganism", an occasion for indulging
in licence.88 The Islamic Nawruz fared no better.89 In medieval Cairo it was
repeatedly banned. Thus in 913, on both Nawruz and the festival of Mihrajan,90

the 'Abbasid governor of Egypt ordered transvestites (mu'annathun), who were
dressed in "their special costume" (i.e., women's garb?) and playing their musical
instruments, to march around the major mosque in Old Cairo. They were ridiculed
(shahharahum).91 In 946 the custom of spraying water was banned.92 In 974 the
Fatimid al-Mufizz forbade the lighting of bonfires on the eve of Nawruz and
spraying water on the day itself.93 The following year, as celebrations continued
unabashed, the edict was repeated; this time a few persons were arrested and made
to ride camels, disgraced, through the streets of Cairo.94 In 1023 the "play
with water" (la'b bfl-ma') was banned once again.95 Some time prior to 1198
celebrations were interdicted.96 In 1380 the play with water was banned, and
threats of corporal punishment and confiscation of property were announced.
Indeed, four men were punished in public.97 In 1385 Sultan Barquq ordered the
celebrations to be abolished altogether. Officials inspected the amusement places
and arrested those found feasting there. Some of the revellers were clubbed, hands
were chopped off, and further threats were made. Gallows were constructed for
transgressors. From that time onwards, so we are told, people stopped celebrating
Nawruz - but not quite, since some features of the festival survived in pools of
water, the main canal of the Nile, and "places of this sort".98 According to another
source, until 1389 (it is unclear how long before that date: is it 1385?) only the
sprinkling of water and beating with leather (tasafuf) were allowed; the lighting
of bonfires was restricted to the dwellings of the Copts.99 During the Nawruz of
1435 no games were seen because of the sultan's ban.100 About that time
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al-MaqrlzI, as we noted at the beginning of this chapter, remarked on the dis-
appearance of the festival altogether.

Popular festivals, despite their repression, appear to die hard. If Nawruz
indeed disappeared from the Egyptian capital in the year 1400 or thereabouts,101

it certainly survived in one form or another in Egyptian provinces. Was it more
difficult to repress there, far from the eyes of the central bureaucracy? Was it kept
going clandestinely? At any rate, I have been able to find four accounts about the
celebration of Nawruz in Upper Egyptian villages in the nineteenth and early
twentieth century.

The earliest is an illustration which presents Nawruz as an agricultural festival.
It was done by Rifaud, a French sculptor and excavator, who documented his
experience in Egypt in the years 1805 to 1827. The illustration has as its theme the
collecting of dates,102 and features in its centre what clearly seems to be the Emir
of Nawruz riding a horse, an exceptionally long (artificial?) moustache under his
nose, wearing an unusually tall headdress. The emir holds "royal" insignia in one
hand and what appears to be a written scroll in the other. He is preceded by a band
of musicians. Behind him are men, women, and children, carrying bundles of
dates.103

Another account is by the Egyptologist Murray, who, at the beginning of our
century, witnessed celebrations of Nawruz in the small Coptic town of Reqada in
Upper Egypt. Both Copts and Muslims, according to her report, came to celebrate.
In what strikes one as a reminiscence of the medieval "play with water", women
stood knee-deep in the Nile and drank nine times, or dipped themselves in the
water the same number of times.104

The most striking piece of information about the survival of Nawruz in modern
Egypt undoubtedly belongs to the German physician Klunzinger, who spent eight
years, both in the 1860s and the 1870s, in Egypt as medical advisor to the
Khedive's government.105 His report is particularly noteworthy as it describes in
great detail the procession of the Emir of Nawruz in Upper Egyptian villages. It
deserves to be quoted in full:

On the 10th September, the first day of the Coptic solar year, the river has reached to about
its highest point, and on this day - the nerus, the people give themselves up to the pleasures
of the carnival. For three days it is all up with the rule of the Turks; every little town chooses
for itself in its own way, and from its own midst, a ruler (abu nerus), who has a towering
fool's cap set upon his head, and a long spectral beard of flax fastened to his chin, and is
clothed in a peculiar garment. With a long sceptre in his hand, and followed by a crowd of
correspondingly-dressed bailiffs, hangmen, and scribes, he promenades the streets and
turns his steps straight to the hall of the chief magistrate.1106l Every one bends before him,
the guards at the door make way, the governor of the province or of the town has the
humour to let himself be ousted, while the new dignitary seats himself on his throne and
holds a most rigorous criminal investigation, from which even the displaced functionary
and his abettors do not escape. The hangman's assistant of yesterday is sentenced to be
hanged, the bastinadoer to be beaten, the bashkatib or chief secretary to imprisonment,
immense taxes are imposed, and all decisions are set down on a sheet of paper. There is no
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pardon for the condemned unless on the payment of a few piasters as backshish. Thus they
move from house to house, the taxes being levied in the form of backshish. Three days does
the capricious rule of the ephemeral tyrant last; at length he, that is his dress, is condemned
to death by burning, and from the ashes creeps out the slavish Fellah. In the times of good-
natured Mohammed Ali the abu nerus is said to have ventured even to approach his throne,
but the harmless jest has now fallen a good deal out of practice.107

Klunzinger's fascinating report is repeated in similar language by Leeder, who
toured Egypt about half a century later, in the year 1914. Here is his account of the
celebration of the first day of the Coptic month of Tut (or Thout), namely the day
of Nawruz:

Cairo has its own river festival, but there are still a few of the villages which keep revels
entirely of their own for three days. The people first choose a ruler from their midst, whom
they call Abu Nerus. He is clothed in a robe of brilliant colour, a towering fool's cap is set
upon his head, with a long caricature of a beard of flax, and a sceptre in his hand; and,
followed by a crowd of quaintly dressed attendants, some of them hangmen and scribes, he
sets off direct to the hall of the chief magistrate. Here every one humorously bows to his
rule; he takes the chair of authority, and proceeds to hold a stern assize, arraigning more
particularly the magistrate himself and all his functionaries. The hangman is to be hanged,
the jailor to be thrust into the lowest dungeon (in the old days the jailor whose duty was to
whip the prisoners had an awful verdict of lashes given against him); on the rich, fabulous
taxes are assessed. Everything is done with mock pomposity; and every judgment is
punctiliously written out. The procession again sets out, to enforce its will; the only chance
of pardon is to offer a few small coins in backsheesh. When the jest is exhausted, a bonfire
is lighted, and a pretence is made of burning the tyrant himself. In these days it is only
possible to meet Abu Nerus by travelling to the distant villages.108

The details of the nineteenth-century procession are strikingly similar to those
of the medieval one. There is one item, however, which features only in the
"modern" Nawruz as reported by Klunzinger: the Egyptian Emir of Nawruz has
to die at the end of his three-day rule, and, as a substitute, his dress "is condemned
to death by burning, and from the ashes creeps out the slavish Fellah". The
analogy of the nineteenth-century Nawruz to the custom of burning effigies in
ancient and modern carnivals is perfect!109



CHAPTER 4

The politics and "moral economy" of the
Cairene crowd

The early years of the fourteenth century witnessed a power struggle between the
young sultan an-Nasir Muhammad, son of Qalawun, now in his early twenties and
reigning for the second time, and two leading emirs, Baybars al-Jashniklr and Sayf
ad-Din Salar.1 In this conflict, we read in our sources, "the people's hearts were
with the sultan". In 1308, when an-Nasir's plot to rid himself of his two rivals was
uncovered and rumours of revenge were in the air, the people of Cairo marched
toward the Citadel. In a matter of a few hours the crowd swelled, and as the word
came that an-Nasir was planning to abdicate, the commoners expressed their
discontent. The reason for that, we are informed, was two-fold. First, as already
noted, they simply felt an attachment to their ruler. Second, and this is quite
revealing, they desired to see the Qalawunid dynasty, namely, the descendants of
Sultan Qalawun (r. 1279-90) - two of whom they had already cheered for as rulers
- stay in power. They were opposed to the possibility that an "ordinary Mamluk"
(ahad min al-mamallk) would ascend to the throne. The crowd gathered in the
streets of Cairo, shouting slogans in favour of the sultan (ya nasir, ya mansur).2
As troops were sent by the two rebelling emirs to disperse the demonstrators, more
slogans were heard, this time condemning the "traitors" {Allah yakhunu l-kha'in,
Allah yakhun man yakhun ibn Qalawun). The troops were pelted with stones and
their commander returned to his masters and reported the people's commitment
(ta fassub) to the cause of an-Nasir Muhammad. A few months later, however, in
1309, the sultan found himself losing ground and decided to leave for Kerak (in
today's Jordan). This was the occasion for another show of support staged by
the people. As their ruler was descending from the Citadel, the commoners
surrounded him, separated him from his entourage, wept for his departure, and
bade him farewell.3

The popular support of the Qalawunid sultan did not vanish with the accession
of Baybars al-Jashniklr, better known to modern historians as Baybars II, who, in
a move to solidify his position, solicited a letter of investiture from the caliph,4 to
be read from the pulpits of Cairene mosques. In the letter, which was obviously
intended to influence the people, the former sultan was referred to negatively ("he
failed to protect his Muslim subjects"), and the listeners were called on to pay
respect to Baybars. However, they did not do this. Instead, whenever an-Nasir
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Muhammad's name was mentioned in the Friday sermons, they cheered ("may
God give him victory!"); whenever they heard Baybars's name, they booed.

The reign of Baybars lasted about one year. Brief as it was, it was dogged by
various problems. First came the plague, then the Nile was slow to rise. Further-
more, in Kerak an-Nasir Muhammad was already plotting his return to the throne.
Baybars then probably found himself under considerable pressure, and this is,
perhaps, why, contrary to an almost sacred custom in Egypt, he ordered the
opening of the dam on the Nile and thus let the water flood, although the river did
not reach a level which would have justified such an act.5 In reaction, the people
of Cairo composed the following lines,6 set to a popular tune, which were sung in
places of amusement (amakin al-muftarajai):

Our sultan is only partly firm,7

While his viceroy [Salar] is beardless,8

Where shall we get water from?
Bring us the lame! [an-Nasir Muhammad]
The water will then come.9

(sultanuna rukayn
wa-na'ibuna duqayn
yajina' l-ma' minayn
jibu lana al-a 'raj
yajina' l-ma' wa-yidahraj)

Baybars reacted with fury. He arrested about 300 persons, cut out tongues,
punished some with flogging, and ordered others to be carried on camels in
disgrace. But things continued to deteriorate for him. Emirs gradually deserted
his ranks and joined an-Nasir Muhammad's side. One day in 1310, when Baybars
was returning from the Mansuriyya Madrasa, wearing a ceremonial robe, people
gathered to view his ascent to the Citadel. As the royal entourage proceeded, the
commoners {'awamm) shouted: "He has neither wit nor grace! (laysa lahu halawa
wa-la 'alayhi talawa)." One man shouted: "O joy which has not yet ended! (ya
farha la tammat)", probably meaning that the worst for the sultan was still to
come.

Some time later Baybars ordered the arrest of a group of people for cursing
him, and had them humiliated in public. Yet this measure only spurred on his
opponents. The commoners, among them men on the margins (harafish),10 used
to gather time after time below the Citadel, exclaiming: "Rise and surrender to
Allah! Vacate the post reserved for a man only! Step down from a throne to which
you don't belong!" Attempts by the troops to disperse the crowd proved abortive.
Then one night, a rumour about Baybars's abdication spread among the
commoners, and they managed to intercept the fleeing sultan. They shouted
loudly, some pelting him with stones. An effort to divert their attention by
showering money on them failed. The crowd persisted in haranguing Baybars's
convoy so that it was necessary to push the commoners back with swords.11

Ibn Taghrl BirdI wrote that the alienation (wahsha) of the people from Baybars
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was a result of what might be called force majeure: in the summer of 1309 grain
prices were high and from that point on, things just went wrong. This seems to be
a simplistic explanation. Perhaps the bad news of yet another food shortage
bolstered adverse feelings toward the Egyptian ruler, but it was just the last straw.
For Baybars had been detested much earlier. The animosity toward him, as far as
we can judge, stemmed from the illegitimacy of his rule in the eyes of the people.

Popular sentiments toward the House of Qalawun once again surfaced in 1341,
following the death of an-Nasir Muhammad at the end of a second, long reign.
Now his two sons and successors, first al-Mansur Abu Bakr, then Ktisuk, were
challenged by the viceroy Qawsun.12 Ku9tik, according to one poetic description,
was in Qawsun's hands "like a bird caught by an eagle". As a military confron-
tation between Qawsun's army and the troops of the deceased sultan seemed
imminent, the people of Cairo assembled in the Rumayla quarter, below the
Citadel, and shouted: "O Mamluks of an-Nasir! We are with you!" The troops,
stationed inside the Citadel, responded to the chants and urged the crowd to turn
against Qawsun's residence, which it did. People started pillaging, but then were
pushed back by the emir's loyal soldiers. A few dozen civilians were killed and
others were captured. At that point fights broke out between the Nasirl soldiers,
who were trying to protect their allies among the commoners, and Qawsun's men.
The latter had the upper hand, dispersed the crowd, and began a series of summary
executions. Nine men were nailed to the Zuwayla Gate.

Qawsun's supremacy, however, was short lived. A few months later some
leading emirs moved to depose him. Sensing new developments, the people
assembled once again below the Citadel "like the spreading locust". They were
incited by Aydughmish, the leader of the rebellious officers, to loot (ya kassaba)
Qawsun's property a second time. The crowd broke through the gate of his
residence and in a matter of a few hours took away all that was there, including
doors and marble plates (Aydughmish was later able to recover much that was
taken). Then people rushed to Qawsun's khanqah, which stood by the Qarafa
Gate,13 overpowered the Sufis there, and ransacked the complex, leaving it in
shambles, even carrying away Qur'ans. Not only Qawsun's residence but the
homes of his Mamluks all over Cairo were attacked. The looters sold their spoils
cheaply; so much gold appeared in Cairo's markets that its value decreased
significantly. The current slogan was "Here is a Qawsunl!", and immediately the
man would be attacked. Such, for example, was the fate of Ibn al-Muhsinl, the
prefect (wall) of Cairo, who was almost lynched by the mob. Another victim of
"Qawsunl" association was the chief Hanafite qadi, Husam ad-DIn al-Ghawrl. His
beard was plucked, his headgear torn, his house looted, and he himself had to find
shelter with a Hanbalite colleague. The situation prompted Aydughmish to
intervene and stop the riots by taking exemplary measures.

The subsequent arrest of Qawsun was celebrated with poems (qaslda) written
for the occasion. One of these (its first two lines have been preserved) was by "an
ordinary man" (ba'd 'awamm Misr). It was entitled "There once was" (kana
wa-kana), and, most likely, mocked the downfall of the hated emir. Also, lollipops
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('alallq)14 in the shape of the deposed Qawsun were sold near the Zuwayla Gate.
One of them depicted him nailed to a camel, being transferred to Alexandria to be
executed there. Ibrahim al-Mi'mar, a contemporary Egyptian poet, wrote with
obvious irony:

We saw the figure of nailed Qawsun
In the candies,
And we marvelled.
For sweet was the nailing . . . 15

In January 1342, the emirs, with Aydughmish at their head, decided to replace
Kii9uk by his brother, Shihab ad-Din Ahmad, the oldest of an-Nasir Muhammad's
surviving sons. Shihab ad-Din was then in Kerak, a traditional place of exile of the
Qalawunid family. When his regnal title (al-Malik an-Nasir) was proclaimed in
the Friday prayer, the people lifted yellow banners (yellow being the colour of the
Mamluk regime), and conveyed to Aydughmish their desire to travel to Kerak and
escort the new sultan on his return to Cairo. They also demanded supplies for the
journey, which they received. In the same month six other sons of an-Nasir
Muhammad returned from exile in Qus, Upper Egypt, and were greeted by the
crowd. As the procession of the "princes" passed by the tomb of one Jariktamur at
the Qarafa Cemetery, the people exclaimed: "This is the tomb of the murderer of
our master al-Malik al-Mansur!"16 The tomb was promptly destroyed. Then,
below the Citadel, the six princes encountered the former wall of Glza, who had
mistreated them on fleeing Cairo. He was now reminded of his actions, and the
crowd, with the approval of one of the princes, stormed the ex-walVs residence.
Troops had to be sent to restore order. Ten people died and a large number were
injured.17

Legitimacy to rule has been a major issue in Islamic societies, as students of
Islamic politics know all too well. It was debated and fought over by political
factions and contenders, and occupied the minds of many "people of the pen" in
different periods and regions.18 It must have been of some concern also to the
common people. But in what sense? How was it manifested? Here is something
we know next to nothing about. In the case of Mamluk Egypt, as we have seen
above, the issue of legitimacy surfaced on occasion. In fact, it seems that the right
to rule, in the people's view, rested on two. premises: a ruler had to be born
Muslim; and it was preferable to maintain the dynastic principle.

A known piece of historical information is that in July 1250 fIzz ad-Din Aybak,
an emir formerly in the service of the Ayyubids, was crowned as al-Malik
al-Mu'izz.19 This, one can safely argue, was the beginning of the Mamluk regime
in Egypt. That the rise of a Mamluk to the Egyptian throne was a watershed in the
annals of the Near East is a truism to historians. Contemporaries, however, lacked
the benefit of historical hindsight. Does it mean that they considered the rise of the
first Mamluk sultan a matter of fact? Not necessarily, if we pay attention to what
one eyewitness had to tell about this particular event. The people of Cairo, he
reported, expressed their dissatisfaction. Whenever the new sultan (Aybak) rode
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through the city, they (al-rawamm) chanted: "We do not want other than a
respected sultan, born Muslim (wulida 'ala fitrat al-islam)."20 This, of course,
was an explicit rejection of Aybak, who had been born pagan. He consequently
tried to placate the people with generous gifts.21 Whether the people's attitude had
a bearing on the decision of the leading emirs, only five days later, to force Aybak
to step down in favour of an Ayyubid child-prince, al-Ashraf Musa, we do not
know.22

Aybak was certainly not the first man of non-Muslim extraction to have
become a local ruler in Egypt, let alone in the Abode of Islam. The Cairo of the
mid thirteenth century was full of powerful military men who became Muslims
only later in their careers. This, however, was small comfort to their con-
temporaries when the issue at stake was the identity of the sultan. Whereas men
born as non-Muslims could be accepted as soldiers and generals, as sultans they
were probably an abomination. Something had to be said about it, and in public.

The nexus of crowds and violence has been much discussed in historical studies23

and has lately become worthy of investigation also by students of Islamic
societies.24 For the Mamluk period, Lapidus has drawn attention to the frustrations
of the common people with the socio-political order, frustrations that
"characteristically expressed themselves in mob violence which articulated needs
and demands not otherwise served by the city elites". Lapidus has thoughtfully
suggested that we should not think of mob violence as necessarily senseless and
chaotic; it "fell into patterns which not only reflected the limitations of the social
order, but served to integrate the common people into a more complex
over-all form of social organization".25 What these patterns were is far from clear,
however, for elsewhere Lapidus concedes that no pattern of popular support of, or
opposition to, the Mamluk regime emerges.26

The ordinary people in Mamluk towns were, according to Lapidus, capable of
rebellions born of resentment, but they had limited effectiveness and were subject
to manipulation from above. Their violence was diverted from permanent and
revolutionary achievements; their severe grievances could be accommodated in
the end.27 In Cairo,28 pleas for the removal of abusive officials were uncommon;
such officials were rarely dismissed because of popular protest. Petitions to
transfer powerful emirs were even less likely to be given attention. Consequently,
the more usual popular response to fiscal abuse was direct assault on offending
bureaucrats. Sporadic attacks on individuals also took place. Other acts occurred
in the context of Mamluk factional strife, as the commoners were enlisted for
support by this or that party.29 In the final analysis (that is, Lapidus's analysis),
then, the people in Mamluk Cairo were devoid of political ambitions, and no
pattern of support or opposition to the regime emerges. "The mobs had no will of
their own . . . The populace behaved as an amorphous mass seeking only the most
immediate monetary gains, having no deep attachment to any party."30

Popular opportunism was undoubtedly displayed in many acts by the crowd
in Mamluk Cairo. The commoners, with remarkably acute intuition, sensed
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politically weak spots, had no hesitation in plundering the property of defeated
emirs, and were eager to attack disgraced officials.31 Understandably enough, they
felt hatred, on occasion extraordinarily intense, toward villains, at least toward
those whom they considered to be villains. Two examples will suffice to illustrate
the popular "ritual of hate".

The first is the vizier Sanjar ash-Shuja'I, who was loathed by the Cairenes.
After he had been murdered by his rival in 1294, his head was stuck on a javelin
and carried all over Cairo. The people paid the javelin bearers so that they could
have the head, which they struck with shoes. Jews, as our sources make a point of
stressing, also participated in this macabre ritual of revenge; there were claims
that they urinated on the victim's head. In a matter of three days, the officials,
complying with popular demand, were able to earn a large sum of money.32

A second case is that of the hated emir Nashw. When in 1338, or the following
year, rumours about his arrest spread, merchants suspended business, and people,
in fact whole families, gathered at the Rumayla quarter, below the Citadel, lit
candles, raised Qur'ans, waved banners, and cheered. Celebrations lasted for a
whole week, music was played, performances (khayal) were staged; people wrote
lines of poetry (azjal wa-balallq) in which they commemorated the event. As in
another case, already mentioned, lollipops33 were made to depict a fantastic (or
real?) punishment of the disgraced official and his family: "Nashw" was presented
being flogged, his "sister" as led by executioners(?),34 their "mother", wearing a
girdle - the distinguishing sign of a Christian (as was the family) - as beaten by
her guards. Sellers of sweets sold many such lollipops and made a good profit.
Then a crowd attempted to lynch the imprisoned official. Nashw's brother, who
had taken his own life, was carried to be buried in a coffin intended for a woman,
for the fear that the crowd would burn his corpse.35

There are many more reports in our sources of the hatred toward detested
officials by the people of Cairo.36 Yet this is the place to emphasize that hate was
not the sole feeling toward the ruling elite; there were officials who, in contra-
distinction, gained the people's sympathy. One example will illustrate this point.
In 1512, the sultan released the muhtasib 'All az-Zaynl Barakat b. Musa from
prison, after a detention lasting eight days. The official then descended from the
Citadel in procession, accompanied by a group of dignitaries. The people,
learning of the release of their favourite, now decorated the city, lit torches and
candles, and perfumed themselves with saffron. At Birkat ar-Ratll, where the
muhtasib was a resident, people hung cloths to decorate the fa£ades of their
homes. Singers, performers, and ordinary women, shrilling, came to greet the
procession.37

Hate, sympathy, and opportunism combined to form a complex of feelings
toward the authorities and specific personages among the ruling elite. However,
these feelings were only one dimension of the rather intricate popular politics of
Mamluk Cairo. To equate the people's general ineptitude to challenge the system
with a lack of political vision is, I contend, incorrect. Our information, scant as it
may be, has more to tell us than just amorphousness, lack of loyalty, or greed.
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Earlier in this chapter we learnt of some political principles that the commoners
adhered to. "Moral economy" is another principle that we should now examine.

That some of the plebeian uprisings in medieval Cairo were from time to time
actually grain riots is no surprise. The acquisition of sufficient food to fill one's
stomach was a major concern for most people in pre-modern times, and, when
hungry, they were ready to rise even against powerful rulers. In medieval Egypt,
as in contemporary European communities, rulers were expected to act respon-
sibly in time of shortage. Lapidus's brief discussion of grain riots, although
mainly concerned with Syrian towns in the Mamluk period, is perceptive and
relevant. Accordingly, riots were not just spontaneous acts, but political demon-
strations. They "made every bread shortage a crisis of confidence . . . by pressing
the Sultan, in whose hands lay the power to curb abuses, to remove obnoxious
officials, curb the speculations of the emirs, and reduce prices . . . Every grain
crisis thus became a political game raging around the Sultan without formal
organs for articulation of the political struggle."38

To comprehend the meaning of Cairene grain riots, it is essential first to review
the structure of the grain market in medieval Cairo. As far as ownership is
concerned, it contained the main ingredients of what E. P. Thompson has termed
paternalism,39 Egyptian rulers being the major grain owners. Through taxes
collected in kind, they amassed and controlled enormous quantities of grain, as
well as other agricultural products.40 Fatimid caliphs had control of the product
throughout the vast region of Upper Egypt from Cairo southwards (al-wajh
al-qibli), and of some portion of the grain grown in the rest of Egypt. The Fatimid
bureau (diwan) of taxation collected 1 million irdabbs (about 70,000 tons) of
grain annually.41 In Mamluk times grain was collected as tax mainly in the
southern parts of Egypt.42

Much of the rulers' grain was stockpiled in the state (i.e., their private)
granaries, an important Egyptian institution since Pharaonic times.43 Grain
reserves of the Fatimid caliphs and Mamluk sultans normally amounted to over
300,000 irdabbs, or about 21,000 tons of grain;44 during al-Afdal's vizierate
(1094—1121), as much as 1 million irdabbs was stored - at least so we are told. 45

Such quantities could probably feed the entire populace of Cairo during a whole
year of famine.46 Emirs and lesser-ranking officers, through the "fief" system
(iqta '), also exacted taxes in kind, and were thus able to store grain of their own.47

Officials received grain from Mamluk rulers to supplement their cash payment
(jirayat). Thus Baybars I (1260-77) used to distribute a total of 20,000 irdabbs of
grain each month to various office holders.48 In 1345 a high-ranking emir received
no less than 10,000 irdabbs (700 tons) of grain on the occasion of his promotion.49

A few years later, another emir received a similar amount of barley.50 In the 1420s
gifts of grain amounted to 5,000 irdabbs (350 tons) monthly.51

Grain was not just a property lying idle, but was a prime commodity in the
Cairene market. Surplus in the possession of the elite probably constituted a large
share of the market supplies. The rest was provided by what can be reservedly
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characterized as free trade: that is, peasants, after raising their taxes in kind,
consuming part of their grain, and saving part for seeds, sold their surplus - if they
had any - to meet their obligations for cash payments. Here merchants and
brokers served as mediators between the countryside and urban centres. In 1054
or 1055, according to one report, merchants even concluded agreements of "grain
futures"; they paid peasants, who had been under pressure to pay taxes in cash, for
the right to the harvest later in the year.52

Boats loaded with grain, mainly arriving from Upper Egypt, anchored at the
Grain Dock (sahil al-ghalla), situated in the port of al-Maqs at Bulaq.53 Prior to
reforms in 1315, this dock had been owned by more than 400 Mamluks as a shared
"fief" (iqtaf) to the value of 4.6 million (sic ) dirhams - the largest single source
of income in the Mamluk state. The dock was staffed by sixty officials who
were in charge of collecting fees (maks) on incoming grain to the amount of
2-2.5 dirhams per irdabb,54 about 12.5 per cent of the average price of grain,
according to one scholarly calculation.55 After unloading, grain was transported to
an area west of the Canal (khalij), outside Bab al-Qantara known as the Grain
Square (maydan al-qamh, maydan al-ghalla).56 The concentration of supplies
within a defined space facilitated not only taxation, but also the estimate of
supply and demand and the determination of prices.57 From the Square grain was
distributed to shops58 by brokers (simsar, dallal), some of whom were in the
service of grain owners.59 They charged customers their special fees,60 which in
years of high prices were raised correspondingly.61

Direct marketing to consumers, the unchallenged right of the poor to purchase
grain before dealers, and the prevention of hoarding and speculation characterized
paternalistic marketing in medieval and early modern Europe.62 In this sense, one
can detect some paternalism embedded also in the medieval Cairene grain market,
although it was quite fragile, and frequently exposed to breaches. Islamic regimes
in Egypt (at least we know this for the Fatimid and Mamluk) could not ignore their
responsibility as suppliers of sufficient food to their subjects. Aside from their
moral obligation to see that people were not hungry, they were cognizant of the
fact that a smooth flow of grain and its proper distribution were important
prerequisites for maintaining socio-political stability.63

On some occasions of shortage and excessively high prices, Egyptian rulers
opened their granaries, or ordered other owners to sell their grain to the people at
reduced prices. In 1130 the vizier Abu 'All Ahmad b. Afdal sold hundreds of
thousands of irdabbs from the central granaries.64 In 1137 or 1138 Caliph al-Hafiz
ordered granaries to be opened and grain sold for "average prices" (awsat
al-athman).65 More information on this policy is available for the Mamluk period.
In 1283, in the wake of a price increase, Sultan Qalawun was about to order his
grain to be sold at lower prices when he was advised by Emir Izz ad-Din
Aydamur to impose this measure on the leading officers and thus keep the state's
reserves untouched and prevent public anxiety. Indeed the result was a price
decrease.66 The same emir repeated his responsible policy in 1309-10. Now
Master of the Royal Household (ustadar), he left reserves in his granary for a year
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and gradually sold the rest. In this he differed from other emirs, who, in the
expectation of high profits, refused to sell their grain.67 Granaries of sultans and
emirs were opened for the public at least a dozen times in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries.68

The sale of state-owned grain directly to millers - many of whom were
probably employees in sultanic mills69 - or bakers, obviously to prevent hoarding
and speculation, appears to have been an occasional policy.70 Price control
(taslr), although a problematic subject in the world of Islam (as in Christen-
dom),71 was occasionally employed by Egyptian rulers,72 especially during the
extended inflation in the second half of the fifteenth century.73 It appears, how-
ever, that even when a decision to regulate prices was taken, its implementation
was by no means easy, because of opposition staged by market forces. Price
control did not always bring the desired change, and on occasion had to be
abandoned.74

Egyptian rulers were concerned with the state of the poor, and saw themselves
obligated, especially in times of shortages, to supply grain or bread, either gratis
or at low prices, to the poor of Cairo. In 1122 2,000 irdabbs (about 140 tons) of
wheat was distributed as alms (sadaqa).15 The Ayyubid al-fAdil offered grain
to the poor in the terrible famine of 1200.76 Baybars's policy was to grant
10,000 irdabbs (4,000 according to another version) each year to the poor
{fuqara , mas akin)11 and to dwellers in Sufi lodges (arbab az-zawaya).ls In 1264,
a year of high prices, the same ruler ordered the rationed sale of 500 irdabbs
(35 tons) a day directly to the "weaklings" (du rafa an-nafs). Several thousand
of these assembled below the Citadel and their names were registered; military
officers of various ranks, merchants, and men of means were each assigned a
certain number of poor people to feed over a period of three months. The prefect
of Cairo, for example, was responsible for 200 persons. The poorest were also
provided half a dirham each to buy bread baked especially for them. Sufis in
lodges were given a total of 100 irdabbs (about 7 tons) a day out of the sultan's
granaries (shuwan).19 Similar measures were taken in the famines of 1295, 1374,
1416, and 1426.80 In 1396 Sultan Barquq ordered that 20 irdabbs (1.4 tons) of
grain be baked into bread and distributed daily to the poor and prisoners. The
number of poor enjoying this "welfare programme" reached 5,000, and those
unable to obtain either bread or some other food were financially compensated.81

The same Barquq (r. 1382-9, then 1390-9) used to distribute 8,000 irdabbs
annually to Sufis (ahl al-khayr wa-arbab as-salah).S2 Sometimes in years of
shortage, grain had to be imported from abroad; it is unclear, however, whether
this measure always involved the initiative of the authorities.83

If there was, by and large, paternalism embedded in the medieval Cairene grain
market, it was at times inept or even absent altogether. Disruptions of the normal
mechanisms of supply were not infrequent. What were their causes? To start with,
there was an inherent conflict in the attitude of the Mamluk elite, and even in that
of sultans themselves, toward the grain business. On the one hand, as already seen,
there was recognition of the importance of an efficient supply system. On the other
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hand, the grain trade was a resource for accumulating capital. Thus Fatimid rulers,
at least some time before the mid eleventh century, bought grain each year to
the value of 100,000 dinars (over 100,000 irdabbs, or 7,000 tons)84 through the
Bureau of Commerce (matjar), a euphemism for state monopolies.85 Monopolistic
measures recurred mainly in Mamluk days in the practice of tarh or rimaya, that
is, sales imposed on merchants at excessive prices. In 1386, for example, a
Mamluk vizier forced merchants to buy 100,000 (118,000 in another version)
irdabbs (about 7,000 tons) at a price three(!) times as high as the current price of
wheat.86 Sultan Barsbay (r. 1422-38), who monopolized some sectors of Egypt's
trade and industry, was notorious for this practice. In 1429 he tried to add grain to
these. Although he had to backtrack later, he still looked for other means to secure
profit from grain. In the same year he banned sales at the Grain Dock and sold his
own grain at relatively high prices. It was only after Barsbay had disposed of his
stocks that dealers were allowed to enter the market. However, at that point they
found that demand had already subsided and, consequently, they were forced to
reduce prices. In 1432, when grain prices were low, the same sultan ordered
brokers at the dock to sell their supplies only to the state (i.e., himself), the result
this time being an increase in demand. Three years later, various capital owners
(ashab al-basatln wal-ma fasir wa-ghayriha min ad-dawallb) were forced to buy
about 700 tons of broad beans and a smaller quantity of wheat from the same ruler.
Only those with political influence managed to evade the order. In 1436 Barsbay
once again implemented his repressive policies. This time he purchased over
2,000 tons of grain and stored them in his warehouse. His action was followed by
a more general wave of hoarding.87

Others among the Mamluk elite acted irresponsibly at times to disrupt the
normal marketing of grain in order to increase their profits. One relatively detailed
description of the difficulties posed to paternalistic policies is worth examining.
At the beginning of 1336 grain prices mounted and, subsequently, emirs stopped
selling their stocks with the aim of increasing profits. Bread became scarce. The
prefect of Cairo appears to have avoided the main problem (namely, confronting
the military elite), and, looking for an easier target, punished millers and bakers.
Prices were fixed and penalties for non-compliance were announced. Yet emirs
continued to withhold their stocks and thus grain brokers went on charging
excessive prices. The sultan, concerned about the situation, and, according to one
of our sources, following the model of the biblical Joseph, ordered the importation
of grain from Palestine and Syria. He then replaced the market inspectors of both
Cairo and Fustat and appointed a man known for his steadfastness. The latter first
surveyed granaries owned by emirs and then forced the sale, at a fixed price, of
surplus to millers. This policy turned out to be quite effective. At one point, an
emir who took 400 irdabbs (about 28 tons) out of his storage without permission
was forced by the muhtasib to make up for that quantity. In another instance,
brokers working for two leading emirs were caught speculating; their masters
were summoned to the court, beaten, and disgraced. The sultan personally
reprimanded one of them in front of his peers, and then, in an eruption of fury,
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struck the villain with his sword. The act of the sultan, we read, served as a
warning for other high-ranking officers, who abandoned all thoughts of specu-
lation. The sultan also ordered a search in the provinces for hoards of grain and the
transfer of all grain to Cairo. He publicly approved the plundering of speculators'
properties. Grain merchants tampering with weights were seized. Wheat was
centrally distributed to millers in quantities equal to the average daily consump-
tion of Cairo's population. Official observers were placed at bakeries to regulate
the distribution of dough. The shortage of the early months of 1336 then began to
subside as new supplies started to arrive, first from Syria, then from Upper Egypt
and the Delta regions.88

Grain dealers contributed their share to the sin of speculation89 by exploiting the
dependence on the Nile for irrigation. Since the annual flood of the river decided
the fate of hundreds of thousands, a too slow rise of the water between July and
September, or its sudden recession during these crucial months, frequently
aroused anxiety among the populace. This was the point when merchants and
brokers were only too happy to withhold supplies and thus exacerbate the demand
for grain and push its prices upward, or even to spread false rumours about a low
level of the Nile or about insufficient grain supplies from Upper Egypt, the
natural granary of the country.90 We have numerous brief descriptions of crowds
at the docks of the Nile or in front of mills and bakeries, struggling to obtain grain,
dough, or bread. On occasion the anxiety could not be contained, and pillaging
would occur.91 Small wonder that medieval Egyptian rulers attempted to conceal
information about the condition of the Nile from their subjects.92

One should also mention the power of millers, bakers, and shopkeepers to
manipulate the market. In 1024, for example, they reacted to the muhtasib's
decision to fix the prices of poor- and fine-quality bread93 by shutting down their
establishments,94 thus aggravating the existing shortage.95 The muhtasib was
replaced and his successor announced that only bread sold directly from ovens
would be regulated, the rest being priced according to the market conditions.
Indeed, bread reappeared.96 In 1412 shopkeepers closed their shops in the wake of
monetary reforms. Bread became scarce, and crowds gathered in front of bakeries.
This time the sultan reacted with fury. He ordered the crowd to be punished, but
he also had the shops burnt down and some shopkeepers disciplined.97

How did the people of Cairo view manipulatory operations in the grain market?
How did they react to crises of paternalism? They certainly could not afford
indifference to affairs that had an immediate bearing on their very lives. They kept
a watchful eye on the performance of the authorities, as well as the different
market agencies, and reacted to what they perceived as negligence of duty and
abuse of office. As early as 1008 the Cairenes protested to the Fa timid caliph
against the scarcity and poor quality of bread.98 In 1023, a year when the Nile was
low, they assembled below Muqattam Hill and, carrying Qur'ans, prayed for a
better flood. Then they returned to Cairo and crowded in the markets to buy grain,
which was difficult to obtain.99 The following year was possibly one of the
hardest years of plague and famine during the Fatimid reign. Many died of
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hunger. As Caliph az-Zahir was riding through Fustat, the inhabitants complained
bitterly about the situation; the Fatimid ruler was even cursed by one man of noble
descent. The man was punished, yet the general unrest had to be diffused,
especially as prices kept increasing. It was decided that grain was to be sold to
millers for a fixed price.100

More information on protests is available for the Mamluk period. In 1373
people carrying Qur'ans and banners gathered at the foot of the Citadel and
demanded the dismissal of the muhtasib. The sultan complied.101 In 1394 the
commoners complained to the viceroy about high prices. They blamed the
muhtasib and in fact conspired to attack him. The Mamluk ruler, attempting to
diffuse tension and restore public order, first instructed the prefect to interrogate
brokers and millers. Then he ordered grain owners to sell their reserves at "God's
price" (si V Allah), otherwise their grain would not be protected from looters. A
number of emirs followed his call, and the prices they now charged were
apparently low enough to satisfy the protestors.102 Yet it took two years and the
arrival of new grain supplies for bread prices to tumble. At that point (that is, in
1396), brokers stopped supplying Cairo and instead took grain to Alexandria in
search of a more profitable market. Millers and bakers, despite the sultan's
objection, slowed down production. The result was general panic. In response to
public protest the sultan punished a number of millers and brokers, but his order
that the supply of bread should be increased still went unheeded. The market
inspector, once again threatened by the crowd and, as the chief "villain", nearly
attacked, was dismissed. His follower insisted on an end to forced sales (tarh) at
high prices, but he did not last more than a few months in office.103

In the shortage of 1415, hungry people from the Delta region, as well as from
Syria, came in great numbers to Cairo in search of bread. Yet grain owners
withheld supplies. The muhtasib first taxed each grain transaction, but soon had to
back down. He was then confronted by a crowd of protestors and was forced to
resign. His successor initiated a different policy and announced a price control.
This step was probably applauded by the people; yet at the same time it created a
new problem, since grain dealers still cut their supplies to a minimum. Peasants in
the South also refused to sell their surplus, and joined those opposing the control.
There were Cairenes who travelled to the Delta region to purchase grain directly
from farmers. The second inspector served only one month before he too resigned.
The third muhtasib in line imported grain from various regions in Egypt, then
forced grain owners to sell from their reserves directly to millers. Rationing was
imposed, and each person was allowed to purchase one irdabb (70 kg) only.
In 1416 new grain supplies arrived in Cairo. The Egyptian government also
purchased wheat in Upper Egypt for 530 dirhams per irdabb and sold it in Cairo
to millers for 600, probably to cover transportation costs, but possibly also to
make a profit. Tens of thousands of hungry people gathered at the Grain Dock,
even emerging from their homes at midnight to look for bread. Ships loaded with
grain had to anchor far from the port of Bulaq to prevent looting. In one incident
several women were crushed to death; in another, a small boat sank in the Nile
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with twenty persons on board. Those lucky enough to obtain grain had to hire
protection, which cost them 50 dirhams per irdabb. Official guards were put in
front of bakeries.104

In 1435 Sultan Barsbay, about to impose one of his numerous forced sales, was
confronted by a crowd protesting against his policy and accusing him of creating
an artificial shortage of bread. The people demanded the sale of grain from
sultanic granaries, but, not surprisingly, they were ignored.105 Protests are also
recorded for a later period, in the inflationary years 1452 and 1468.106 Then, on a
single day in 1472, the people confronted the sultan twice and demanded the
appointment of a muhtasib to combat petty merchants (suqa), whom they blamed
for tampering with the weight of loaves. The sultan appointed an emir to investi-
gate the situation. The next day bread prices were fixed, and the ruler summoned
merchants and millers and ordered them to cooperate.107 In 1480 Sultan Qayit
Bay, returning from a military campaign, was blocked by a crowd protesting
against high grain prices and the temporary absence of a market inspector. The
ruler agreed to appoint someone to the vacant post.108 In 1513, a year of shortage,
grain was shipped from Egypt to Syria, where the situation was difficult as well.
As Sultan Qansawh al-Ghawrl went in procession through Cairo, the people
complained and, alluding to the export of grain, exclaimed: "God will make
perish him who brings high prices upon Muslims." The sultan, who seems to have
been upset by these slogans, cut his ride short.109

What clearly emerges in all these descriptions is that the main "villain" in the
eyes of the people was the man acting as market inspector. To the cases above one
can add the detailed account of 1425. In that year, as bread was in short supply,
the target of the people's wrath was Inspector al-'Ayntabl, better known as Badr
ad-Din al-'Aynl, the chronicler. He barely escaped the stones pelted at him and
had to find shelter at the Palace. This time the sultan, in affection for al-'Aynl, his
boon companion, disregarded the protestors and even sent troops to disperse
them. Twenty-two men of "high status" (min al-masturin) among them ashraf
(descendants of the Prophet) and merchants, were captured, beaten, and tortured,
and then thrown into jail for one night. A few weeks later, however, al-fAynI was
replaced.110 Popular protest against other inspectors is mentioned in more than a
dozen cases.111

One significant feature captures our attention in reading the relevant descrip-
tions. Whereas market inspectors were a frequent target, millers and bakers were
generally left in peace. A popular song from the fifteenth century possibly typifies
the friendly attitude toward them:

I find the baker's kindness far from negligible,
Since I buy from him on credit,
And he ignores my failure to pay.
In the past I resembled a lion, devouring raw meat,
But now I have turned into a nibbling rat.112

These lines suggest a somewhat simplistic notion on the part of the people as to
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who was "good" and "bad" among the market groups. Obviously, bakers too were
far from altruists and were sometimes responsible for shortages and high prices.
Yet the daily contact with bakers and millers may have been a crucial factor in
determining the popular attitude. Whoever was the immediate source of bread
for the people enjoyed their affection and thus was granted a great deal of
immunity.113

E. P. Thompson, in a seminal article which has been a model of analysis for
about twenty years now, has contributed the notion of "moral economy", "a
consistent traditional view of social norms and obligations, of the proper
economic functions of several parties within the community". This view in turn
bred a popular consensus which defined the practices in the marketing system that
were considered legitimate. An outrage against moral assumptions, quite as much
as actual deprivation, was the usual occasion for direct action.114 Following
Thompson's model, another historian reconstructed the principles of the "moral
economy" in eighteenth-century France. There, the government should have kept
bread prices low by controlling and regulating the sale of bread and by setting the
price of grain when necessary; it should have searched out grain supplies, or
forced them on to markets at reduced prices; it should also have prevented the
movement of grain outside an area unless local needs were satisfied at a reason-
able price.115 Can we also speak about the moral economy of the Cairene crowd?

The material presented above is certainly suggestive in the sense that it reveals
a number of expectations about the operation of the market which were shared by
the commoners in Cairo. They held the authorities responsible for keeping the
prices of grain and bread at a "just" level, although the exact nature of the "just
price" was never actually defined.116 They also expected their rulers to prevent the
manipulation of marketing and intervene when real or fabricated shortages
occurred. In the case of dearth, the rulers' granaries were thought to provide the
solution. There is also some evidence of the people's demand that grain should not
be shipped out of Egypt during a local shortage.117

The growing prominence of the moral economy among crowds has been linked,
in the case of England and France, to structural changes in the political economies
of these two countries. In eighteenth-century England the paternalistic tradition of
grain supply was eroded and was replaced by what may be described as Adam
Smith's new economic model of the self-regulating market.118 Around the same
time in France, paternalism was challenged by an increasing centralization of
economic policy-making, the formation of a national market, and growing
efficiency in tax collection, which in turn drove peasants into the market and
transformed many of them into buyers of food.119 The new European ideologies
and changing systems were in direct conflict with the plebeian consensus on the
issue of grain. Seen in this context, grain riots cannot be regarded as an impulsive
reaction but have to be viewed as a coherent form of political action, a critique of
the rulers.120

No structural changes of this sort can be pointed out in the medieval Egyptian
economy, not even after the mid fourteenth century,121 when grain riots and
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protests emerge as a more frequent phenomenon.122 Paternalism in medieval Cairo
generally remained intact, and we are able to depict it even more clearly after ca
1350. Without evidence to the contrary, in the case of Egypt one can speak of
temporary, short-term dislocations, as opposed to a secular and total erosion of the
system. What, then, explains the grain protests in late medieval Cairo? Although
years of protest in Cairo were also years of high grain prices, it is doubtful that the
long-term price trend was the only factor in force.123 More frequent abuse of the
system from different directions - that of the government as well as market agents
- could have been the major cause for the rise in the frequency of protests.

Be that as it may, one thing is clear. The moral economy of the people of Cairo
did not evolve in a vacuum. The hopes of the crowd and the policies of the regime
influenced one another. Decisions about price control, the dismissal of inept
inspectors, grain distribution from central reserves: all these were a direct
response to public anxiety as much as an appropriate context for arousing some
definite expectations among the common people. In medieval Cairo the grain
market was a stage where plebeian concepts and patrician policies interacted.
Grain riots were one notable result of the interaction.



CHAPTER 5

Popular culture and high culture in medieval Cairo

This book has been about the culture of ordinary people in medieval Cairo. One
should bear in mind, however, that in the Egyptian city, as in many other places,
popular culture was only one cultural block ("subculture" is another term) in a
complex system. In the case of Egypt there also existed the cultures of the rulers,
of the scholars, of the wealthy merchants and bureaucrats.1 All these and popular
culture did not function in isolation from one another. They were bound to exert
an "osmotic" influence on each other and to interact in a variety of ways. It is the
interaction in medieval Cairo between popular culture and all the rest - to which,
for the sake of brevity, I shall refer as high culture - that this concluding chapter
seeks to explore.

From an "ideological" point of view, such interaction would seem questionable,
at least at first sight. The information we have, which is about the attitude of the
learned toward the culturally "inferior", reveals criticism, perhaps outright
rejection, of popular culture - not the concept itself, but its expressions.2 First
and foremost of these were religious beliefs and practices, which in their popular
garb were the main target of scholarly disapproval. This disapproval reached an
extreme point in the writings of Ibn Taymiyya (1263-1328). This prominent
theologian spent almost his entire life in Syria and was rarely in Cairo, sometimes
as a prisoner for his theological beliefs. However, between 1310 and 1313, as
occasional consultant to Sultan al-Malik an-Nasir Muhammad on Syrian affairs,
Ibn Taymiyya issued his Fatawa misriyya ("Egyptian Legal Opinions").3 His
first fatwa, written in Cairo, was directed against the cult of saints, and earned
him the enduring hostility of Ibn \Ata' Allah, at that time the main spokesman
for the Shadhiliyya order,4 and that of Karlm ad-Din al-AmulI, another
influential Sufi.5 Given Ibn Taymiyya's repute, as well as the political and
religious unity of the Mamluk state, it stands to reason that his views were known
in Cairo no less than in Damascus, and are therefore relevant to our study. In
fact, Ibn Taymiyya had disciples in Cairo, some of whom belonged to the ruling
elite: Arghun an-Nasirl (d. 1330 or 1331), at one point viceroy, is a prominent
example. In the first half of the fifteenth century one scholar wrote that "until the
present, the latter [Ibn Taymiyya] has retained admirers and disciples in Syria and
Egypt".*

67
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Ibn Taymiyya's opinion concerning popular religious practices can best be
examined in his Necessity of the Straight Path against the People of Hell.1 The
book has a long section condemning customs such as the celebration of the
Prophet's birthday (mawlid). "Such practices are horrendous to a believer - a
believer whose heart is not as yet dead but rather knows the reputable and shuns
what is not reputable." The theologian also criticizes those "common people . . .
who do not know the essence of Islam", and who are influenced by Christianity.
He warns "against that into which we have seen many people fall", namely, the
imitation of Christian festivals.8 Another of Ibn Taymiyya's treatises, On the
Visitation of Graves, directed against the popular custom of ziyara, contains a
detailed refutation of the ceremonies and rituals evolving around the Prophet's
tomb, as well as the graves of lesser personages.9 The worship of tombs, even that
of Muhammad, an exaggerated belief in the spiritual powers of local saints and in
their intercession, or any other manifestation of popular belief had to be wiped
out, according to Ibn Taymiyya, if faith were to be saved and Allah only to be
worshipped. This scholar saw his calling in the eradication of innovations (bida(),
in redeeming faith from the popular invasion of heretical novelties, and in
restoring it to its original simplicity.10 One should note that Ibn Taymiyya was
able on occasion to practise what he preached against popular customs. Thus one
day, when he was walking in Cairo, he could not resist stopping briefly to kick
over a backgammon board when he spied two men playing the game outside a
blacksmith's shop.11

From Ibn Taymiyya the way is short to the genre of "anti-bida(" tracts:
scholarly works written against unsanctioned innovations, hence, containing,
almost by definition, criticism of religious practices current among ordinary
Muslims. Two examples of such tracts will suffice. One is al-Madkhal, by Ibn
al-Hajj al-'Abdarl (d. 1336), Ibn Taymiyya's contemporary and a resident of
Cairo. In this book al-'Abdarl attacks the visitation of graves, the celebration of
dubious festivals, including Christian ones, and the "un-Islamic" behaviour of
Muslim women.12 Al-'Abdarl even advises the rulers to ban the sale of various
products needed by Christians for their festivals because it is tantamount to
sharing in their idolatry (shirk).13 A second tract of the same genre is Kitab
al-luma* fil-hawadith wa'l-bida\ written around 1300 by Idrls b. Baydakln
at-Turkumanl.14 In it the author criticized innovations which were widespread
among Muslims in Mecca, Egypt, and Syria, such as singing and dancing at
mosques during prayer time and the participation of Muslims in Christian
holidays. He also condemned the veneration of graves and the cult of the dead,
and women's repugnant habit of singing and dancing while performing the
Pilgrimage.15

The "ideological" picture of the relationship between subcultures is, however,
somewhat more complex than has been painted so far. What is important to stress
at this juncture is that the learned in medieval Islam were not united in their
criticism of popular religious practices. One example of disagreement emerges in
a trial in 1326 against Ibn Taymiyya. The council of his judges expressed
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hostility to any suggestion that "visiting" graves (ziyara) was an unorthodox
ritual.16 In fact, three Egyptian and Syrian scholars wrote tracts against Ibn
Taymiyya's view on the subject.17 When, around the same year, one of his
followers spoke in Jerusalem against ziyaras, local officials filed a report to the
sultan, with the result that the man, a scholar in his own right, was punished.18

More than 100 years later, Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl, one of the leading savants of
the Mamluk period, expressed a lenient attitude toward the cult of the dead and
forbade only extreme veneration and the use of tombs as pointers to the direction
to mecca (qibla).19 His contemporary, as-Suyutl (d. 1505), approved of the
celebration of the Prophet's mawlid and characterized it as a "commendable
innovation" (bid'a hasana). The celebration, in his view, should be carried out,
yet restricted to reciting Qur'anic verses, relating information (riwayat al-akhbar)
on the birth of Muhammad, and serving a special meal (simat).20

While the learned provided the ideological weaponry, it was mainly rulers who
took practical measures to combat and repress those cultural phenomena that
could be characterized as popular. Together with scholars, at times under their
influence, rulers were concerned with public morals, and understood their task as
defending "true" Islam. They were on the alert as regards the state of public order,
and thus, from time to time, initiated attacks on what appeared to them to be
endangering it. Earlier in this book we had occasion to see how Egyptian rulers
attempted occasionally to repress the celebrations of Nawruz, until the dis-
appearance of this festival from Cairo altogether in the fifteenth century.21 The
ziyara was another popular practice which, as we saw, drew scholarly fire. It also
became a target for governmental action.

We have scattered information about its banning. As early as 865 the prefect
of Fustat forbade women to continue their custom of visiting graves. He also
imprisoned women hired as mourners.22 A ban against women's ziyara was
declared once again in 1011.23 In 1023-4 the gathering of crowds at the Qarafa
Cemetery, most likely for performing ziyaras, was declared to be prohibited.24

Acts against "visiting" graves continued under the Mamluks. Baybars I (1260-77)
even decided at one point to level the Qarafa. His questionnaire to scholars about
that gained an approving fatwa. It was only the intervention of his vizier and,
subsequently, the sultan's own death which prevented the decision from being put
into effect.25 In the early fourteenth century, Emir 'Ala' ad-Din Taybars, the
Castellan (wall bob al-qaVa), barred women from outings to the Qarafa on
special days (mawsim).26 At the end of the same century, in Ramadan of 793
(1391), women were prevented once again from visiting graves at the Qarafa.27 A
ban on women's custom of performing ziyaras on Fridays was announced in 1421
- this was apparently not unconnected with high mortality rates that year - and
again in the following year, around the time of 'Id al-Fitr,28 as well as on Fridays
in 1432.29 In 1505, a year in which the plague occurred, the sultan forbade
mourning ceremonies which featured tambourines. A female mourner who
disregarded the ruler's order was paraded in disgrace on a donkey, tambourines
tied to her neck, her face blacked.30
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Thus far we have largely encountered learned criticism and what could be
provisionally termed governmental repression as characterizing the relationship
between the Egyptian elite and the culture, especially religion, of the people. This
relationship, however, was certainly more complex. For in a dynamic cultural
system which consists of subcultures, reality would hardly reflect ideology on a
one-to-one basis. In other words, despite the general hostility that the learned and
the rulers might develop toward the culture of the commoners, they had to take it
into consideration and accommodate it. Sometimes they even succumbed, perhaps
unconsciously, or else eagerly, to elements of popular culture. Two cases may
help us fathom the cultural process in medieval Cairo in the light of the latter
reservations. The first is a case of a meeting point of the cultures of the elite and
the people. The second is of a contribution made by popular culture to the larger
cultural edifice.

The case of cultural intersection which I intend to discuss is that of the state
festival. In opposition to the popular festival of Nawruz, the state festival was
initiated by the regime and was first and foremost intended to serve its needs. Yet
a state festival needed a large audience if it was also to convey some (mostly
political) message. In terms of location, it therefore had to be staged not within the
Citadel, the enclosure of the Mamluk regime, but in the streets of Cairo, in front
of thousands of spectators. There the festival would be turned into an encounter
between rulers and their subjects, and in a more extended sense, between the
culture of the elite and the culture of the people. This encounter helped to create
new cultural processes.

What were the state festivals in Mamluk Cairo like? One such annual festival
evolved around the "Procession of the Palanquin" (dawaran al-mahmil, or
mahmal), a camel carrying a richly decorated, normally empty litter, as part of the
Egyptian Pilgrimage caravan to Mecca. It first occurred in the 1260s as a demon-
stration of Egypt's interest in the Holy Places,31 and persisted as an annual
festival into our own century.32

The mahmil procession started on a Monday or a Thursday in or immediately
after the middle of the month of Rajab, the seventh month of the Islamic year. The
night before the "Day of the mahmir the camel carrying the decorated litter was
stationed near al-Hakim Mosque.33 A festive fire (naff hafil) was then lit in the
quarter of Rumayla, below the Citadel.34 The next morning the procession would
commence. This is how it appeared to the traveller Ibn Battuta in 1326:

The four Grand Qadis, the Intendant of the Treasury, and the Muhtasib . . . are mounted,
and along with them ride the principal jurists, the syndics of the heads of corporations,!35!
and the officers of state. They all proceed together to the gate of the citadel, the residence
of al-Malik al-Nasir, whereupon the mahmil comes out to meet them, borne on a camel, and
preceded by the amir who has been designated for the journey to the Hijaz in that year. With
him are his troops and a number of water-carriers mounted on their camels. All classes
of the population, both men and women, assemble for this ceremony, then they go in
procession with the mahmil round the two cities of al-Qahira and Misr [al-Fustat],
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accompanied by all those whom we have mentioned, and with the camel-drivers singing to
their camels in the lead . . . thereupon resolves are inflamed, desires are excited, and
impulses are stirred up, and God Most High casts into the heart of whom He will of His
servants the determination to set out upon the Pilgrimage, so they start to equip themselves
and to make preparations for it.36

At the end of the procession, the camel carrying the mahmil was stationed once
again near al-Hakim Mosque, there to remain until the procession of Shawwal
three months later. The latter featured the march (musayara) of the emir in charge
of the Pilgrimage caravan,37 after which the caravan embarked on its long journey
to Mecca to arrive in time for the Hajj-38 Al-Maqrlzl, a fifteenth-century eye-
witness, related that, on the day of departure, the Raydaniyya quarter, north of the
Succour Gate (Bab an-Nasr), was crowded with merchants, entertainers, and
many commoners; it was extremely difficult to move between Raydaniyya and the
gate known as Bab al-Futuh.39

The splendour would have been particularly marked when the Mamluk sultan
or members of his family set out themselves for the Pilgrimage. Such was the case
in 1457, when the sultan's son, assuming the title of "emir of caravan" (amir hajj
al-mahmit), went in a splendid parade watched by his father.40 In 1514, shortly
before the demise of the Mamluk regime, the Pilgrimage caravan included
Qansawh al-Ghawrl's son, the sultan's wife (khond), and a senior official in the
chancery (katib as-sirr), each with his or her own canopy (witaq). Especially
impressive was the khond's canopy, which was valued at 20,000 dinars and was
led by torch bearers. The chronicler Ibn Iyas noted that the participation of the
"First Lady" in the procession that particular year was without precedent. There
also rode four regiments of cavalry (tulb) - that of the prince being a combatant
regiment (tulb harbi) - led by a band of drummers and pipers. The "prince's"
party also included two teams of camels richly decorated with costly textiles,
twenty of the camels carrying objects of Chinese manufacture and other precious
vessels, all expensive items "that baffle the eyes". A large crowd gathered in the
quarter of Rumayla, whereas the sultan observed the procession from the Citadel.
Incidentally, there were occasions when the sultan viewed the mahmil procession,
when it reached the quarter of Bulaq, from a golden boat on the Nile.41 Our source
concludes his elaborate report of the procession in 1514 by noting that the people
prophetically viewed the event as signifying the end of the sultan's good fortune.42

A special pageant during the mahmil celebrations, about which we first learn in
the fifteenth century, was the show of Mamluk lancers (rammaha), dressed in
red, riding horses covered with iron masks as in a march to the battlefield, and
exercising with lances. This show also featured a "combat" at the foot of the
Citadel.43 It was performed in the presence of Egyptian rulers; at least so we are
told with regard to the last stage of the Mamluk period. Furthermore, the rammaha
became a gimmick for impressing foreign visitors, as in 1509, when they marched
in front of the Mamluk elite on the occasion of a visit by the Safavid ambassador
from Iran.44 It is noteworthy that in 1444 the lancers' show had to be cancelled
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because of the death of soldiers from the plague.45 It was reintroduced only nine
years later, but by then the art of the riding lancers had to be learnt anew by a fresh
generation of soldiers.46

Thus far the mahmil festival from the court's vantage point. Yet the
commoners also played a part in the celebrations. First, they added to the
decoration of Cairo. Shopkeepers, for instance, were urged to adorn their shops
three days in advance.47 People used to repaint the fa9ades of their homes.
According to one report, around 1398, a man known as "the Interpreter"
(turjuman)4* exceeded the norm and hung a (live?) donkey with a scourge49 at the
gate of his residence, a spectacle the precise meaning of which eludes us, but
which attracted throngs of viewers.50 Second, ordinary men and women were
spectators of the mahmil processions, the audience of the royal spectacle. As such
they were naturally disappointed when the performance of the lancers was
cancelled in 1444.51 They used to occupy shops for hours, sometimes the whole
night before, even renting seats there as well as on roofs and in private homes,52

waiting for the procession to pass. Women intermingled with men, with the result
that such "immoral behaviour" was banned in 1422, but with little success.53

Hence in Rajab of 831 (1428), Shaykh 'Ala' ad-Din Muhammad al-Bukharl
appealed to the sultan to stop the procession of the mahmil altogether, denouncing
the "abominations" {munkarat, ma'asT) that were part of it. In the ruler's council
that convened to deliberate that issue, the famous Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl suggested
a compromise: the celebrations would go on, but decorations would be reduced,
night lights would be done away with, and thus the commoners would prefer to
stay at home.54

The ordinary people were also directly involved in an intriguing carnivalesque
element which is mentioned in descriptions of the mahmil festivities around the
mid fifteenth century. It is the show of the "demons {'afarit) of the mahmiV\
These "demons" were initially "men on the fringes" (atrafal-qawm), whose main
job was to entertain people. However, at some point they were replaced by
soldiers ("the scum (awbash) of the sultan's Mamluks", according to one descrip-
tion), who put on funny (mudhik) costumes, but also "extremely terrifying
[demon?] masks". They rode horses adorned with bells and sharashih(l) and
scolded the commoners.55 In 1453 a Cairene merchant was stabbed by one of these
"demons" and struck from his horse, which provoked the laughter of the crowd. A
special couplet was written to commemorate the incident. Another feature of the
"demons' show" that incensed the people was the extortion of money by
"demons" disguised as "beggars". They would even dare to force their way into
residences of emirs in order to obtain their "fees".56 So much havoc was wreaked
that the masquerade was banned in 1467; only to be renewed later.57 What was the
role of the "demons" of Rajab? Was there any symbolism in their appearance
beyond sheer merry-making? Regrettably we lack further details.58

Another festive occasion in medieval Cairo on which the elite and the people
were brought into contact was the celebration of the "Plenitude of the Nile" (wafa'
an-Nll). It signalled the rise of the Nile, normally in the Coptic month of Thout,
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that is, in September, to the level of 16 cubits, which had traditionally been
considered necessary for sufficient irrigation of Egyptian land, and thus for
breaking the special dam constructed on the river at Cairo. The celebration is first
recorded in Fatimid sources and recurred annually till the nineteenth century.59

As in the case of the mahmil, the plenitude ceremonies were initiated by the
Egyptian regime. They consisted of two parts. The first was known as takhllq (or
khalq) al-miqyas (or al-'amud); that is, the perfuming with saffron of the
Nilometer at Rawda Island, in what appears to have been a ritual of good omen or
gratitude. The caliph in the Fatimid period, and the sultan or his representative in
the Ayyubid and Mamluk periods, led this ritual.60 At least in the fifteenth century,
if not earlier, sultans used to arrive at the Nilometer on a boat equipped with sixty
oars and embellished with gold, hence its name "the golden" (dhahabiyyd). The
boats of leading emirs were also decorated.61 In the ceremony the Mamluk ruler
mixed saffron and musk with his own hands in a cup which he handed to the
guardian of the Nilometer. The latter would then throw himself, fully clothed, into
the water, swim to the miqyas, and perfume it with the contents of the cup.62 In
1451, following a prolonged drought, the joy for the plenitude was so great that
the commoners smeared saffron on their own bodies.63 The ritual of takhllq would
be followed by the "breaking of the dam" (kasr I fath al-khallj I as-sadd), the
opening of the earthen dam which was annually constructed across the Canal
(khallj), near its mouth, to prevent the water from subsiding before the Nile
attained the level of plenitude.64 During that part of the festival Qur'an reciters and
singers performed, sometimes all night. On the following morning, there was a
banquet, presided over by the ruler.65 In 1419, in a display reminiscent of the
mahmil festival, Mamluk lancers performed on the bank of the Nile.66

Large crowds were drawn to the celebration of the plenitude, and assembled by
the Nilometer.67 In Fatimid days, at the public observatory of Dar ibn Ma'shar,
situated by the dam, seats were rented to spectators. Some time in the twelfth
century the Dar collapsed because of over-crowding, causing many deaths.68

Another observation point was built for the people in 1124-5, and was intended
to replace private, improvised wooden structures that had become hazardous. It
was destroyed in a great fire in 1163.69

Merry-making, wine drinking, and sexual promiscuity were part of the Nile
celebrations, so we are told by the chroniclers.70 The compound at Zawiyat
al-Hamra', near the Canal, which had been put up by Qadi Ibn al-Ji'an in the
last years of the fifteenth century, was one site of entertainment {min jumlat
muftarajat al-Qahira) to which many people flocked.71 Celebrations included
boat trips.72 Writing in the early sixteenth century, Leo Africanus reported that
"each family gets a boat which it decorates with the finest cloth and the most
beautiful rugs and provides itself with a quantity of food, delicacies, and wax
torches. The entire population is in boats and amuses itself as best it can."
Celebrations of the plenitude lasted seven days and seven nights, "so that what a
merchant or an artisan earns all year he spends that week on food, delicacies,
torches, perfume, and musicians".73
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A number of instances are recorded in which the Mamluk authorities attempted
to control the popular celebrations, and even to destroy centres of amusement.
At least in those years in which the river failed to attain the minimum level of
16 cubits, or its flood was arrested for a time, the people's "abominations" were
considered by scholars and rulers to be the reason for the low level of the water.74

Turning now from annual festivals to other spectacles in Mamluk Cairo, we
find that the royal entry of a sultan or a leading emir or a procession of some
dignitary was a quite frequent event. Royal entries, of course, had their fore-
runners in the Fatimid and Ayyubid periods,75 but it was the Mamluk regime that
turned them into an almost annual event in the life of Cairo. Over 100 such entries
have been recorded for the 260 years or so of Mamluk rule.76

In the first place one should mention processions occasioned by the accession
of a new sultan. In the Ayyubid and early Mamluk periods such processions went
through Cairo, from the gate known as Bab al-Futuh, or else from the Succour
Gate (Bab an-Nasr), to the Zuwayla Gate. The street connecting these gates, the
Khatt bayna'l-Qasrayn (also known as the qasaba), Cairo's main artery, had to be
kept clean for this event. The nominated sultan would don the robe of investiture
outside the city wall and then appear to the crowds on horseback, his vizier ahead
of him, carrying the letter of investiture (rahd) which Mamluk sultans used to
receive from caliphs. The emirs as well used to march before the sultan, to signal
his eminence. The insignia of the sultanate {shVar as-saltana) were displayed: a
gilded saddle-cover (ghashiya) and a parasol surmounted by the figure of a bird
in silver-gilt (al-qubba wat-tayr). The latter, the trappings of the royal horse, the
cloth of the sultan's banners, and the livery of his pages were all yellow, the
distinctive colour of the Mamluk regime.77

There were other processions in Mamluk Cairo, some annual,78 but most
commemorating specific events. Such were the triumphant processions following
successful campaigns, in which hundreds of heads of slain soldiers or prisoners in
chains could be seen on display in the main streets.79 One procession which is
relatively well documented occurred in 1303, following a successful campaign
against the Mongols in Syria. Preparations for welcoming the sultan at the head of
his victorious army lasted several weeks. The road leading from the Succour Gate
to the Citadel was decorated. People contributed jewellery and expensive cloth
for the purpose. All the singers in Cairo and the vicinity were called upon to
participate. A total of seventy wooden demi-citadels {qUa*) were built by the
emirs.80 The prefect, for example, constructed one such citadel by the Succour
Gate and staged various kinds of entertainment (anwar al-jidd wa'l-hazl) at the
site. He also provided several containers of lemon juice for the people to drink. In
the procession 1,600 Mongol war prisoners were led in chains, each carrying
the head of a fallen fellow soldier; 1,000 more heads were carried on lances.
Following the defeated army there entered the sultan, his insignia carried by an
emir. The sultan stopped at each of the "citadels" to examine their decorations.
Then he halted at the Mansurl Hospital and visited the tomb of his father
Qalawun. Ibn Taghrl BirdI, our source, wryly remarks that in his own day
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(the fifteenth century) such pageantry would have been highly criticized as
extravagant.81

Another procession about which we have detailed information took place in
1515, on 'Id al-Fitr, the holiday which broke the fast of Ramadan. It commenced
at the Silsila Gate with a banquet organized by the sultan's son during which
he also bestowed robes of honour on his personal servants (ghilman). Then the
ruler's son, two qadis, and some of the sultan's personal guard entered through
the gate. Spectators crowded shops to greet the marching "prince". A delegation
of the Jewish community, its members carrying candles, also participated. The
quarter where the prince resided, between the Markets of the Papermakers
(warraqun) and the Crossbow Makers (bunduqaniyyiln), was decorated, tents and
canopies were set up, and candelabra (ahmat) and lanterns (tananir) were lit in
broad daylight. Singers performed and played tambourines. By the gate of the
prince's mansion, a stage(?) (r.d.k[?]) had been erected, with trees and bushes
made of leather, and fountains spraying water.82

In other processions Cairo was also decorated. Torches and candles were lit,83

and the route was occasionally paved with brocade which, as the marchers passed
by, would be seized by spectators.84 Coins were showered on the proceeding ruler
and snatched by the crowd.85 The sultan occasionally distributed alms,86 or
ordered a banquet to be prepared for the public;87 musicians and singers provided
entertainment.88

What role did the people of medieval Cairo play in the many processions and
various pageants? First and foremost they were curious spectators to whom the
royal show was, at least to a considerable extent, directed and whom it was meant
to impress. Indeed, as we have had occasion to see, public eagerness to view
processions could on occasion reach to such a pitch that seats in shops and private
homes were offered for rent at considerable sums.89 But the people were not
merely passive spectators. They reacted in various ways, according to their mood
or the situation. At times they would salute the riding sultan,90 and women would
utter shrill cries (zaghant).91 At other times they would consider the procession
an appropriate occasion to approach the ruler, express their concerns to him, and
ask for redress.92 Above all, as spectators of a royal procession they were
"readers" of a "text" of which they provided their own interpretation. Their
"reading" did not usually find its way into our historical sources, but one example
of it which we do have is quite revealing. It involves a procession in 1516 of
Qansawh al-Ghawrl's troops when leaving for Syria to do battle against the
Ottomans. The crowd gathering below the Citadel disparaged (istaqallu) the size
of the cavalry; there were those who compared it, unfavourably, it seems, to
earlier military processions, such as in the days of Barsbay (1422-37).93 For them,
obviously enough, the procession served as a criterion for assessing the power of
the regime. Their view, it turned out, had the force of prophecy. The battle in Syria
proved to be disastrous for the Mamluk regime.94

Thus, royal entries and other processions and pageants in medieval Cairo were,
as with similar events in other contexts, plural festivals par excellence, in which
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"The iconographic and scenographic material... offered many readings, certainly
as diverse as the different social and cultural groups."95 These events served
as microcosms of both diversity and unity in cultural terms. The elite - the
producers of the events - and the people, their consumers, must have had
different points of view. Yet they were participants in something which, for a
moment, united the city of Cairo.

The phenomena discussed thus far in this chapter, despite their nuances, display
one familiar pattern of cultural process: the rulers and the elite in general as
dominating the masses, dictating the "rules of the game". The commoners appear
as secondary actors, reacting to the initiative of their superiors. This could have
characterized most of the cultural exchange in medieval Cairo. Most but not all.
For once we have established that the people had a culture that could be defined
as "their own", we must assume that it had to be part of a cultural process which
was multi-directional. Thus, while there were cultural products which ceased to
have high cultural value and were appropriated by the popular, becoming trans-
formed in the process, there also were popular forms which became enhanced in
cultural value, went up the cultural escalator, and found themselves on the
opposite side. The result was a cultural "dialectic of change"; though the
distinction popular/elite remained, the inventories of each of these two subcultures
did alter in the process.96

An example of the influence of popular culture on the culture of medieval
Cairo, and on Egypt in general, is the cult of Sufi saints, a phenomenon which was
discussed in Chapter 1. There is the assumption, which as regards Islam was
expressed long ago by Goldziher, that this cult had first been practised at, or at
least had been clearly associated with, the popular strata of society.97 If this
assumption is correct, then a process of cultural flow from the bottom upward at
some point incorporated the cult of saints into the religion of the elite. To give just
a few examples: the high-ranking official (sahib) 'Alam ad-Din Yahya, known as
Abu Kumm "the Copt" (d. 1432), became famous for his frequent ziyaras to both
living and deceased saints.98 Sultan Qayit Bay and his entourage of emirs visited
the tomb of Sldl Ibrahim ad-Dasuql in 1479.99 The same sultan also came one
night in 1488 to meet someone whom he believed to be Shaykh fAbd al-Qadir
ad-Dashtutl (d. 1517),100 kissed his feet, and asked him to give his blessings to the
army marching against the Ottomans; he rewarded the Sufi saint with more than
500 dinars.101 The veneration of Sufi saints found its way not only into the ruling
body, but also into the world of orthodox scholars. In his autobiography, the
Egyptian scholar as-Suyutl - born in 1445 into a family of qadis, muhtasibs, and
wealthy merchants - wrote that as an infant he was blessed by one Shaykh
Muhammad "the possessed" (al-majdhub).102

To document the climb of the cult of saints up the cultural ladder phase by phase
would be impossible. It is also difficult to explain, and it is a question which
certainly requires further study, why Mamluk rulers, and especially devout
scholars, were drawn into this cult. Be that as it may, in Mamluk sources we find
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the final stage of the process in reports about the people, scholars, and dignitaries,
all venerating local saints.

The annals of the Mamluk period are replete with figures of Sufi saints who
were venerated at all levels of Egyptian society. Some time in the second half of
the thirteenth century Abu 'Abd Allah ash-Shatibl, who dwelt in a ribat near
Alexandria, became the "ka rba of that outpost" (thaghr). Sultans and dignitaries
came to see him, and the people were unanimous about ash-Shatibl's supremacy
(siyada).103 Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah (d. 1337), known as al-Murshidl (after
Minyat Ban! Murshid, in the Buhayra, south of Alexandria, where his zawiya
stood), was a saint (wall) and mukashif: that is, one who could guess what was
on people's minds. He was frequented by the commoners as well as emirs,
dignitaries, and religious scholars. Even Sultan an-Nasir Muhammad came to see
him a few times and once sent him a large sum of money. People of all classes
(tawa' if an-nas) came to eat at his residence in what seems to have been a special
ritual. "Every one of them would express his desire to eat some flesh or fruit or
sweetmeat at his cell, and to everyone he would bring what he had desired, though
that was often out of season. Doctors of the law used to come to him to ask for
appointment to office, and he gave appointments or dismissed from office." Ibn
Battuta, who himself visited the Shaykh in 1326, met at his zawiya Emir Sayf
ad-Din Yalmalak of the sultanic guard (khassakiyya). The famous traveller also
recounts a dream he had during his night at the saint's lodge and the interpretation
he heard from al-Murshidl.104 Burhan ad-Din Ibrahim b. Muhammad an-Nawfall,
surnamed Ibn Zuqqa'a (d. 1413), a Sufi shaykh, who was also known as an
astrologer and botanist,105 used to arrive every year from his residence in Gaza, at
the invitation of Sultan Barquq, to participate in the mawlid of the Prophet,
celebrated at the Citadel. On the occasion of his arrival, people used to crowd
around the Shaykh and he would heal the sick. Public opinion, however, was
divided about him. There were those who admired him as a saint (wall) and related
miracles about him; others claimed he was a charlatan (musha'bidh). Barquq's
son, Sultan Faraj, we are told, would not embark on a military expedition without
asking Ibn ZuqqaVs opinion.106 To give yet another example, the mawlid at
Tanta of the leading saint Ahmad al-BadawT, which, as we saw at the beginning of
this book,107 was an important popular gathering, was also attended by dignitaries.
Thus we find that in 1462 Shukr Bay, wife of Sultan Khushqadam, and her
entourage participated in the festival.108 Sultan Qayit Bay visited al-BadawI's
tomb in 1483 and ordered it to be enlarged.109 In 1498 his successor, an-Nasir
Abu Sa'adat, intended to take part in the mawlid, but, for reasons which elude us,
was prevented from doing so by his emirs.110 In the same year, however, he came
to the nocturnal celebration (layla) of Sldl Isma'Il al-Inbabl.111 One could put
together a much longer list of shaykhs who were venerated by all classes of the
Cairene population.112

Thus, drawing on the cult of saints, a subject on which we have some infor-
mation, we come to the argument that, in the final analysis, a refined approach to
the history of culture should transcend the "-chotomous" view, the tendency to
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emphasize the dichotomy between "high" and "low".113 Despite the existence of
cultural division (if one is to avoid the notion of hierarchy) - and it has been the
main task of this book to emphasize the popular element in that division - there
has been in most cultures, at a given point in time, a common cultural domain
consisting of shared practices and meanings, the very links between high and low
cultures. The Cairene case was no exception: in medieval Cairo the cult of saints
created a cultural common ground for the people and the elite.



APPENDIX

Sufi shaykhs in Mamluk Cairo

Note: The following list should be considered as preliminary and probably does not exhaust
all the shaykhs who lived and were active in Cairo and its vicinity during the Mamluk
period.

Abbreviations

Ah.
Ibr.
Mah.
Muh.

No.

1

2
3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10
11
12

Ahmad
Ibrahim
Mahmud
Muhammad

Name

Yahaya b. Sulayman Abu Zakariyya'
as-Sabati

AbO'l-'Abbas Ah. b. Muh. al-FasI
Abu 'Abd Allah Muh. b. 'All al-
MawsilT (= Ibn Tabbakh)
Musallam b. 'Antar al-Barql al-
BadawT

Ah. as-Salaml al-Maghribl
Muh. b. Ah. b. Manzur b. 'Abd
Allah
AbQ Muh. Yusuf b. 'Abd Allah at-
Takrurl

Amln ad-DTn Mubarak b. 'Abd
Allah al-Hindl
Hasan at-Tustarl

'Abd al-fAzTz ad-DTrlnl
Ibn fAta' Allah
Muh. b. Mah. al-Mawsill

Dates

d. 1257

d. 1259
d. 1271

d. 1274

d. 1276
d. 1277

d. ca
1250-
1300
d. 1282

d. ca
1301
d. 1298
d. 1309
d. 1314

Sources

DhayU Vol. I, pp. 83-4;
Ibn Zafir, Risala, pp. 86-7
(French trans., p. 183).
Tuhfa,p. 183.
'Iqd, pp. 96-7.

Ibid., p. 136; DhayU Vol. Ill,
p. 103; SuyutI, Husn, Vol. I,
p. 521.
Ibn Furat, Vol. VII, p. 60.
DhayU Vol. Ill,
pp. 280-1.
Khitau Vol. II, p. 326.

Tuhfay pp. 97-8.

Tabaqat kubray p. 54.

Ibid., p. 161.
Chapter 1 n. 52 below.
Nujum, Vol. IX, p. 227.
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No. Name Dates Sources

13 Jalal ad-DIn Ibr. b. Muh. al- d. ca
QalanisI 1300

14 Abu'1-Fath Nasr b. Salman al- d. 1319
Musabbihl or 1320

15 Najm ad-DIn al-Husayn b. Muh. d. 1322
b. 'Abud

16 Ayyub as-Su'Qdl d. 1324
17 'Abd al-'Al d. 1332

18 YaqOt b. 'Abd Allah al-Habashl d. 1332
19 Muh. b. 'Abd Allah al-Murshidl d. 1337

20 Shihab ad-DIn Ah. b. Muh. al- d. 1338
Azdi or 1339

21 Muh. b. Hasan b. Muslim as-Sulaml d. 1362
22 Abu Zakariyya' Yahya b. 'All as- d. 1371

Sanafirl
23 'Abd Allah ad-DarwIsh d. 1372

24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31
32
33

34
35
36

Baha ad-DIn Muh. b. al-Kazarunl
'Abd Allah AblBakr
'All al-'Uqayll
'Abd Allah b. 'Abd Allah al-Jabartl
Salih b. Najm
Ah. b. Badr al-'Ajaml

Hasan b. 'Abd Allah as-Sabban
Shams ad-DIn Muh. al-QinawI
SIdl'AlIal-Berberl
Sldl 'Isma'Il b. Yusuf al-Inbabl

Hasan al-Khabbaz
'All al-Mugharbil
'All ar-RQbl

d. 1373
d. 1375
d. 1376
d. 1378
d. 1379
d. 1378
or 1379
d. 1379
d. 1382
fl. 1382
d. 1388

d. 1389
d. 1390
d. 1391

37 Abu 'Abd Allah Muh. ar-Rakrakl

38 Talha al-Maghribl

39 Rashld al-Takrurl al-Aswad
40 ash-Shaykha al-Baghdadiyya
41 Abu Bakr al-Bija'I al-Maghribl
42 Nasir ad-DIn Muh. (= Ibn Bint

Maylaq)

d. 1392

d. 1392

d. 1394
d. 1394
d. 1395
d. 1395

uK Vol. II, p. 238.

Nihaya, Leiden MS OR 2-O,
fos. llla-12a.
SuluK Vol. II, p. 238.

Khitau Vol. II, p. 434.
Nujum, Vol. IX, p. 295; Suluk,
Vol. II, p. 355; SuyutI, Husn,
Vol. I, p. 525.
SuyutI, Husn, Vol. I, p. 525.
Nujum, Vol. IX, p. 313; Bidaya,
Vol. XIV, p. 179.
Tuhfa,pAll.

Bada'i\VoLlptl,p.590.
Ibid., Vol. I, pt 2, pp. 93, 104;
Nujum,.Vol XI, pp. 118-19.
Nujum, Vol. XI, p. 122; Tuhfa,
p. 299.
#M/Mm, Vol. XI, p. 125.
Baaa'i\Vo\. I,pt2,p. 162.
Suluk, Vol. Ill, p. 302.
Inba\ Vol. I, p. 184.
Suluk, Vol. Ill, p. 349.
Ibid., p. 349.

Inba\ Vol. I, p. 203.
Bada'i\ Vol. I,pt2,p. 297.
Ibid., p. 303.

Bada'i', Vol. I,pt2,p. 391.
Nujum, Vol. XI, p. 385.
Nujum, Vol. XII, p. 122.
Ibid., p. 124; Suluk, Vol. Ill,
p. 467.
Khitat, Vol. II, p. 433; Suluk,
Vol. Ill, p. 779.
Nujum, Vol. XII, p. 130; Ibn
Furat, Vol. IX, p. 320.
Nujum, Vol. XII, p. 139.
Ibid., p. 142.
Ibid., pp. 143^.
Ibid., p. 146.
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No. Name Dates Sources

43 Muh. as-Samalutl
44 Shams ad-DIn Muh. al-MaqsI
45 Zayn ad-DIn Abu'1-Faraj 'Abd ar-

Rahman (= Ibn ash-Shaykha)
46 (Muh. b. 'Abd Allah) az-Zawharl

47 Khalaf b. Hasan b. Husayn at-Tukhl
48 Khain b. 'Uthman b. 'Abd ar-

Rahman (= Ibn al-Mushayyab)
49 Salim as-Sawwaq al-Qarafi
50 Shihab ad-DIn Ah. b. Muh. (= Ibn

an-Nasih)

51 Ibr. b. 'Abd Allah ar-Rifa'

52 Badr ad-DIn Hasan b. 'All b. al-
'Amidl

53 Muh. b. 'Abd Allah as-Samit
54 Muh. b. Hasan b. Muslim al-Sulaml
55 Sldl 'Iwad(?)
56 Muh. b. 'All b. Ja'far al-'Ajlunl

d. 1396 Ibid., p. 150.
d. 1396 Ibid., p. 150.
d. 1397 Ibid., p. 157.

d. 1398 Nujum, Vol. XIII, p. 10; Daw',
Vol. VIII, pp. 120-1.

d. 1398 Nujum, Vol. XIII, p. 6.
d. 1398 Ibid., p. 6.

d. 1399
d. 1402

d. 1402

d. 1403

d. 1403
d. 1404
d. 1404
d. 1409
or 1410
or 1417
or 1418

57
58
59
60
61
62

63

64

65

66

67

Muh. ad-Daylam
Ah. az-Zahid
Yusuf b. 'Abd Allah al-BusIrl
Abu Bakr b. 'Umar at-Tarlnl
Khalifa al-Maghribl
Ah. b. Ibr. (= Ibn 'Arab)

Sa'id al-Maghribl

Sldl 'Umar b. 'All b. Hijjl al-
Bistaml
Salim b. 'Abd ar-Rahman al-Jananl

'Abd al-Malik b. Muh. az-
ZankalawT
Shams ad-DIn Muh. b. Hasan al-
HanafT ash-Shadhill

d. 1416
d. 1416
d. 1417
d. 1424
d. 1425
d. 1426

d. 1428

d. 1434

d. 1436
or 1437

d. 1437

d. 1443

Ibid., p. 18.
Ibid., p. 28; Manhal, Vol. II,
p. 87; Daw\ Vol. II, p. 205
(No. 543).
//MM, Vol. I, p. 528; Ztow',
Vol. I, p. 72.
Nujum, Vol. XIII, p. 30.

Husn, Vol. I, p. 528.
Ibid., p. 528.

, Vol. I, p. 529;
Vol. VIII, pp. 178-9.

, Vol. XIV, p. 137.
Khitau Vol. II, pp. 327-8.
Nuzha, Vol. II, p. 407.
Nujum, Vol. XV, pp. 124-5.
Ibid., p. 134.
Ibid., pp. 139-40; Petry,
Civilian Elite, p. 11.
Suluk, Vol. IV, p. 786; Inba\
Vol. m, p. 411; Mi/iim,
Vol. XV, pp. 149-50.
Bada'i\ Vol. H, pp. 157-8;
Daw\ Vol. VI, p. 106.
Inba' (Hyderabad), Vol. VIII,

p. 271.
Baaa'i\ Vol. II, p. 179; 'Abd
al-Basit, Hawadith, fo. 3a.
fladflT, Vol. II, p. 238;'Abd
al-Basit, Hawadith, fo. 44a;
Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II,
pp. 71-2, 78.
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No.

68

69

70
71

72

73

74

75

76
77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85
86

87

88
89

90
91
92
93

Appendix

Name

Muh. b. 'Umar al-Ghamn

Muh. b. 'Abd ar-Rahman b. 'Isa
ash-ShadhilT
Muh. Abu'1-Fayd b. Sultan
Muh. AbO 'Abd Allah al-HiwT
(= as-Safari)
Ah. at-TurabT

Muh. b. al-Munajjim

Muh. al-MaghribT

'Umar b. Ibr. al-BabanT

Maydan b. Ah. b. Muh.
Ibn az-Zayyat

Ah. b. Khidr as-SatuhT (= Shaykh
Kharuf)
Abu 'Abd Allah Muh. al-FuwT

'Umar al-BabanT

Ibr. al-Ghannam

Muh. b. Salih al-AzharT

STdT Ibr. b. 'AIT b. 'Umar al-
MatbulT
STdT Muh. al-IstanbulT
(= al-Iqba'T)
'AIT b. Shihab ash-ShamT
STdT 'Abd al-'AzTm b. Nasir b.
Khalaf as-Saddar
'AIT al-Lahham

'AIT an-NabtTtT ad-Danr
Muh. b. Zura'a al-AhmadT al-
BadarshTnT
STdT Muh. b. 'Inan
Taj ad-DTn adh-Dhakir
'Abd al-Qadir ad-DashtatT
'Abd ar-Rahman al-BahnasawT

Dates

d. ca
1446
d. 1449

d. 1449
d. 1451

d. 1452

d. 1452

d. 1455

d. 1458

d. 1458
d. 1458

d. 1461

d. 1461

d. 1463

d. 1465

d. 1471

d. 1473

d. 1474

d. 1486
d. 1487

fl. 1489

d. 1512
d. 1514
or 1515
d. 1516
d. 1516
d. 1518
d. 1519

Sources

Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, p. 71;
Daw', Vol. VIII, pp. 2 3 8 ^ 0 .
'Abd al-Basit, Hawadith,
fo. 68a.
Bada'V,\oX. II, p. 273.
Hawadith, p. 108; Tibr, p. 375.

Nujum, Vol. XVI, p. 11; Daw',
Vol. II, p. 261.
'Abd al-Basit, Hawadith,
fo. 88a.
Nujum, Vol. XVI, pp. 177-8;
Daw', Vol. X,p . 125.
Nujum, Vol. XVI, p. 191; Daw',
Vol. X, pp. 150-2.
Daw', Vol. VI, p. 64 (No. 219).
Nujum, Vol. XVI, p. 195; Daw',
Vol. I, p. 184.
Nujum, Vol. XVI, p. 314; Daw',
Vol. I, p. 292.
Nujum, Vol. XVI, p. 315; Daw',
Vol. VI, p. 300.
Nujum, Vol. XVI, pp. 328-9;
Daw', Vol. VI, p. 84 (No. 219).
Nujum, Vol. XVI, p. 344; 'Abd
al-Basit, Hawadith, fo. 170a.
Inba' al-hasr, p. 334; Daw',
Vol. VII, p.'687.
Bada'V, VoX. Ill, p. 88;'Abd
al-Basit, Hawadith, fo. 245a.
Bada'V, VoX. Ill, p. 95.

Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, p. 91.
Bada'V, Vol. Ill, p. 239; 'Abd
al-Basit, Hawadith, fo. 362b.
'Abd al-Basit, Hawadith,
fo. 388b.
Tabaqat kubra,?. 100.
Bada'V, Vol. IV, p. 386.

Bada'V,VoX. V, p. 7.
Ibid., p. 57.
Z W , V o l . IV, pp. 300-1.
Bada'V, Vol. V, p. 300.
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with the Jewish community) for conclusions about the Egyptian society in general, see
Goitein, A Mediterranean Society, Vol. I: Economic Foundations (Berkeley, 1967),
pp. 70-4. For middle-class housing in the Mamluk period see Laila A. Ibrahim,
"Middle-Class Living Units in Mamluk Cairo: Architecture and Terminology", Art
and Archeology Research Papers 14 (1978), 24-30. For a Cairene middle-class
dwelling, the construction of which is dated to 1522, see Mona Zakariya, "Le Rab' de
Tabbana", AI16 (1980), 275-97.

20 Lapidus, Muslim Cities, pp. 81-2; Goitein, Economic Foundations, pp. 99-116.
21 The private lives of the medieval Cairene bourgeoisie are revealed occasionally in

Geniza letters.
22 This is clearly demonstrated in Goitein, Economic Foundations, and Lapidus, Muslim
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23 For taxation and the people's resentment see Lapidus, Muslim Cities, pp. 144-53. For

monetary instability and high grain prices see Boaz Shoshan, "From Silver to Copper:
Monetary Changes in Fifteenth-Century Egypt", Studia Islamica 56 (1983), 97-116;
Boaz Shoshan, "Money Supply and Grain Prices in Fifteenth-Century Egypt",
Economic History Review 36 (1983), 47-67.

24 This is a subject that deserves to be studied.
25 Compare J. Huizinga's statement that "No other epoch has laid so much stress as the

expiring Middle Ages on the thought of death", The Waning of the Middle Ages
(Garden City, 1954), p. 138. Huizinga's discussion of the "Vision of Death" seems to
lack concrete connection with the contextual circumstances.

26 Dols, Black Death, pp. 223-7; Boaz Shoshan, "Notes sur les epid&nies de peste en
Egypte", Annales de demographie historique (1981), 387-404.

27 For the problems involved in estimating plague mortality in medieval Islamic societies
see Dols, Black Death, pp. 193-223.

28 Suluk, Vol. II, pp. 780-3; Dols, Black Death, pp. 240-1.
29 Inba', Vol. Ill, p. 438. For white as the normal colour of shrouds see A. S. Tritton,

"Djanaza", El2. For a different interpretation of the contemporary metaphor see Dols,
Black Death, pp. 240-1.

30 Inba', Vol. Ill, p. 438 (for 1430); Bada'V, Vol. II, p. 359 (for 1460).
31 Suluk, Vol. II, pp. 780-3; Dols, Black Death, pp. 240-1.
32 £<*<&'/', Vol. Ill, p. 36.
33 Bada'V, Vol. I, pt 1, pp. 532-3. My translation is slightly different from that in Dols,

Black Death, p. 240, which is based on the Bulaq edition of Bada'V. Dols ascribes
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these lines to Ibrahim al-Mi'mar, who, incidentally, died of the plague later in that
year. In fact, the author is anonymous.

34 Suluk, Vol. II, p. 783; Dols, Black Death, p. 246.
35 £ada V, Vol. Ill, p. 125.
36 Dols, Black Death, PP- 245-6, after Nujum, English trans. (= History of Egypt),

Vol. XVIII, p. 72.
37 Bada'i\ Vol. II, p. 136; Nujum, Vol. XIV, p. 338.
38 Nujum, English trans. (= History of Egypt), Vol. XVIII, pp. 149-50, cited in Dols,

Black Death, pp. 243-5. See also Suluk, Vol. IV, pp. 1038^10.
39 Suluk, Vol. I, pp. 386-8. For this revolt see Jean-Claude Garcin, Un centre musulman

de la Haute-Egypte medievale: Qus (Cairo, 1975), pp. 184-6.
40 Bada'r,VoLll,p.3\l.
41 Huizinga, Waning of the Middle Ages, p. 11.
42 Nujum, Vol. XI, pp. 184-6.
43 Robert Muchembled, Popular Culture and Elite Culture in France, 1400-1750

(Baton Rouge, 1985), p. 31.
44 Mustafa 'All's Description of Cairo of 1599, ed., trans., and annot. Andreas Tietze

(Vienna, 1975), p. 49.
45 David Hall, Introduction to Steven L. Kaplan (ed.), Understanding Popular Culture:

Europe from the Middle Ages to the Nineteenth Century (Berlin, 1984), p. 14.
46 Aron Gurevich, Medieval Popular Culture: Problems of Belief and Perception

(Cambridge, 1988), pp. xv-xvi.
47 According to Edward Shorter popular culture belongs to virtually all strata of the

population beneath the level of large landowners, wholesale merchants, or the
educated upper-middle class in general. See Edward Shorter, "Towards a History
of La Vie Intime: The Evidence of Cultural Criticism in Nineteenth-Century
Bavaria", in Michael R. Marrus (ed.), The Emergence of Leisure (New York, 1974),
p. 40.

48 Gurevich, Popular Culture, pp. xv-xvi.
49 See, e.g., Pierre Boglioni, "La Culture populaire au moyen age: themes et

problemes", in La Culture populaire au moyen age (Montreal, 1979), pp. 13-14.
50 The difficulties of defining popular culture are still expressed in works written in the

1980s. See remarks by Kaplan, Hall, and Lottes in Kaplan (ed.), Understanding
Popular Culture, pp. 1, 5, 7-8, 10, 147-8. See also Peter Burke, "Popular Culture
between History and Ethnology", Ethnologia Europaea 14 (1984), 5-13.

51 Georges Duby states that "dividing lines between the cultural strata are blurred and
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conditions". See his The Chivalrous Society (London, 1977), p. 14. Cf. David Hall's
opinion: "Culture has a social basis, but the relationship of culture to society is more
fluid", and also: "Culture lived more freely than any one-to-one relationship [with
social structure] can recognize." See Kaplan (ed.), Understanding Popular Culture,
pp. 5, 11.

52 Carlo Ginzburg, The Cheese and the Worms: The Cosmos of a Sixteenth-Century
Miller (Baltimore, 1980).

53 Roger Chartier, "Culture as Appropriation: Popular Cultural Uses in Early Modern
France", in Kaplan (ed.), Understanding Popular Culture, pp. 233-6. In the same vein
is Chartier's argument that "the classification of professional groups [which]
corresponds with a classification of cultural products and practices can no longer be
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accepted uncritically". See ibid., p. 233, and also Roger Chartier, The Cultural Uses
of Print in Early Modern France (Princeton, 1987), p. 3.

54 Jacques Le Goff, "The Learned and Popular Dimensions of Journeys in the
Otherworld in the Middle Ages", in Kaplan (ed.), Understanding Popular Culture,
pp. 19-22.

55 H. C. Eric Midelfort, "Sin, Melancholy, Obsession: Insanity and Culture in 16th
Century Germany", in Kaplan, p. 114.

56 Le Goff, "Learned and Popular", in Kaplan, p. 19.
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1 For Companions of the Prophet see Ignaz Goldziher, "Ashab", EIK
2 Suluk, Vol. II, pp. 649-50.
3 This claim, it appears, drew inspiration from Muhammad's alleged heavenly journey.

For the latter see J. Horovitz, "Mi'radj", EIK
4 Inba\ Vol. Ill, p. 99. Physicians diagnosed the man as insane, and thus he escaped

execution. For the Mansurl Hospital see, e.g., Dols, Black Death, p. 176.
5 For al-Hakim Mosque see most recently J. M. Bloom, "The Mosque of al-Hakim in

Cairo", Muqarnas 1 (1983), 15-36.
6 Suluk, Vol. IV, p. 511.
7 £adaT, Vol. IV, p. 161.
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Reformation", Journal of Ecclesiastical History 35 (1984), 47-8.
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159-66.
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Problem", AHR 91 (1986), 519-52.

12 Margaret Aston, "Popular Religious Movements in the Middle Ages", in Geoffrey
Barraclough (ed.), The Christian World: A Social and Cultural History (New York,
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13 See e.g., Jacques Toussaret, Le Sentiment religieux en Flandre a la fin du moyen age
(Paris, 1963).
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Vol. II, p. 24 (year 1191); Hawadith, pp. 301-2 (year 1457).

15 For such a definition of popular religion see Natalie Z. Davis, "From * Popular
Religion' to Religious Cultures", in Steven Ozment (ed.), Reformation Europe: A
Guide to Research (St Louis, 1982), pp. 321-2.

16 For this term see n. 26 below.
17 Nujum, Vol. XI, pp. 118-19; Badafi\ Vol. I, pt 2, pp. 93, 104 (10,000 and 50,000

respectively).
18 Tabaqat sughra, pp. 65-6.
19 For this term, see n. 26 below.
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20 Khitat, Vol. II, p. 415, cited also in Annemarie Schimmel, "Some Glimpses of the
Religious Life in Egypt during the Later Mamluk Period", Islamic Studies 4 (1965),
376. For Sa'Id as-Su'ada' see Khitat, Vol. II, pp. 415-16; J. Spencer Trimingham, The
Sufi Orders in Islam (Oxford, 1971), p. 18.

21 A number of eminent Sufis were Egyptians, at least by adoption: Dhu an-Nun (d. 860),
'Umar b. al-Farld (d. 1234), and al-BusIrt (d. 1296). See Trimingham, Sufi Orders,
pp. 44-5. Dancing Sufis of an unspecified order (tariqa) are already mentioned in
the reign of the Fatimid al-Amir (1101-29). See ittVaz, Vol. Ill, p. 131. Salah ad-DIn
welcomed Sufis to Egypt, and he and his followers founded and endowed many
hospices, of which al-MaqrlzT gives a long list. See Trimingham, Sufi Orders,
pp. 17-19.

22 Muhammad Umar Memon, Ibn Taimiya's Struggle against Popular Religion
(Mouton, 1976), p. 61. Information on orders in the Mamluk period is meagre,
however. On the Qalandariyya see Tahsin Yazic,i, "Kalandariyya", El2; Trimingham,
Sufi Orders, pp. 267-8. According to Khitat, Vol. II, p. 433, a zawiya was built for this
order in the last years of the thirteenth century. On the Shadhiliyya and the Ahmadiyya
see Michael Winter, Society and Religion in Early Ottoman Egypt: Studies in the
Writings of 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Sha'rani (New Brunswick, 1982), pp. 88-101. On the
Wafa'iyya see Trimingham, Sufi Orders, p. 49.

23 Trimingham, Sufi Orders, pp. 39 (contrast p. 21 n. 4), 45-6, 76; Winter, Society
and Religion, pp. 102-12; Ernst Bannerth, "La Rifa'iyya en Egypte", Melanges de
I'lnstitut dominicain detudes orientales du Caire 10 (1970), 4-6.

24 For material support see, e.g., Leonor Fernandes, "Three Sufi Foundations in a 15th
Century Waqfiyya", AI17 (1981), 141-56; Fernandes, "The Foundation of Baybars
al-Jashankir: Its Waqf, History, and Architecture", Muqarnas 4 (1987), 21-42;
Fernandes, The Evolution of a Sufi Institution in Mamluk Egypt: The Khanqah (Berlin,
1988), pp. 96-7. For the penetration of Sufism into circles of Egyptian scholars
already in the second half of the thirteenth century see Denis Gril, "Une source inedite
pour Thistoire du tasawwuf en Egypte au XII/XIIIe siecle", in Livre du centenaire
1880-1980 (Cairo, 1980), p. 445. Biographical literature on Egyptian 'ulama' in the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries abounds with information (which has hardly been
studied) on men who combined both orthodox scholarship and Sufism. Winter writes,
apparently as regards the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, that the number of
scholars who left their religious posts at the peak of their careers in order to devote the
rest of their lives to Sufism, under the guidance of shaykhs often inferior to themselves
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' 'ulama' class was permeated with Sufism to such an extent that the distinction
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pp. 30-1.

25 Lapidus, Muslim Cities, pp. 105-6, writing of the "closely knit [Sufi] bodies" as
"important foci of communal aggregation", concludes, however, that "the nature of
their ties with the population at large remains obscure". What follows below is an
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26 For a most recent discussion of Sufi institutions in Mamluk Egypt see Donald P.
Little, "The Nature of Khanqahs, Ribats, and Zawiyas under the Mamluks", in
Wael B. Hallaq and Donald P. Little (eds), Islamic Studies Presented to Charles J.
Adams (Leiden, 1991), pp. 91-105. By the latter part of the fourteenth century there
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were nine zawiyas in Fustat and more than twenty in Cairo. See Intisar, Vol. IV,
pt 1, pp. 103-̂ t; Khitat, Vol. II, pp. 430-6. For zawiyas in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, see, e.g., rIqd, pp. 96-7; Nujum, Vol. XVI, pp. 191, 214. Recent
excavations in the courtyard of 'Amr b. al-'As Mosque in Fustat brought to light
the foundations of residences which were most likely the zawiyas mentioned by chron-
iclers. See Layla 'Ali Ibrahim, "The Zawiya of Saih Zain ad-Din Yusuf in Cairo", Mit-
teilungen des Deutschen Archdologischen Institut: Abteilung Kairo 34 (1978), 97 and
n. 81. One of these was possibly the "convent" of Muhammad
as-Safarl (d. 1451). For further information on him see Hawadith, pp. 106-7 and p. 21
above. There were zawiyas also in al-Azhar Mosque and, according to al-MaqrlzI,
seven hundred and fifty persons inhabited them in the year 1415. See Ibrahim,
"Zawiya", 97 and n. 81. For the organization of one zawiya, established in the years
following the Ottoman conquest of Egypt, see Leonor Fernandes, "Two Variations on
the Same Theme: the zawiya of Hasan al-Ruml, the takiyya of Ibrahim al-GulSanf,
AI 21 (1985), 95-111.

27 Fernandes, Khanqah, p. 33.
28 Inba', Vol. I, pp. 49-50.
29 For some speculations see Winter, Society and Religion, pp. 131-2.
30 Ibid., pp. 131-2.
31 Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, p. 137; Winter, Society and Religion, p. 126 and n. 2.
32 Khitat, Vol. II, p. 434; Ibn Furat, Vol. VIII, pp. 72-3. For further information on him

see also Manhal, Vol. I, pp. 177-8; Nujum, Vol. VII, pp. 374-5.
33 Nujum, Vol. VIII, p. 280.
34 Nujum, Vol. X, p. 242.
35 Nujum, Vol. XI, p. 385; Ibn Furat, Vol. IX, pp. 173^; Daw', Vol. II, p. 50.
36 Khitat, Vol. II, pp. 434-5; Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, p. 2. The term talhin (composing a

melody) should probably be read as talqin [adh-dhikr].
37 Khitat, Vol. II, pp. 327-8; Inba', Vol. Ill, p. 105; Daw', Vol. II, pp. 111-13. Ash-

Sha'ranl (Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, pp. 66-7) claimed to have seen an autograph of the
sermons in sixty quires. See also Winter, Society and Religion, p. 94.

38 Suluk, Vol. IV, pp. 815-16; Daw', Vol. II, p. 50; Tuhfa, p. 209. He was first a Shafi'ite
student, then became acquainted with a Sufi named Muhammad b. az-Zayyat
(d. 1402), an associate of the above-mentioned Yahaya as-SanafTrl, who was
apparently successful in directing him into Sufism. The above-mentioned Husayn
al-Khabbaz initiated him to the Shadhilite order by dressing him in the special Sufi
garment (khirqa). He also had close contacts with members of the Qadiriyya order.
Later in his life he migrated from Cairo to Damascus, where he founded a zawiya as
well. For his writings see GAL, Vol. II, pp. 147-8; GAL SuppL, Vol. II, pp. 149-50.

39 Ibn 'Arabshah, at-Ta'llf at-tahirfl shiyam al-Malik az-Zahir, London, British Library
MS BM Or. 3026, fo. 123b. For further information on him see also Bada'V, Vol. II,
p. 238.

40 Hawadith, p. 33; Nujum, Vol. XVI, p. 164. Ibn Taghrl BirdI notes: "We have profited
from his blessing and the blessings of 4iis ancestors" (wa-nafa fna bi-barakatihi
wa-barakat salafihi).

41 He arrived in Cairo in the 1440s and became wealthy from alms he received. See
Nujum, Vol. XVI, p. 347; Bada'V, Vol. II, p. 437. There is a detailed biography in
ZXm>\ Vol. I, pp. 363-6.

42 Tabaqat sughra, p. 77.
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43 This ribat was built for women in 1285 or 1286 and was situated near the khanqah
founded by Baybars. See Khitat, Vol. II, pp. 427-8.

44 She died in 1394. See Suluk, Vol. Ill, p. 823.
45 For references see n. 37 above.
46 'Abd al-Basit, Hawadith, fo. 393b.
47 D. L. d' Avray, The Preaching of the Friars: Sermons Diffused from Paris before 1300

(Oxford, 1985), pp. 258-9, quoting Mark Pattison. See also John C. Somerville,
Popular Religion in Restoration England (Gainesville, 1977), p. 2; Gurevich,
Popular Culture, pp. 1-6.

48 Cf. d'Avray's qualification that "sermons take us to water but do not let us drink",
since we never know how much the audiences of popular preachers assimilated,
or how far preachers were really bound by the preconceptions of their hearers.
Preaching, p. 259. For the use of medieval sermons for studying popular religion see,
e.g., Alexander Murray, "Religion among the Poor in Thirteenth-Century France: The
Testimony of Humbert de Romans", Traditio 30 (1974), 285-324.

49 See n. 1 above.
50 Suluk, Vol. II, p. 408.
51 inbcC, Vol. II, pp. 87-8: "wa-badat minhu alfaz munkara wa-fiha jar'a 'azlma 'ala

kitab Allah". Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl gives a few examples of the Shaykh's peculiar
readings of the Qur'an. For further information on him see Daw', Vol. X, p. 426.

52 His full name was Taj ad-DIn Abu'1-Fadl Ahmad b. Muhammad. For his biography
see G. Makdisi, "Ibn 'Ata' Allah", El2; Ibn Ata' illah's Sufi Aphorisms (Kitab
al-Hikam), trans, with intr. and notes by Victor Danner (Leiden, 1973), pp. 1-12;
Abu'1-Wafa' at-Taftazanl, Ibn Ata' Allah al-lskandarl wa-tasawwufuhu, 2nd edn
(Cairo, 1969).

53 For this institution see, e.g., Petry, Civilian Elite, pp. 331-2.
54 Ibn 'Ata' Allah's most important works are the following:

I. Miftah al-falah wa-misbah al-arwah (The Key of Success and the Lamp of
Spirits), a concise and comprehensive exposition of the Sufi ritual of invocation
(dhikr). There are several Arabic editions, e.g., on the margins of ash-Sha'ranl,
Lata'if al-minan (Cairo, 1331/1913). It is quite popular in present-day Sufi
circles. For further information see Aphorisms, p. 12; TaftazanI, Ibn Ata' Allah,
pp. 108-11. Most of the Arabic text has been translated into German by Florian
Sobieroj, "Der Schliissel des Heils, Ibn 'Ata' Allans Sufi-Schrift Uber das Gottge-
denken", MA thesis, Freiburg i. Br., 1985.

II. Kitab al-hikam (Book of Aphorisms), which centres around the notion of ma'rifa
(gnosis) and relies on the metaphysical postulate, a classical Sufi doctrine, that the
Divine Unity alone is the absolute or the infinite or the real; everything else is
relative or finite or unreal. There are several Arabic editions. For a critical edition
with a French translation and commentary see Paul Nwyia, Ibn Ata' Allah
(m. 709/1309) et la naissance de la confrerie Sadilite (Beirut, 1972). For an
English translation and a commentary see Aphorisms.

III. Al-Qasd al-mujarrad ft ma 'rifat al-ism al-mufrad (The Pure Goal concerning
Knowledge of the Unique Name), sets out the doctrine of the Supreme Name
(Allah), both in itself and in relation to the other divine names of God. It has been
characterized by its French translator as "un traite purement metaphysique et
spirituel". For further information on this work see Aphorisms, p. 13. There is an
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Arabic edition (Cairo 1348/1930), and a French trans., Ibn rAta' Allah, traite sur
le nom Allah, trans, and annot. Maurice Gloton (Paris, 1981).

IV. Kitab an-tanwlr fi isqat at-tadbir (The Book of Illumination concerning the
Elimination of Self-Direction), a simple and clear exposition of the Shadhilite
approach to virtues such as patience and sincerity, and feelings such as hope, love,
fear, etc. They are all seen as contained in a single virtue, "the elimination of self-
direction". Sec Aphorisms, p. 13.

V. Lata'if al-minan (Niceties of Blessings), a biographical work on the two great
masters of the Shadhiliyya order, Abu'l-Hasan ash-Shadhill and Abu'l-'Abbas
al-MursI. See Aphorisms, p. 6 n. 1; p. 8 n. 1; p. 13; Taftazanl, Ibn rAta' Allah,
pp. 104-5.

55 Taftazanl, Ibn rAta' Allah, p. 89.
56 Aphorisms, pp. 28-9.
57 Ibid., p. xiii.
58 Examples abound. See, e.g., Aphorisms, Nos. 77, 80.
59 Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale MS arabe 1299. For other titles of this work see

Taftazanl, Ibn Ata Allah, pp. 106-7.
60 Taftazanl, #w 'Ata' Allah, pp. 105-7.
6 1 1 disagree with Danner (Aphorisms, pp. 13-14), who characterizes it as being of minor

importance, though still quite popular, a composite work of extracts from other works.
62 Taj al-'arils, p. 69.
63 Ibid., pp. 24, 30, 62.
64 Ibid., p. 24.
65 Ibid., p. 77.
66 E.g., p. 22.
67 E.g., pp. 18,43,46-7,49, 53, 55, 58, 59, 63, 64.
68 Ibid., pp. 2-4. See also pp. 7,45-6, 62, 65.
69 Ibid., p. 61. See also pp. 39-40, 66.
70 Ibid., pp. 13, 57, 80.
71 E.g., pp. 11, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 36, 49, 57, 60, 77, 78, 81.
72 Ibid., p. 36.
73 Ibid., p. 59.
74 Ibid., p. 78.
75 Ibid., p. 31.
76 Ibid., p. 46.
77 Ibid., p. 49.
78 Ibid., pp. 62-3.
79 Ibid., p. 63.
80 Ibid., pp. 84-5.
81 Ibid., p. 55.
82 Ibid., p. 21.
83 Ibid., p. 25.
84 Ibid., p. 25.
85 Ibid., p. 21.
86 Ibid., p. 22.
87 He is mentioned as a source in, e.g., pp. 3, 25, 26, 52, 56. On p. 3 he is described as

one of the "seven substitutes" (abdal).
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88 Taftazanl, Ibn Ata' Allah, p. 52.
89 Ibid., p. 57.
90 Ibid., p. 30.
91 Ibid., p. 9.
92 See L. Gardet, "Dhikr", El2.
93 See n. 54, No. I above.
94 Taj aWarus, p. 20.
95 Ibid., p. 21. See also p. 42.
96 Ibid., p. 53.
97 Ibid., p. 62.
98 E.g., pp. 5, 20.
99 Ibid., p. 22.

100 See p. 12 and n. 33 above.
101 See p. 11 and n. 20 above. According to an hagiographical account, the man was

Karlm ad-DIn al-AmulT. See Memon, Ibn Taimiya, pp. 54-5.
102 The matter was referred to the ShafVite qadi, who called for a council. A great part of

the accusations against Ibn Taymiyya were found groundless, but the matter assumed
a grave aspect when Ibn 'Ata' Allah called in question the validity of Ibn Taymiyya's
views on the role of the Prophet as an intercessor. Subsequently, Ibn Taymiyya was
offered the choice between residence in Alexandria or Damascus under certain
conditions, and prison. He opted for Damascus. See ibid., pp. 54-5; Suluk, Vol. II,
p. 40 (the name there is Ibn \Ata'). See also Nujum, Vol. VIII, p. 280; Bidaya,
Vol. XIV, p. 45; Makdisi, "Ibn fAta' Allah", El2. For Ibn Taymiyya's polemics
against the Sufis see, e.g., Memon, Ibn Taimiya, pp. 51,62-6. For his anti-Sufi works
see pp. 377-8.

103 Durar, Vol. I, pp. 291-2, No. 700, notes that Ibn fAta' Allah had followers among the
commoners ('amma).

104 H. Fuchs, "Mawlid", EIl; H. Fuchs and F. de Jong, "Mawlid", El2. For the
celebration of Muhammad's mawlid in Egypt at the beginning of our century see J. W.
McPherson, The Moulids of Egypt (Cairo, 1941), pp. 263-73.

105 Dhayl, Vol. Ill, pp. 280-1.
106 flada V, Vol. II, p. 437.
107 Suluk, Vol. Ill, p. 576; Ibn Furat, Vol. IX, pp. 27, 42-3; Inba\ Vol. I, pp. 350-1;

Durar, Vol. I, p. 410, No. 973. Nuzha, Vol. I, p. 169, has 1,000 jugs.
108 Ww/wm, Vol. XI, p. 315.
109 Many of the Egyptian mawlids, however, were initiated in the sixteenth century. See

Winter, Society and Religion, p. 178.
110 For al-BadawT's biography see K. Vollers and E. Littmann, "Ahmad al-Badawf', El2.
111 Tibr, p. 176; Tabaqat kubra, Vol. I, p. 148. This is what Lane had to say on this

particular mawlid in the early nineteenth century: "The tomb of the saint attracts
almost as many visitors, at the period of the great annual festival, from the
metropolis, and from various parts of Lower Egypt, as Mekkah does pilgrims from the
whole of the Muslim world." Quoted in Vollers and Littmann, "Ahmad al-BadawI".
Lane noted that many Egyptians who made the Pilgrimage first went to Tanta, and
therefore al-BadawI was called "Door of the Prophet" (bab an-nab J).

112 Bada'i', Vol. II, p. 258; Tibr, pp. 176-7; Ignaz Goldziher, Muslim Studies, Vol. II
(London, 1971), p. 310. The year mentioned by Goldziher is AH 852. K. Vollers,
"Ahmed al-Badawf, EIl, misinterpreted the passage in Bada'i' (Bulaq, 1311-12/
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(1893-5)), Vol. II, p. 30 1. 5. The word batala should not be understood as "sunk into
neglect", but "was suppressed", as the passage in the Wiesbaden edition clearly
shows.

113 Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, p. 107; Winter, Society and Religion, pp. 57, 98.
114 Some information on him in lnba\ Vol. I, p. 357.
115 According to McPherson, Moulids, p. 228, this mawlid was probably established soon

after Inbabl's death (1388), and has been one of the oldest in Egypt. It absorbed an
ancient festival of Isis, the laylat an-nuqta, when multitudes once watched for the
falling of a precious tear of Isis into the Nile. The mawlid took place at the spot where
the tear was believed to have fallen. For celebrations in our own century see pp. 228-9.

116 flodST, Vol. II, p. 37.
117 Bada'V, Vol. I, pt 2, p. 391. Celebrations are mentioned in the following years: 1475

CAbd al-Basit, Hawadith, fo. 261a); 1491 (ibid., fo. 403a); 1507 {Bada'i\ Vol. IV,
p. 114); 1508 (ibid., p. 132); 1509 (ibid., p. 152); 1510 (ibid., p. 182); 1511 (ibid.,
p. 214); 1514 (ibid., p. 375). See also Annemarie Schimmel, "Sufismus und Heiligen-
verehrung im Spatmittelalterlichen Agypten", in E. Graf (ed.), Festschrift Werner
Caskel (Leiden, 1968), pp. 277-8; Schimmel, "Religious Life", 372, with some
inaccuracies.

118 Bada'i', Vol. IV, p. 114; Schimmel, "Religious Life", 372-3. Her suggestion about
the identity of Suwaydan is questionable.

119 Winter, Society and Religion, pp. 212-13 nn. 119, 120.
120 Hamilton A. R. Gibb, Studies on the Civilization of Islam (Boston, 1962), p. 215.
121 Memon, Ibn Taimiya, p. 58.
122 Ibid., pp. 58-9.
123 Marshall G. S. Hodgson, The Venture of Islam (Chicago, 1974), Vol. II, pp. 458-9.

For the nexus of self-styled saints and miracles and its importance for popular
Christianity in medieval times see Gurevich, Popular Culture, pp. 69-74.

124 Hodgson, Venture, Vol. II, p. 207.
125 'Iqd, p. 136.
126 Ibid., pp. 96-7.
127 Arabic al-fuqara' as-sathiyya. For Ahmad al-BadawT dwelling on a roof of a house in

Tanta see Bada'i', Vol. I, pt 1, p. 336. For Satuhl as one of al-BadawI's surnames see
Nujum, Vol. VII, p. 252. Cf. Ahmad Saff Husayn, al-Adab as-sufi fi Misrfil-qarn
as-sabV al-hijrl (Cairo, 1964), p. 39. A Sufi shaykh named Ahmad as-Satuhl, also
known as ash-Shaykh Kharuf (d. 1461), had a zawiya on the road to Bulaq. See Daw',
Vol. I, p. 292.

128 Beitrdge zur Geschichte der Mamlukensultane in dem Jahren 690-741 der Higra
nach arabischen Handschriften, ed. K. V. Zettersteen (Leiden, 1919), p. 129.

129 Emile Dermenghem, Vies des saints musulmans (Paris, 1981), p. 236, explains
majdhub as "un attire, jouet passif de Tattraction divine, dont l'esprit est au ciel,
absorbe dans le monde des Realites, tandis que son corps est encore en retard sur la
terre. II represente a sa fac,on l'aspect passif de la vie mystique, la primaute de la grace,
de l&jadzba qui vaut tout le travail des hommes et des genies."

130 Suluk, Vol. Ill, p. 467; lnba , Vol. I, p. 231.
131 Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, p. 76.
132 Hawadith, pp. 62-4; Nujum, Vol. XV, pp. 406-7; Tibr, pp. 302-3.
133 Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, p. 146.
134 Tahsin Yazicj, "Kalandariyya", El2.
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135 Memon, Ibn Taimiya, pp. 64-6.
136 For the tendency of the majority of saints' miracles in medieval Christendom to

address human needs see Donald Weinstein and Rudolph M. Bell, Saints & Society:
The Two Worlds of Western Christendom, 1000-1700 (Chicago, 1982), pp. 143^*.

137 Leonor Fernandes, "Some Aspects of the zawiya in Egypt at the Eve of the Ottoman
Conquest", AI 19 (1983), 15. Fernandes associates this topos, chronologically, with
the late Mamluk period.

138 Bada'V, Vol. I, pt 2, pp. 6, 14.
139 Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, p. 68. For more information on him see also Daw', Vol. I,

pp. 85-6; Winter, Society and Religion, pp. 95-6.
140 Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, pp. 88, 90. For further information on him see also Jean-

Claude Garcin, "Histoire et hagiographie de l'Egypte musulmane a la fin de l'epoque
mamelouke et au debut de l'epoque ottomane", in Hommages a la memoire de Serge
Souneron 1927-1976, Vol. II: Egypte post-pharaonique (Cairo, 1979), pp. 293-6, rep.
in Garcin, Espaces, pouvoirs et ideologies de l'Egypte medievale (London, 1987);
Winter, Society and Religion, pp. 43-4.

141 Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, pp. 94-5.
142 On this mosque see J.-C. Garcin, "Index des Tabaqat de Sha'ranl", AI 6 (1966), 32

n. 3; Garcin, "L'Insertion sociale de Sha'ranl dans le milieu cairote", Colloque inter-
national sur I'histoire du Caire (Cairo, 1969), p. 163.

143 Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, pp. 116-17; Tabaqat sughra, p. 61.
144 Doris Behrens-Abouseif, "An Unlisted Monument of the Fifteenth Century: The

Dome of Zawiyat al-Damirdas", AI 18 (1982), 106.
145 Franz Rosenthal, The Herb: Hashish versus Medieval Muslim Society (Leiden, 1971),

p. 100.
146 Weinstein and Bell, Saints & Society, p. 13. The following is another passage worthy

of quotation:
As in the case of medieval Christian saints . . . it is the perception we are documenting, the
reputation we are gauging, more than the actual fact of the saint's acts of humility or charity. This
is the case whether a saint was a real historical personage with a verifiable holy life, or a person
for whom a reputation for sanctity was somehow well constructed . . . As Delooz summed it up
so well, "the reputation of sanctity is the collective mental representation of someone as a saint,
whether based on a knowledge of facts that have really happened, or whether based on facts that
have been at least in part constructed if not entirely imagined. But in truth, all saints, more or less,
appear to be constructed in the sense that being necessarily saints in consequence of a reputation
created by others and a role that others expect of them, they are remodelled to correspond to
collective mental representations.

See ibid., p. 9.
147 Sa'Id 'Abd al-Fattah 'Ashur, al-Mujtama' al-misrifi 'asr salatin al-mamalik (Cairo,

1962), p. 31.
148 Suluk, Vol. Ill, p. 71.
149 lnba , Vol. II, p. 70: "wa-shafa'atuhu maqbula finda as-sultan wa-man dunahu".
150 For high grain prices around that time see Hawadith, pp. 100, 105.
151 Ibid., pp. 106-8; Nujum, Vol. XVI, p. 5. In the event, the Shaykh died shortly after-

wards. See the interesting commentary in Nujum.
152 For further information on him see also p. 17 above.
153 Tabaqat kubra, Vol. II, pp. 106-7.
154 Fernandes, "Aspects of the zawiya", 9, 11. In Lapidus, Muslim Cities, the role of

mediator is placed exclusively on the 'ulama . They feature as the sole communal
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leadership in Mamluk cities. For a summary of this role see, e.g., pp. 141-2. Sufi
shaykhs are seldom discussed, and despite some recognition of Sufism's communal
role, Sufis are portrayed as a marginal element. See pp. 105-6. Lapidus's presentation
of the 'ulama' should be contrasted with the following: "In Cairo, under the watchful
eye of the sultan, the upper ranks of the juridical-scholarly establishment stood
somewhat aloof from the problems of the masses. Although they were acknowledged
by the common people as the leaders of the Muslim community, the impact of their
litigation, especially on the lower orders, is difficult to assess. Moreover, the SharT'a
courts could do little to mitigate the excesses from on high that ordinary people
endured as a fact of life." Perry, Civilian Elite, p. 321.

155 Shuja'I,p. 16.
156 Daw', Vol. I, p. 201; Nujum, Vol. XV, p. 139. For further information on him see also

Manhal, Vol. I, No. 111; Petry, Civilian Elite, p. 71.
157 Nujum, Vol. XVI, pp. 328-9; Daw9, Vol. VI, p. 64, No. 219.
158 See sources in n. 156 above.
159 Suluk, Vol. II, p. 50. For further information on him see also Saff al-Dln Ibn Abl'l-

Mansur Ibn Zafir, La Risala: biographies des maitres spirituels connus par un cheikh
egyptien du VIIe-XIIIe siecle, ed. and trans. Denis Gril (Cairo, 1986), pp. 217-20.

160 Thus, in 1011, Egyptian women were banned from performing the cult. See Khitat,
Vol. II, p. 287. In 1326 Ibn Battuta recorded in Alexandria the people's habit of
visiting graves after concluding their prayers. See Rihla (Beirut, 1379/1960), p. 28.
Al-MaqrlzT, writing in the first half of the fifteenth century, leaves no doubt that ziyara
in the Mamluk period was an important part of popular religion. In his description of
a fabricated grave of one Abu Turab, he tells how "ignorant men and women now turn
in times of need, when only Allah should be prayed to, and request from graves what
they should have done only from God. Of the graves they expect release of debts, the
supply of daily bread. Sterile women pray at graves for offspring, here they make their
offerings of oil and other gifts in the belief that through these they would be delivered
of their difficulties and improve their conditions." See Khitat, Vol. II, pp. 49-50.

161 The famous Fatimid vizier Badr al-Jamall is credited with cultivating the public cult
of 'Alid saints. The building of shrines was part of his policy to build up popular
devotion to the 'Allds and to the Fatimid dynasty itself. Later, the Ayyubids, in a
triumphant assertion of their own Sunni rule, built ShafiTs mausoleum in the midst
of 'Alld tombs. See Caroline Williams, "The Cult of 'Alld Saints in the Fatimid
Monuments of Cairo, Part II: The Mausolea", Muqarnas 3 (1985), 57. For a recent
criticism of this argument see Christopher S. Taylor, "The Cult of Saints in Late
Medieval Egypt", Newsletter of the American Research Center in Egypt 139 (1987),
13-16. It seems to me that Taylor fails to make the necessary distinction between an
organized form of the cult, for which the Fatimids were responsible, and a private,
spontaneous form, which could have preceded Fatimid policies.

162 For a brief treatment of the ritualistic practices during ziyaras in modern Cairo see
F. de Jong, "Cairene Ziyara-Days: A Contribution to the Study of Saint Veneration in
Islam", Welt des IslamsNS 17 (1976-7), 27. Christophers. Taylor has studied the cult
of saints in medieval Egypt in a recent doctoral dissertation which I have been unable
to consult.

163 Bada'V, Vol. I, pt 1, p. 390.
164 Khitat, Vol. II, pp. 434-5, who comments that the claim was "from the Devil".
165 Bada'V, Vol. I, pt 1, p. 528.
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2 Al-Bakri's biography of Muhammad

1 Mizan al-i' tidal fi naqd (or tarajim) ar-rijal (Cairo, 1325/1907-8), Vol. I, p. 53. In the
1382/1963 edition of this text the passage is in Vol. I, p. 112, No. 440. References in
F. Rosenthal, "al-Bakrl, Abu'l-Hasan", El2.

2 See M. Canard, "Dhu'l-Himma", El2; M. Canard, "Battal", El2; Udo Steinbach, Dat
al-Himma, Kulturgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zu einem arabischen Volksroman
(Wiesbaden, 1972).

3 See R. Hartmann, "'Antar, Romance of, EIl; B. Heller, "'Antar, Slrat", El2; H. T.
Norris, The Adventures of Antar (Warminster, 1980).

4 Ahlwardt, No. 9171, lists parts II-VIII of the "History (ta'rlkh) of Ahmad ad-Danif
the Brave, the Shrewd and the Noble" (min dhawi az-za'ara wash-shatara wash-
sharaf). No. 9172 is the "Story (qissa) of Ahmad ad-Danif. Ahlwardt has noted that
a much shorter and substantially different version is found in the Thousand and One
Nights. For Ahmad ad-Danif in the Nights see Muhammad Rajab an-Najjar, Hikayat
ash-shuttar wa'l- 'ayyarlnfi't-turath al- rarabi (Kuwait, 1981), pp. 259-78. The story
of ad-Danif does not appear, however, in Muhsin Mahdi's recent edition of the Nights.
The Egyptian chronicler Ibn TaghrT Bird! mentions one Ahmad Danif as a popular
archetype of robbers in the early centuries of Islam. According to Ibn TaghrT Bird!, he
was in the category of other medieval heroes such as the Baghdadi Hamdl or Ibn
Hamdl,who had been executed in 943 or 944. See Nujum, Vol. Ill, p. 281. Strangely
enough, in other sources we read that in 1486 the Mamluk sultan Qayit Bay ordered
the execution of the gangster (min kibar al-minsar) Ahmad ad-Danif, "with whom too
many stories of the art of robbery are connected". See Bada'V, Vol. Ill, p. 234; 'Abd
al-Basit, Hawadith, fo. 358b. It seems that the way to explain this rather late reference
to Danif is that the fifteenth-century figure was named after his earlier namesake.
Najjar, Shuttar, pp. 65, 66-7, seems to imply the same. Ahmad ad-Danif served as a
popular thief model in Ottoman Egypt. See ibid., p. 69. Around the turn of our
century, a mawlid ("birthday") of Ahmad ad-Danif used to be celebrated at the Qarafa
Cemetery in Cairo. See L. Massignon, "La Cite des morts au Caire", in his Opera
Minor a (Beirut, 1963), Vol. Ill, pp. 253-4. For Egyptian youths called Ahmad
ad-Danif in the 1940s see Najjar, Shuttar, p. 71. For danif meaning "gravely ill",
probably for some disease that the hero had contracted in his youth, see ibid., p. 102
n. 99.

5 Bidaya, Vol. IX, p. 334. H. T. Norris, "The Rediscovery of the Ancient Sagas of the
Banu Hilal", BSOAS 51(1988), 470 n. 15, refers to another of al-Bakrl's works, Futuh
al-Yaman (see below), as mentioned by Ibn Kathlr. I suspect that Faruq Khurshld, on
whom Norris relies, confused Ibn Kathlr's Bidaya and his Tafsir.

6 Lisan al-mizan (Hyderabad, 1929/1911), Vol. I, p. 202, reference in Rosenthal,
"al-Bakrl".

7 Subh, Vol. I, p. 454, reference in Franz Rosenthal, A History of Muslim Histori-
ography, 2nd edn (Leiden, 1968), p. 191 n. 1.

8 For further information on him see GAL Suppl., Vol. II, p. 72; Manhal, Vol. I,
pp. 147-53; Daw', Vol. I, pp. 138^5. He died in Aleppo, not in Cairo (as stated in
GAL).

9 Nur an-nibras fala slrat Ibn Sayyid an-Nas, Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale MS
arabe 1968, fo. 2b: wa-iyyaka wa-siyar al-Bakrl Ahmad b. Abd Allah Muhammad
b. al-Hasan fa-innahu kadhdhab dajjal wadVl-qisas. Reference in Rosenthal,
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Historiography, p. 191 n. 1. Nur an-nibras is a commentary on 'Uyun al-athar, a slra
written by Ibn Sayyid an-Nas.

10 See the reference to as-Safadl in n. 160 below. The editor of al-MajilisI's Bihar
al-anwar, 2nd edn (Tehran, 1956-72), Vol. XV, p. 26 n. 1, states that Ibn Taymiyya
characterized al-Bakrl as an Ash'arite, and that SamhudI, in his history of Medina,
composed around 1483, mentioned the "lies" (al-butlan wal-kidhb) in al-Bakrfs
slra. I have been unable to verify these references, as they lack precise details.

11 Ibn Hajar al-Haytaml, al-Fatawa al-hadithiyya (Cairo, 1353/1934), p. 116, reference
in Rosenthal, "al-Bakrl". For further information on him see C. van Arendonk and J.
Schacht, "Ibn Hadjar al-Haytamf, El1.

12 I. Diya' al-anwar, undoubtedly the biography of Muhammad (see below). It appears
identical, despite the difference in titles, with the work mentioned by al-'Asqalanl
as adh-Dharwa(?') fts-sira an-nabawiyya. Cf. GAL Suppl., Vol. I, p. 616, No. 2
(the Berlin manuscripts are 9525-6, not as listed). Nos. 2 and 3 in GAL Suppl.,
Vol. I, p. 616, are identical.

II. Ra's al-ghul, undoubtedly the work known as Futuh al-Yaman al-ma'ruf bi-raf s
al-ghul. The Berlin manuscripts are listed in Ahlwardt, Nos. 9012-13. There are
also Paris manuscripts (Bibliotheque Nationale MS arabe 1816, fos. 50-89; MS
arabe 3837-9, which vary substantially). For printed editions see GAL Suppl.,
Vol. I, p. 616, No. 6; Rudi Paret, Die legenddre Maghazi - Literatur, arabische
Dichtungen iiber die muslimischen Kriegszuge zu Mohammeds Zeit (Tubingen,
1930), p. 131; Yusuf A. Sarkls, Mu'jam al-matbu'at al-'arabiyya wa'l-mu'arraba
(Cairo, 1928), col. 578. For a summary see Rosenthal, Historiography,
pp. 191-3. Rosenthal implies distaste for this and similar works; see his sarcastic
remarks on pp. 190, 192-3.

III. Sharr ad-dahr, unidentified.
IV. Kitab Kalandaja(l), unidentified.
V. Hisn ad-dawlab, unidentified.
VI. Kitab al-husiin as-sab 'a wa-sahibiha Haddam b. al-Hajjaf wa-hurub al-imam

All ma'ahu, probably identical with Qissat sayr al-imam All b. Abl Talib
wa-muharabatihi al-malik al-Haddam b. al-Hajjaf wa-qatlihi al-husun as-sab'a.
For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9006. For several printed editions see
GAL Suppl., Vol. I, p. 616, No. 7 (probably identical with No. 14). For a summary
see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 99-106. Sarkls, Mu 'jam, cols. 2009,2016, lists the author
as anonymous.

13 1. Qissat az-Zibriqan b. Badr malik wadl Jayhun wa-wujudihi 'ala an-nabl.
Cf. GAL Suppl., Vol. I, p. 616, No. 8. For other editions and a summary see
Paret, Maghazi, pp. 142-5. Sarkls, Mu'jam, col. 1020, lists the author as
anonymous.

II. Futuh lfrlqya. Cf. GAL Suppl., Vol. I, p. 616, No. 9. For a work entitled
Futuh lfrlqya, recounting the adventures of a Maghrib! hero named \Abd
Allah b. Ja'far and the conquest of Tunis by Arab armies, see Bridget
Connelly, Arab Folk Epic and Identity (Berkeley, 1986), pp. 4-5.

III. Qissat as-sayyida Khadlja bint Khuwaylid wa-zawajiha bin-nabl. Cf. GAL
Suppl., Vol. I, p. 616, No. 10. This fragment could be the last part of the
biography of Muhammad (see p. 31 above).

IV. Ghazwat al-ahzab . . . Cf. GAL Suppl., Vol. I, p. 616, No. 11; Paret,
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Maghazi, pp. 33-6; Sarkls, Mu'jam, col. 578; 'A'ida Ibrahim Nusayr,
al-Kutub al-'arabiyya llati nushirat fi Misr 1900-1925 (Cairo, 1983),
p. 122, No. 2/2476. The library of the London School of Oriental and
African Studies possesses Waq'at al-khandaq wa-ghazwat al-ahzab, 2nd
edn (Cairo, 1951), which I have been unable to consult.

V. Islam at-Tufayl b. 'Amir ad-Dawsl. Cf. GAL, Vol. I, p. 362, No. 15; Nusayr,
Kutub, p. 309, No. 9/361 (erroneous title). For a summary see Paret,
Maghazi, pp. 54—8.

VI. Kitab (or Qissat) al-mi'raj. Cf. GAL Suppl., Vol. I, p. 616, No. 4. There is a
Paris manuscript of this fragment, Bibliotheque Nationale MS arabe 1931,
fos. 71a-91a.

VII. Ghazwat Badr. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9627/1. For other
versions and a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 1-11.

VIII. Ghazwat Uhud. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, Nos. 8982, 9627/2.
For a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 16-26.

IX. Futuh Makka. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9627/3. For a
Tubingen manuscript see Max Weisweiler, Verzeichnis der arabischen
Handschriften der Universitdtsbibliothek Tubingen (Leipzig, 1930), No.
139/8. Both Weisweiler and Paret (Maghazi, p. 38) followed Brockelmann's
(GAL Suppl., Vol. I, p. 616, No. 5) erroneous identification of the Futuh
with ad-Durra al-mukallala (see below), another work attributed to al-
Bakrl. For a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 38-44.

X. Ad-Durra al-mukallala fi futuh Makka al-mubajjala. For manuscripts see
GAL Suppl., Vol. I, p. 616, No. 5 (with the exception of the Tubingen
manuscript); Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale MS arabe 4839 (ad-Durra
al-mukalkala (sic). For printed editions see Sarkls, Mu'jam, col. 581.
Elsewhere Brockelmann attributed this work to Muhammad b. 'Abd ar-
Rahman Abu'l-Makarim al-Bakrl (1492-1545). See C. Brockelmann, "al-
BakrT, Muhammad b. fAbd al-Rahman .. . ", El2.

XL Ghazwat Ban i Qurayza. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9627/4.
For a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 128-30.

XII. Ghazwat Tabuk. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9627/5. For
other versions and a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 49-54.

XIII. Hadith Talha wa-Ghamra wa-abuha [sic] al- 'Abbas . . . For a Berlin
manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9054/2. For a summary see Paret, Maghazi,
pp. 136-7.

XIV. Ghazwat Banl Nazlr. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 8989/2. For
a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 126-7.

XV. Slrat al-imam All b. Abl Talib ilal-hisn al-azraq. For a Berlin manu-
script see Ahlwardt, No. 9021. For a summary see Paret, Maghazi,
pp. 109-11.

XVI. Slrat al-imam All b . A b l Talib wa-Khalid b . al-Walld . . . F o r a B e r l i n
manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9005/2. For a summary see Paret, Maghazi,
p. 66.

XVII. Ghazwat Bi'r Ma'Una. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9020/2.
For a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 26-7.

XVIII. Slrat . . . All b. Abl Talib ila l-Muqaffa'. For a Berlin manuscript see
Ahlwardt, No. 9020/1. For a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 125-6.
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XIX. Ghazwat al-imam All rala Abd Habbar b. Abd Zinjlr. For a Berlin
manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9019. For other manuscripts and a summary
see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 11-14.

XX. Khabar al-Mayyasa b. Jabir ad-dahhak ma'a'l-Miqdad. For a Berlin
manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 8993/1. For other manuscripts and a summary
see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 118-22.

XXI. Qissat islam sayyidina Abd ar-Rahman b. Abl Bakr . . . For a Berlin
manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 8995. For a summary see Paret, Maghazi,
pp. 58-9.

XXII. Ghazwat al- Ajjaj. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9005/1. For a
summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 64-6.

XXIII. Qissat Bi'r Dhat al-Alam (or Sirat ghazat Abl Sa'd al-Khadarl)
wa-Hudhayfa al-Yamanl. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9007.
For other manuscripts and a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 66-7.

XXIV. Ghazwat al- fankabut. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9015. For
other manuscripts and a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 67-71.

XXV. Qissat qatl Wahsh al-Hindl wa-islam ahl madinat at-tuffah. For a Berlin
manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9016. For other manuscripts and a summary
see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 137-9.

XXVI. Qissat Hammad al-Fazarl. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9018.
For a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 108-9.

XXVII. Ghazwat Ghashsham . . . For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9105/8.
For other manuscripts and a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 96-7.

XXVIII. Ghazwat al-Arqat. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, Nos. 9138-9. For
a summary see Paret, Maghazi, pp. 71-83.

XXIX. Mawlid al-imam waJl-layth al-hammam All b. Abl Talib . . . Al-BakrT is
mentioned as a source. For a Berlin manuscript see Ahlwardt, No. 9001.

XXX. Maqtal Banl Umayya. Al-BakrT is a source. For a Berlin manuscript see
Ahlwardt, No. 9046.

It may be worthy of notice that two works listed by Brockelmann as attributed to
Abu'l-Hasan al-Bakrl (GAL Suppl., Vol. I, p. 616, Nos. 12-13) are most likely not his
(No. 12, Fada'il [laylat] an-nisf min Sha'ban, is by the sixteenth-century Abu'l-
Makarim al-Bakrl, for whom see No. X above and Sarkls, Mu 'jam, cols. 580-1. The
common name al-Bakrl is probably the reason for this error). For the attribution
to al-Bakrl of what seems to be a late medieval or early modern work, the Futuh
al-Bahnasa, see E. Wagner (Arabische Handschriften, Teil I (Wiesbaden, 1976),
pp. 421-2), in the series Verzeichnis der orientalischen Handschriften in Deutsch-
land. For Kitab futuh al-Bahnasa wa-ma waqa'a li s-sahaba ma'a'l-Batlus, a work
composed by Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad al-Maqqarl (or al-Maqqurl), see H. T. Nor-
ris, "The Futuh al-Bahnasa and its Relation to Pseudo-Majazi... ", Quaderni di Studi
Arabi 4 (1986), 75. Norris suggests that it was composed no earlier than the Ayyubid
or Mamluk periods. See further ibid., 80-1,85.

14 For the mab 'ath in the Prophet's career see, e.g., Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 306-56; Vol. Ill,
pp. 2-235.

15 Vatican MS Borg 125, erroneously listed as 126 in GAL Suppl., Vol. I, p. 616, No. 1.
It is dated 694 (1295) (cf. Levi Delia Vida, Elenco dei manoscritti arabi islamici della
Biblioteca Vaticana (Vatican City, 1935), p. 258). According to 'Abd Allah Afendl,
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Kitab riyadal- 'ulama' (Qumm, 1401/1980), Vol. I, pp. 42-3, there exists a manuscript
of this work dating to AH 696. See also al-MajlisT, Bihar, Vol. XV, p. 26 n. 1.1 thank
Professor E. Kohlberg of the Hebrew University for locating for me the statement in
the Riyad.

I have also used the following versions:

I. Berlin MS Spr. 744 (Ahlwardt, No. 9525), dated 1021 (1621).
II. Berlin MS Pet. 628 (Ahlwardt, No. 9526/1), dated 1182 (1768).
III. Berlin MS Spr. 130 (Ahlwardt, No. 9526/3), entitled Sirat an-nabi, dated

ca 1750.
IV. Berlin MS We. 128 (Ahlwardt, No. 9624), entitled Sirat an-nabl, incomplete,

dated 910 (1504).
V. Berlin MSS We. 163 and 314 (Ahlwardt, Nos. 9625-6), entitled Nasab ar-

rasul, dated ca 1150 (1737).
VI. London, British Library MS Or. 4281, possibly dating to the fifteenth or

sixteenth centuries (see Ch. Rieu, Supplement to the Catalogue of the Arabic
Manuscripts in the British Museum (London, 1894), No. 514).

VII. India Office Library MS No. 1034, fos. 225-337, n.d.
VIII. Hamburg MS Orient. 138/139, entitled Intiqal anwar mawlid al-mustafa

al-mukhtar . . . dated 1061 (1650-1). Cf. C. Brockelmann, Katalog der orien-
talischen Handschriften . . . zu Hamburg, Vol. I (Hamburg, 1908), p. 51.

IX. A complete version which has been incorporated into al-MajlisT, Bihar,
Vol. XV, pp. 26-7, 34-104, 299-329, 371-84; Vol. XVI, pp. 20-76.

X. Printed edn (Cairo, 1330/1912), published by Dar al-kutub al-'arabiyya
al-kubra.

XI. Printed edn (Cairo, 1959), published by Matba'at al-Babl al-Halabl. It is, with
some "grammatical corrections", a reproduction of No. X. It was reprinted by
al-Maktaba ash-Shafbiyya (Beirut, n.d.). A more recently printed edition (Najaf,
1385/1965) is entitled al-Anwar fi mawlid an-nabi Muhammad. I have been
unable to compare it thoroughly with Nos. IX-XI above. My general
impression is that it is based on yet another version.

16 The headings which follow are my own and are provided as a matter of convenience.
17 Vatican MS Borg 125 (henceforth Vat.), fos. la-lb; Cairo edition of 1959 (henceforth

C), pp. 4-8. For the convenience of the reader I also refer, wherever possible, to the
corresponding pages in the latter version.

18 For discussion and sources see U. Rubin, "Pre-existence and Light, Aspects of the
Concept of Nur Muhammad", Israel Oriental Studies 5 (1975), esp. 67-71.

19 Vat., fo. la; tib mubarak in C, p. 5.
20 C has Salsabll, possibly a copyist's corruption or editor's error.
21 For this theme as current among ninth-century mystics see L. Massignon, "Nur

Muhammad!", EIK
22 For mithaq as a pact with prophets see also Bidaya, Vol. II, p. 322.
23 For an echo of the motif of light see ibid., p. 321 (quoting Abu Nu'aym al-Isfahanl):

God distinguished the prophets from the rest of mankind by fixing light to their
foreheads.

24 In Vat., fos. 3b-12a, there is a lacuna up to the passage dealing with the birth of
Hashim. For the missing part see C, pp. 7-8.

25 There is an echo of this in IH, Vol. I, pp. 135-6. The standard report about Hashim's
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business trips and the famous 1/0/pact is mentioned very briefly. Compare, e.g., IH,
Vol. I, pp. 56, 136; JabarT, Vol. I, p. 1089; Bidaya, Vol. II, p. 253.

26 There is a close approximation between Vat., fo. 4a, and C, p. 9. The former has two
more lines.

27 For these terms see, e.g., W. Montgomery Watt, Muhammad at Mecca (Oxford,
1953), pp. 8-10.

28 See G. Levi Delia Vida, "Nizar b. Ma'add", EIK
29 Tabarl, Vol. I, p. 1082; Bidaya, Vol. II, p. 253.
30 For the number forty (and multiplications of it) and its symbolic usage as literary topoi

in medieval Islam see Lawrence I. Conrad, "Abraha and Muhammad: Some Obser-
vations Apropos of Chronology and Literary Topoi in the Early Arabic Historical
Tradition", BSOAS 50 (1987), esp. 230-2.

31 The text in C, p. 10, is more elaborate than in Vat. It does not mention the flag,
however.

32 The dialogue in Vat., fos. 4b-5a (somewhat defective), bears a close approximation to
C.

33 There are some differences between Vat., fo. 5b, and C, p. 13.
34 See, for example, her story to al-Muttalib about her earlier marriage in Vat., fo. 10a;

C,p. 19.
35 Vat., fo. 5b, and C, p. 13, are at some variance.
36 The dialogue in Vat., fo. 6b, is more elaborate than in C, p. 15.
37 There seems to be a lacuna in Vat. between fos. 7a and 7b. The missing text should

have dealt with preparations for that ceremony.
38 Vat., fo. 8a, and C, pp. 16-17, are at some variance.
39 "Armalun b. Qaytur" in C.
40 "Seventy" in C.
41 There seems to be a lacuna in Vat. See C, p. 18, for more details about the

wedding.
42 Vat.,fo. 10b; C, p. 20.
43 Vat., fos. 12b-17b; C, pp. 24-33.
44 This is a standard piece of information. See, e.g., Tabarl, Vol. I, p. 1082; Nihaya,

Vol. XVI, p. 40.
45 See also Nihaya, Vol. XVI, p. 40; Muhammad b. Yusuf as-Salihl, Subul al-huda war-

rashadf! slrat khayr al-'ibad (= as-Sira ash-shamiyya) (Cairo, 1392/1972-1402/
1982), Vol. I, p. 309. There is a laconic sentence in Bidaya, Vol. II, p. 253.

46 See the different version in Nihaya, Vol. XVI, pp. 40-2.
47 There is a difference between Vat., fos. 14b-17a, and C, pp. 28-32.
48 For the number 400 denoting "a large indeterminate number" see n. 30 above;

A. F. L. Beeston, "The Genesis of the Maqamat Genre", Journal of Arabic Literature
2(1971), 2.

49 Compare the dialogue between 'Abd al-Muttalib and Salma in IH, Vol. I, pp. 137-8.
50 Al-BakrT has no details on this event. Compare ibid., pp. 137-8; Nihaya, Vol. XVI,

pp. 42-3.
51 C, pp. 32-3, is more elaborate on this than Vat., fo. 17b. Badaya, Vol. II, p. 253, has

more concrete information about 'Abd al-Muttalib's digging of Zamzam and painting
the Ka'ba in gold. For the story of Zamzam see also IH, pp. 143-7; Nihaya, Vol. XVI,
pp. 43-8.

52 Vat., fos. 17b-21a; C, pp. 33-40.
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53 For its characterization as "legendary" see M. J. Kister, "Some Reports concerning
Mecca from Jahiliyya to Islam", JESHO 15 (1972), 71 n. 3.

54 For this version of his name see also ibid., 68.
55 In C Abraha is vizier to the "Abyssinian king" {malik al-Habash).
56 In C there is a different version, according to which a group of Meccan merchants

feasted in the church, roasted meat, and forgot to extinguish the fire. For standard
versions of the event see Kister, "Mecca", 63, 67-8.

57 Vat. and C are at considerable variance as regards details.
58 Mahmud in C, p. 36. Cf. IH, Vol. I, p. 52.
59 This detail is also in Kister, "Mecca", 68.
60 See IH, Vol. I, p. 46. For the men of Khath* am as responsible for the destruction of the

church see Kister, "Mecca", 63-4. Reports by Ibn HabTb and Ibn Sa'd tally with
al-Bakrl's. See Kister, "Mecca", 69-70. For information on this tribe see G. Levi
Delia Vida, "Khath'am", EP.

61 The same in IH, Vol. I, pp. 46-7. Cf. Kister, "Mecca", 67, 71.
62 "Eighty" in C, pp. 35, 36, probably a copyist's or editor's error (thamanln and

mi'atayn are close).
63 For a different version of the reasons for this meeting see IH, Vol. I, p. 48.
64 See IH, Vol. I, p. 49. For 'Abd al-Muttalib sitting to the side of Abraha see also Bidaya,

Vol. II, p. 172; Rubin, "Light", 95.
65 See IH, Vol. I, pp. 49-50.
66 For this motif see also IH, Vol. I, p. 52; Bidaya, Vol. II, p. 173. Compare the (learned/

farcical) question in the latter whether an elephant can actually go down on its knees
(see also p. 35 above).

67 There are more details in C, pp. 38-9.
68 Compare IH, Vol. I, p. 54; Bidaya, Vol. II, p. 173, on the authority of Ibn Sa'd.
69 Vat., fos. 21a-7b; C, pp. 42-3.
70 Vat., fos. 21a, 22a; C, pp. 43, 53-4. For ghurra bayda' see also IH, Vol. I, p. 157.

W. Montgomery Watt, "The Materials Used by Ibn Ishaq", in Bernard Lewis and
P. M. Holt (eds.), Historians of the Middle East (London, 1962), p. 29, remarks that
this is "an invented anecdote".

71 For similar statements regarding Salih, the pre-Islamic prophet in Arab tradition, see
TabarT, Vol. I, p. 247. For the same regarding Abraham see ibid., pp. 255, 257.

72 In C, p. 41, the reason is a dispute with Quraysh on the digging of Zamzam. Cf. IH,
Vol. I, p. 151; Bidaya, Vol. II, p. 248. For a vow to God in return for his help in
digging Zamzam see TabarT, Vol. I, p. 291. Contrast Vol. I, p. 1074 for another
version.

73 The monologue in Vat., fos. 22b-3a, is missing in C.
74 Vat. has the interesting piece of information that 'Abd al-Muttalib paid the soothsayer

a bribe (rashwa), "according to the custom".
75 Cf. the version of the whole episode in IH, Vol. I, pp. 151-5; TabarT, Vol. I,

pp. 1074-8; Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 248-9 (quoting Ibn Ishaq); Nihaya, Vol. XVI,
pp. 51-2 (quoting Ibn Sa'd). All versions neglect the emotions involved and so
well described by al-Bakn. IH and TabarT, for example, give an extended, tedious
description of the technique of drawing arrows. TabarT, Vol. I, p. 291, reports that the
sacrifice was prevented by 'Abd Allah's maternal uncle, who suggested that ransom
be paid instead.

76 Vat., fos. 25a-b, is more elaborate than C, pp. 48-9; Vat., fos. 26a-7a, is at variance
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with C, pp. 51-2. Cf. IH, Vol. I, p. 154. The end of the sacrifice story in the Anwar
recalls, of course, the biblical Aqeda story. For the latter and its version in Islamic
tradition see The Tales of the Prophets of al-Kisa' I, trans. W. M. Thackston, Jr
(Boston, 1978), pp. 160-2.

77 See the following section.
78 Vat., fos. 28a-33b; C, pp. 57-61.
79 The same also in IH, Vol. I, pp. 155-6, where it is less clear, since the motif of the

light is not explicated.
80 Cf. ibid., pp. 155-6; Tabarl, Vol. I, pp. 379-86, 1078; Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Baql

az-Zurqanl, Sharh fala' l-mawahib al-laduniyya, Vol. I (Cairo, 1325/1907), p. 110,
quoting ahl as-siyar. The scene of Joseph's trial is briefly alluded to in the Qur'an,
XII/23.

81 These stories do not appear in C. Compare similar versions in IH, Vol. I, pp. 155-6;
Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 249-50,262-3 (the woman is the sister of Waraqa b. Nawfal); IS,
Vol. I, pp. 94-5. For further material see Rubin, "Light", 84-5.

82 Vat. and C are at variance as regards the phrasing. Contrast the laconic report of the
marriage in Tabarl, Vol. I, p. 1078: *Abd al-Muttalib simply brings 'Abd Allah to
Wahb and the marriage is arranged.

83 For "scholarly" versions on the circumstances of his death see, e.g., Bidaya, Vol. II,
p. 263. C, p. 82, lacks the second version.

84 Vat., fos. 35a-7b; C, pp. 82-9. The story of the birth of Muhammad in C is preceded
(pp. 62-82) by a long story of Satlh, the kahin of Yamama (for his "biography" see,
e.g., Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 270-1), and Zarqa', Queen of Yemen, their reaction to the
imminent birth, and their attempt to eliminate Amina.

85 For the same (yamsahu 'alafu'adi) see also Zurqanl, Sharh, Vol. I, p. I l l , quoting
Abu Nu'aym al-Isfahanl, on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas.

86 Cf.ibid.,p. 111.
87 Cf. Nihaya, Vol. XVI, pp. 69-71.
88 The same in ibid., pp. 69-71; Zurqanl, Sharh, Vol. I, p. 112, on the authority of

at-Tabaranl. See also Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 264-5.
89 The same in ZurqanT, Sharh, Vol. I, pp. 112-13, on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas and

Wahb.
90 C, p. 84, has a different version. See also Nihaya, Vol. XVI, p. 70.
91 There is an elaborate discussion of these qualities in Zurqanl, Sharh, Vol. I,

pp. 113-14.
92 Cf. ibid., p. 115. Zurqanl comments on this report: "It contains peculiarities [?]"

(wa-fihi nakard).
93 For this motif see also Nihaya, Vol. XVI, p. 65, on the authority of Ka'b al-Ahbar, and

pp. 71-2, on the authority of al-Qurtubl.
94 E.g., Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 267-72.
95 Vat., fos. 37b-42a, and C, pp. 89-96, are at variance.
96 Compare the standard report in IH, Vol. I, pp. 162-3; Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 273-4

(Hallma nearly rejects Muhammad).
97 There is apparently a lacuna in Vat. between fos. 40b and 41b, and only the end of this

story has been preserved. For the complete episode see C, pp. 94-5.
98 Compare, for example, the laconic description in IS, Vol. I, p. 113, of Hallma's

encounter with the Jews.
99 Vat., fos. 43b-4b, and C, pp. 98-103, are at variance. The latter is more elaborate.
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100 For the same see Bidaya, Vol. II, p. 276; Salihl, Subul, Vol. I, p. 474 (both quote
Muslim's Sahih).

101 For an allusion to this see IH, Vol. I, p. 167. There is a similar version in Salihl, Subul,
Vol. I, pp. 475-6. For a laconic sentence see Nihaya, Vol. XVI, p. 85.

102 Vat., fos. 44b-6a, seems to suffer from a lacuna.
103 C, pp. 106-62 (pp. 113-28 are missing in the copy in my possession and I have used

instead the Cairo edition of 1330/1912, pp. 93-106); al-MajlisI, Bihar, Vol. XVI,
pp. 20-76; London, British Library MS BM Or. 4281, fos. 92b-130a; Berlin MS
Pet. 628 (Ahlwardt, No. 9526), fos. 116a-130a. Al-MajlisI, Bihar, Vol. XV, p. 282,
contains also the episode of Muhammad's sore eye (ramd or ramda) and the miracle
involved. Cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Wafa' bi-ahwal al-mustafa (Cairo, 1386/1966), Vol. I,
p. 101. Muhammad's role as an arbitrator in the dispute over rebuilding the Ka'ba
appears in al-MajlisT, Bihar, Vol. XV, pp. 383-4; C, pp. 104-5; London, British
Library MS BM Or. 4281, fos. 92b-93a. It could be a short echo of "Hadlth bunyan
al-Ka'ba" in IH, Vol. I, pp. 192-9; Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 298-305.

104 Thematically, the different versions are almost identical. There is also a general
similarity in phrasing. For example, in Vat. and C we find the phrase thumma raja (na
ila'l-hadith (fo. 24a and p. 46, respectively), at exactly the same point, which suggests
a careful copying from a common text. A comparison between Nos. IX and XI in
n. 15 above reveals a close approximation to the extent that even the poetical verses
vary only slightly, at least until about the middle of the work. The differences increase,
however, in its second half. No. VIII in n. 15 above seems to form an independent
version, since it provides a sira in the manner of Ibn Hisham's (i.e., the chapter on
Muhammad's mission (mab'ath) included). The same can be observed as regards
No. IV, although it ends with mabda' al-wahyi. My impression is that the Berlin and
London manuscripts use a more colloquial style than the version which served as
a basis for the Cairo printed edition (or was this edition "corrected" stylistically?).
Compare, c.g.,fa-lamma sara ibn sab'a sinin (No. II, fo. 93a; No. VI, fo. 86a) with fa-
lamma balagha (No. XI, p. 96). Compare also tkhallihi yakhruj (No. II, fo. 93a;
No. VI, fo. 86a) with tatrukinahu (No. XI, p. 97). There are, it should be noted,
differences in the lines of poetry interwoven throughout the Anwar. Compare, e.g., the
following passages in Vat. and C: fo. l la and p. 22, respectively; fos. llb-12a and
pp. 23—4; fo. 23b and p. 45; fo. 25a and p. 46. There are two lines in C which recur
several times (e.g., p. 20) and are missing in Vat. In other manuscripts there are
additions which seem late when compared with Vat. See, e.g., Berlin MS Pet. 628
(Ahlwardt, No. 9526), fos. 5b-9a, where an extended passage ends as follows:
"thumma narji' alan ila ma qalahu Abu'l-Hasan al-Bakrl". A comparison among the
available manuscripts and the edited versions of al-Bakn's sira leads me to one major
observation concerning the treatment of this particular work by its copyists. I think it
stands half-way between a scholarly text and a popular romance. That is to say, while
critical, modern editions of works in historical, religious, and other scholarly fields
have established that these works had been copied with general accuracy, with
resultant minimal textual variations, versions of popular siyar demonstrate total
laxity on the part of the storytellers or copyists. The case of al-Bakn's text, however,
is a category in itself: no two versions are identical, yet the differences are not
so pronounced as to create totally different stories, as is often the case with the
siyar.

105 IH, Vol. I, pp. 180-2, 188; IS, Vol. I, pp. 121-30; Tabart, Vol. I, pp. 1124-5; Bidaya,
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Vol. II, pp. 283-6, 293^; Nihaya, Vol. XVI, pp. 90-2, 95-7; Salihl, Subul, Vol. II,
pp. 188-91,214-17.

106 Muhammad the child sitting under a tree, the cover (ghimama) over his head, and the
banquet prepared by the monk are motifs which appear in the standard versions of the
story of Bahlra. See, e.g., IH, Vol. I, pp. 181, 188; IS, Vol. I, p. 130; Tabarl, Vol. I,
pp. 1124-5; Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 283, 285; Nihaya, Vol. XVI, pp. 9(M, 96; Salihl,
Subul, Vol. II, pp. 189,215.

107 Compare Khadlja's vision in the Anwar (e.g., al-MajlisT, Bihar, Vol. XVI, pp. 48-9),
with a faint echo in IS, Vol. I, pp. 130-1.

108 E.g., al-MajlisT, Bihar, Vol. XVI, pp. 53-76.
109 Compare ibid., pp. 55-6, with the brief sentence in IS, Vol. I, p. 131.
110 The marriage of Muhammad to Khadlja receives a very brief treatment in IH, Vol. I,

p. 190; IS, Vol. I, pp. 131-3; Tabarl, Vol. I, p. 1129; Bidaya, Vol. II, p. 294; Nihaya,
Vol. XVI, pp. 97-8; Salihl, Subul, Vol. II, pp. 222-4. All standard versions are mainly
concerned with the question who was Khadlja's mentor in the engagement procedure:
her father or a relative?

111C, pp. 163-76, has an appendix entitled Hadith inshiqaq al-qamar, attributed to
al-Bakrl. For a different version of this story in the romance Slrat Antar see Urbain
Vermeulen, "L'Apparition du prophete dans la Slrat 'Antar'", Quaderni di Studi
Arabi 7(1989), 153-61.

112 Vat., fo. 5a and C, p. 12, are at variance.
113 Vat., fo. 8b; C, p. 17.
114 This term is missing in C.
115 See n. 30 above.
116 Vat., fo. 7a. This is missing in C.
117 Vat., fo. 9b; C, p. 17.
118 Vat., fo. 10b; C, p. 20.
119 Vat., fo. 12b; C, p. 25 (more elaborate). The prediction of the destruction of the Jews

by 'Abd al-Muttalib is repeated in Vat., fo. 13b; C, p. 27. The motif of Jewish prior
knowledge of the birth of Muhammad (or Ahmad) appears in various '"scholarly"
versions. See, e.g., Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 267-8.

120 Vat.,fo. 13b; C, p. 27.
121 DahiyainC.
122 Vat.,fo. 15a.
123 Ibid., fo. 22a. In C, p. 43, they send spies. Cf. Abu'l-Hasan 'All al-Mas'QdI(?), Ithbat

al-wasiyya li'l-imam 'All b. Ab'iTalib (Najaf, 1374/1955), p. 105. It is noteworthy that
in C, p. 53, the Jews are also blamed for an attempt to poison 'Abd al-Muttalib's fam-
ily after the sacrifice episode. In Vat., fos. 27b-28a, these are kahana of Quraysh.

124 Vat, fos. 30a-31a; C, pp. 56-7.
125 Vat., fos. 27b-8a; C, p. 53.
126 Vat., fos. 32b-3a; C, p. 60.
127 Vat., fo. 7a; missing in C. Cf., however, C, p. 17, where there is a vague reference to

this dream.
128 Vat., fos. 21a-b; C, p. 42. Cf. Rubin, "Light", 64 and n. 22. This dream should be

compared with that recounted in Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 317-18: 'Abd al-Muttalib dreams
of a tree reaching Heaven and its branches stretching to East and West. A light comes
out of the tree, brighter than the light of the sun, and gets brighter each hour. All nations
(al- 'arab wa'l- 'ajam) prostrate themselves before the tree. One group of Qurayshites
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cling to the branches and another group try to cut the tree down. At their rear there is
the most handsome lad who "breaks their backs and plucks their eyes". The kahin
predicts to 'Abd al-Muttalib that one of his descendants will be "king of East and
West" and the founder of a new religion (wa-yadinu lahu an-nas). Ironically, fAbd
al-Muttalib is ignorant of the identity of this descendant, and has Abu Talib in mind.

129 Vat., fo. 29b. In C, p. 55, the equation apes = Jews is explicit.
130 It is noteworthy that in Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 332^47, there is a chapter entitled "hawatif

al-jann" ("The Invisible Calls of the Demon"), which is based on quotations from a
collection (entitled hawatif al-jinn wa- rajib ma yuhka ran al-kuhhan), compiled by
Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Ja'far al-Khara'itl (d. 939. See "al-Khara'itl", El2). One of
the stories in it is about a kahin who tells eUmar, at the time of his caliphate, of a dream
he had about the rise of the Prophet. 'Umar himself tells of a hatifht had heard, prior
to his conversion to Islam, concerning the Message. A hatif announces to the hunafa'
Zayd b. 'Amr b. Nufayl and Waraqa b. Nawfal the imminent birth of Muhammad.

131 Vat., fo. 5a; C, p. 10. Contrast IS, Vol. I, pp. 78-9: Hashim marries Salma because of
the good impression she makes on him.

132 Vat., fo. 10b; C, p. 20.
133 Vat., fo. 12b; C, p. 24.
134 Vat., fo. 20a; C, pp. 54-5.
135 Vat., fo. 34b; C, p. 82.
136 Vat., fo. 37b; C, p. 89.
137 Vat, fo. 38a; C, p. 90.
138 See A. J. Wensinck and L. Gardet, "IblTs", El2.
139 Vat., fos. 6b-7a; C, p. 14. In C there is the additional interesting observation, which

seems to be a later insertion: "At that time the Devil (shaytan) used to come in the
open, captivate people's minds, and order them to and prevent them from certain
deeds; they were deceived by him and regarded him as a human being."

140 Vat., fo. 9a; C, pp. 16-17.
141 For the Devil appearing in the assembly of Quraysh on the eve of Muhammad's

migration to Medina and his manoeuvring the assembly to pass a death verdict on the
Prophet see Tabari, Vol. I, pp. 1229-31.

142 Vat., fo. 3a; C, p. 6. Cf. Rubin, "Light", 93, quoting al-Mas'udl's (?), Ithbat, and
Kharghushl.

143 Vat., fol. 12b (shaytan); C, p. 24 (Iblls).
144 Vat, fo. 6b.
145 Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 252-305: "Kitab slrat rasul Allah."
146 Cf. ibid., p. 289. See further J. W. Fuck, "Fidjar", El2.
147 Cf. Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 290-3. See further Ch. Pellat, "Hilf al-Fudul", El2.
148 Cf. Bidaya, Vol. II, pp. 298-305.
149 E.g., ibid., pp. 279-80.
150 There are numerous examples. See, for instance, the version of sharh as-sadr in ibid.,

pp. 274-9. For a critical approach see ibid., pp. 284-5.
151 Ibid., pp. 259-62: "Bab mawlid rasul Allah". See also Nihaya, Vol. XVI, pp. 67-8.
152 Bidaya, Vol. II, p. 265.
153 Ibid., p. 173.
154 Ibid., p. 267.
155 Ibid., pp. 267-70.
156 For the full name see, e.g., the source cited in n. 1 above; Berlin MS We. 517
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(Ahlwardt, No. 9138), fos. 2a, 18a; Tubingen MS Ma VI 142, fo. 32a. The name
Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Bakrl appears in Berlin MS We. 702 (Ahlwardt, No.
8989/2). For the name Abu'l-Hasan 'AIT al-Bakrl see Berlin MS We. 702 (Ahlwardt,
No. 9054/2). For Abu'l-Hasan b. Ahmad al-Bakrl see Berlin MS We. 128 (Ahlwardt,
No. 9624), fo. 79a.

157 Al-MajlisT confused "our" al-Bakrl with one 'Ala' ad-DIn Abu'l-Hasan 'All al-Bakrl
as-Siddlql (d. 1545 or 1546), a teacher of the Shiite scholar ash-Shahld ath-Thanl
(d. 1559). See al-MajlisT, Bihar, Vol. I, p. 22; Vol. XV, p. 26. See the editor's
arguments (Vol. XV, p. 26 n. 1) against this erroneous identification. See also Aqa
Buzurg at-Tehranl, adh-DharVa ila tasanif ash-ShVa (Beirut, 1978-83), Vol. II,
pp. 409-11. For 'Ala' ad-DIn AbQ'l-Hasan 'AIT al-Bakrl see Ibn 'Imad, Shadharat
adh-dhahab (Beirut, 1979), Vol. VIII, pp. 292-3.

158 Wiistenfeld saw the Hamburg manuscript of the Anwar (n. 15, No. VIII above). See
Ferdinand Wustenfeld (ed.), Das Leben Muhammeds nach Muhammed Ibn Ishak
(Gottingen, 1858-9), Vol. II, pp. li-lii. Elsewhere Wustenfeld identified the author
of the Anwar as Abu'l-Makarim Shams ad-DIn Muhammad b. 'Abd ar-Rahman (see
on him n. 13, No. X above). See further for this confusion F. Wustenfeld, Die
Geschichtschreiber der Araber und ihre Werke (Gottingen, 1882), No. 520: "Er soil
auch eine Chronik geschrieben haben."

159 Shark majanl al-adabfi hada'iq aWarab (Beirut, 1886-8), Vol. I, p. 312, reference
in Zirikll, al-Arlam, 2nd edn (Cairo, 1954-7), Vol. I, pp. 148-9. The latter goes even
further to mention al-Bakrl's year of death as 250 (865), without documentation. In
the Sharh, a book entitled Kitab al-hukm is attributed to al-Bakrl. For dating al-Bakrl
to the ninth century see more recently G. Levi Delia Vida, "Manoscriti Arabi di
origine Spagnola nella Biblioteca Vaticana", Collectanea Vaticana in honor em
Anselmi M. Card. Abbareda, Studi e Testi 220 (Vatican City, 1962), pp. 167-8. See
also Rosenthal, Historiography, p. 191 n. 1.

160 Ahlwardt suggested as a terminus post quern the year 694 (1295), since in one of the
works attributed to al-Bakrl there are quotations from two authors who died in that
year. See Ahlwardt, No. 9624. These quotations, however, in the light of more recent
information (see below), cannot be regarded as part of the original text. Paret
suggested as a terminus ante quern the year 784 (1382), citing a Turkish manuscript in
the Dresden Library, written in that year, and quoting from one of al-Bakrl's works
(the Anwar). See Paret, Maghazi, p. 156. For this manuscript see H. O. Fleischer,
Catalogus Codicum . . . Dresdensis (Leipzig, 1831), Nos. 31, 35, 47, 106, 147, 175
(all are fragments of Siyer-i nabi by Mustafa b. Yusuf ad-Darlr; see below). The year
of ad-Darlr's death is actually 1388, not 1382. See Ernst J. Grube, "The Siyar-i
Nabi of the Spencer Collection in the New York Public Library", Atti del secondo
congresso internationale di arte turca (Venice, 1963), esp. 155 n. 1. Still an earlier
terminus known to Paret is 764 (1363), the year of the death of the famous compiler
of biographies, Khalll b. Aybak as-Safadl, who criticized al-Bakrl's "unsurpassed
lies". The quotation from as-Safadl first appeared in Majani al-adab (Beirut, 1885),
Vol. II, p. 234 n. See Paret, Maghazi, p. 156. In the most recent treatment of al-Bakrl
Rosenthal pushed the terminus ante quern back to 694 (1295), the date of the Vatican
manuscript of the Anwar. Rosenthal warned, however, that this dating is "highly
speculative". See "al-Bakrl".

161 Seen. 159 above.
162 Raif Georges Khoury, Les Legendes prophetiques dans V Islam depuis le Ierjusquau
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Hie siecle de VHegire (Wiesbaden, 1978), pp. 341-4. Khoury makes no comment
about al-Bakrl.

163 Cf. Levi Delia Vida, "Manoscriti".
164 For the identity of the copyist see Khoury, Legendes, p. 37.
165 Rosenthal, "al-Bakrl".
166 For these see, e.g., A. A. Duri, "The Iraq School of History to the Ninth Century -

A Sketch", in Bernard Lewis and P. M. Holt (eds.), Historians of the Middle East
(London, 1962), pp. 47-8.

167 For Ibn Sharya and the question of his historicity see A. A. Duri, The Rise of
Historical Writing among the Arabs (Princeton, 1983), p. 16 n. a. For al-Kisa'T see
T. Nagel, "Al-Kisa'T, Sahib Kisas al-Anbiya"\ £/2; Jan Pauliny, "Kisa'I und sein
Werk Kitab 'Aga'ib al-Malakut: Untersuchungen zur arabischen religiosen Volks-
literatur", Graecolatina et Orientalia 6 (1974), 160-75; Aviva Schussman, Stories of
the Prophets in Muslim Tradition (in Hebrew) (Jerusalem, 1981).

168 For these see n. 13 above.
169 Paret, Maghazi y pp. 155-6. For Paret's list of maghazi works which are attributed to

al-Bakrl see pp. 1-14, 16-27, 33-6, 38-44, 49-59, 64-83, 96-7, 99-106, 108-11,
118-22, 125-7, 128-30, 131, 136-9, 142-5. N. 13 above lists further maghazi
fragments which carry the same attribution.

170 Rosenthal, "al-Bakrl".
171 See Nos. XIX, XXIV in n. 13 above.
172 Berlin MS We. 132 (Ahlwardt, No. 9628), fo. 93b. For further information on him see

£/2, s.v.
173 See No. XXIII in n. 13 above.
174 Reference as n. 172 above. For further information on him see, e.g., G. Levi Delia

Vida, "Salman al-FarisI", EIK
175 See Ahlwardt, No. 9005.
176 Ibid., No. 9015.
177 See H. A. R. Gibb, "Abu Mikhnaf \ £/2; Ursula Sezgin, Abu Mifrnaf, ein Beitrag zur

Historiographie der umaiyadischen Zeit (Leiden, 1971).
178 Ahlwardt, No. 9046; al-Bakn - Muhammad b. Qatad - Zayd b. 'All. I have been

unable to identify al-Bakrl's sources in this isnad. The title, however, is not found in
Sezgin, Abu Mifrnaf

179 Vat., fos. la, 3a.
180 Israel Wolfensohn, Ka'b al-Ahbar und seine Stellung im Hadlth und in der islamis-

chen Legendenliteratur (Gelnhausen, 1933), pp. 62-81. See also Haim Schwarzbaum,
Biblical and Extra-Biblical Legends in Islamic Folk-Literature (Walldorf-Hessen,
1982), pp. 56, 148-9.

181 Wolfensohn, Ka% p. 65.
182 Ibid., p. 86.
183 Raif Georges Khoury, Wahb B. Munabbih, pt I: Der Heidelberger Papyrus PSR Heid.

Arab. 23 (Wiesbaden, 1972), pp. 12, 222^1. See also Schwarzbaum, Legends,
pp. 58-62, 151-2.

184 Duri, Historical Writing, p. 133. Duri notes that Wahb's Maghazi was not referred to
in sira books. Is al-Bakn's Anwar an exception in this regard?

185 Kisa'I, Qisas al-anbiya', ed. Isaac Eisenberg (Leiden, 1922), passim; The Tales of the
Prophet ofal-Kisa' iy trans. Thackston, Jr, p. 337 n. 1. For Ibn 'Abbas's importance as
regards the legends known as isra' iliyyat and the attribution to him of anonymous
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hadith reports see Gordon Darnell Newby, The Making of the Last Prophet: A
Reconstruction of the Earliest Biography of Muhammad (Columbia, S.C., 1989),
p. 10. See also Schwarzbaum, Legends, pp. 57-8,150. Other authorities mentioned in
al-Bakri's isnad (Vat., fo. la) are Abu Muhammad 'Abbas (?) b. 'Abd Allah (d. 880
or 881. See Ibn Hajar al-' AsqalanI, Tahdh Ib at-tahdh ib (Hyderabad, 1325-7/1907-9),
Vol. V, pp. 119-20); Fadl b. Ja'far (b.) 'Abd Allah (d. 871 or 872. See Tahdhlb,
Vol. VIII, p. 269); Abu Muhammad al-Balkhl (= as-STrl (?) b. 'Uthman), whom I am
unable to identify.

186 Abu Ishaq Ahmad ath-Tha'labl, Arais al-majalis (Cairo, 1950), pp. 22-3: God sends
Gabriel to bring him qabda min turabiha; then commands Gabriel to bring him qabda
bayda\ "which is the heart of the Earth". The angel takes it from the Prophet's future
grave and dips it in Tanslm. It starts to glitter like a white pearl (durra bayda'). Then
it is dipped in all the streams of Paradise. Cf. p. 24 above. P. 398: 'Abd al-Muttalib
sitting next to Abraha (see n. 64 above). P. 402: the phrase uttered by Abraha as he
learns of the destruction of the church, ahdimuha hajar an hajar an (cf. p. 27 above)
is identical to al-Bakri's phrasing. Ibn Kathlr, Qisas al-anbiya' (Cairo, 1968), Vol. I,
p. 39: Adam is created from a qabda minjamVil-ard. P. 40: Angel of Death taking
sand of turba bayda1. Pp. 50-1: God has a covenant ('ahd wa-mlthaq) with Adam's
descendants.

187 E.g., Berlin MS We. 708 (Ahlwardt, No. 9016) dated 1197 (1783); Berlin MS Pet. 259
(Ahlwardt, No. 9105/8) dated 1260 (1844); Berlin MS We. 702 (Ahlwardt, Nos. 9019,
9020, 9021) dated 1742. Also Berlin MS Pet. 128 (Ahlwardt, No. 9526), fo. 5b, has
an insertion in the text, dealing with the creation of Muhammad, which is not
originally al-Bakn's (fo. 9a: "thumma narji' alan ila ma qalahu Abu'l-Hasan
al-Bakrl") and which appears in a brief form in Tha'labI, Ara'is, p. 22.

188 Watt, "Materials", pp. 25-6.
189 P. Crone, Meccan Trade and the Rise of Islam (Princeton, 1987), pp. 214-30.
190 E.g., Berlin MS We. 702 (Ahlwardt, No. 8993/2), fo. 130b. Paret, Maghazi, pp. 155-6,

lists other Berlin manuscripts.
191 Duri, "Iraq School", p. 47.
192 See No. IX in n. 15 above.
193 Al-MajlisI, £/Mr, Vol. I, p. 41.
194 For an assumption about al-Bakrl's Shiism, based on the (apparently erroneous)

postulate that he wrote Wafat Fatima, and that his rejection by the Sunnis stemmed
from his Shiism, see at-Tehranl, Dharl'a, Vol. II, pp. 410-11.

195 Tarif Khalidi, Islamic Historiography: The Histories of Masudi (Albany, 1975),
pp. 58-9.

196 See n. 12, No. VI and n. 13, Nos. XV, XVI, XVIII, XIX, XXIX above. See also
Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte des arabisches Schrifttums, Vol. I (Leiden, 1967), p. 278
n. 1. For 'AIT as depicted in (al-Bakrl's) maghazi literature see Paret, Maghazi,
pp. 190-200.

197 Vat., fo. 24a; C, pp. 46-7. In C, however, the "elders of Quraysh and Banu 'Abd
Manaf' are credited with the initial move against 'Abd al-Muttalib, and only after-
wards does Abu Talib hold on to 'Abd Allah and offer himself as a sacrifice instead.
Abu Talib's speech is longer in Vat.

198 M. J. Kister, "The Slrah Literature", in A. F. L. Beeston et al. (eds.), Arabic Litera-
ture to the End of the Umayyad Period (Cambridge, 1983), p. 362.

199 This is found only in Vat.
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200 Vat., fo. 33b. In addition, there is material which appears only in C: Abu Talib
confronts Abu Jahl (pp. 69-71); Abu Talib expresses sorrow upon 'Abd Allah's death
(p. 82); the prophecy of Satlh the kahin as regards 'AIT (pp. 69-73).

201 Charles Pellat, "Mas'udI et rimamisme", in Le Shi'isme imdmite (Paris, 1970),
pp. 69-90, raises some doubts about the attribution of the Ithbat to al-Mas'Qdl. He
concludes, however, that there are no firm reasons to reject the authenticity of the
work. His opinion is shared by Corbin (ibid., p. 90). My own inclination, based on the
comparison of al-Mas'Qdl's Muriij with the passages in the Ithbat dealing with the
motif of nur Muhammadl, is to reject al-Mas'udl's authorship of the Ithbat.

202 Already Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalanl (d. 1449) had concluded, on the basis of al-Mas' udl's
own writings, that he was a Shiite as well as a Mu'tazilite. See Pellat, "Mas'udI",
p. 71; Ahmad M. H. Shboul, al-Masudi & his World: A Muslim Humanist and his
Interest in Non-Muslims (London, 1979), p. 39. Medieval and modern Shiite writers
considered him a Shiite rawi. See Pellat, "Mas'Odl", pp. 71-2; Shboul, Masudi,
pp. 39, 40. Al-Mas'Qdl's Shiism has also been argued for by modern scholars. See
Andre Miquel, La Geographie humaine du monde musulman jusquau milieu du
lie siecle, Vol. I (Paris, 1967), pp. 205-8. Miquel even claims (unconvincingly,
according to Shboul, pp. 39-40) that al-Mas'udl was a traveller who propagated the
Shiite, perhaps Isma'IlI, creed. For more discussion of al-Mas'udl's possible Shi'ism
see Khalidi, Islamic Historiography, pp. 136-45; Pellat, "Mas'udl", pp. 69-77;
Shboul, Masudi, p. 40.

203 Following is a list of similarities (I have used the 4th impression (Najaf, 1374/1955).
P. 90: some similarity in the story of the creation of the special substance (qabda
bayda'); pp. 91-9: a very elaborate version of the transfer of the light to Hashim;
p. 99: Hashim's dream about Salma; p. 99: Hashim rejects offers of marriage; p. 103:
'Abd al-Muttalib whispers in the ear of the elephant, which goes down on its knees;
p. 109: the story of 'Abd Allah's marriage; pp. 110, 111: certain phrases concerning
the birth of the Prophet are identical; pp. 112-13: similarities in 'Abd al-Muttalib's
report of his experiences at the time of Muhammad's birth.

204 One can point out the parts of the Anwar which were incorporated into Darlr's Siyer
by studying the contents of the Turkish edition of the text and the list of illustrations
in Carol G. Fisher, "The Pictorial Cycle of the 'Siyer-I Nebi': A Late Sixteenth
Century Manuscript of the Life of Muhammad', unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Michigan State University (1981), p. 268, No. 71 ("The Story of the Love of the
Soothsayer Zerka for Abdullah" - compare p. 28 above), and illustrations on pp. 159,
261,263,332 (Nos. 9,10,11,12), 333 (Nos. 17,18), 334 (Nos. 38,39,47,51,52,53),
and 335 (Nos. 58, 63).

205 V. Minorsky, The Chester Beatty Library: A Catalogue of the Turkish Manuscripts
and Miniatures (Dublin, 1958), pp. 30-1; Carol G. Fisher, "A Reconstruction of the
Pictorial Cycle of the Siyar-i Nabi of Murad 111", Ars Orientalis 14 (1984), 75-94;
Zeren Tanindi, Siyer-i Nebi: An Illustrated Cycle of the Life of Muhammad and its
Place in Islamic Art, pt 2, English trans. Maggie Quigly-Pinar (Istanbul, 1984),
pp. 10-11. There is a modern Turkish translation of Darlr's work by M. Frank
Gurtunel (Istanbul, 1977), which I have been unable to consult.

206 Barquq's original patronage of this work was commemorated in the frontispiece of the
Ottoman manuscript. It depicts Darlr kissing the hand of the Mamluk ruler. See Esin
Atil, "Mamluk Painting in the Late Fifteenth Century", Muqarnas 2 (1984), 169 and
171 n. 15. Cf. E. Atil (ed.), Turkish Art (Washington, D.C., 1980), pp. 198, 206-7,
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figs. 100-1. For the artistic value of one surviving part see Ernst J. Grube, "The
Siyar-i Nabi of the Spencer Collection in the New York Public Library", Atti del
secondo congresso internazionale di arte turca (Venice, 1963), 149-76; Fisher,
"Reconstruction"; idem, "Pictorial Cycle"; Emil Esin, Turkish Miniature Painting
(Rutland, 1960), pp. 14-21. Eighty miniatures of the part preserved at the Topkapi
Sarayi are reproduced in Zeren Tanindi, Siyer-i Nebi: Islam Tasvir sanatinda Hz.
Muhammed in Hayat (Istanbul, 1984).

207 Anwar G. Chejne, Islam and the West: The Moriscos, a Cultural and Social History
(Albany, 1983), pp. 98 and 198 n. 13. I am indebted to Dr H. T. Norris of the
University of London for this reference. Chejne suggests (p. 113) that the Anwar was
popular because the theme of preordination at creation suited Morisco spiritual needs
at a time when their Prophet was denied and vilified. For a summary of the Anwar,
based on a manuscript at the Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid (BMM 4995), see
pp. 98-101. Chejne dates al-Bakrl to 1493-1545, gives his name as Ahmad b.
Muhammad, and identifies him as an Egyptian scholar.

208 Chejne, Islam and the West, pp. 98, 162, has two slightly different titles of the work.
209 Most of the surviving manuscripts date to these centuries. See n. 15 above.
210 C,p.4.

3 The festival of Nawruz: a world turned upside down

1 Khitat, Vol. I, p. 269: "wa-lam yabqa alan li'n-nas min al-faragh ma yaqtadl dhalika
wa-la min ar-rifh wa'1-batar ma yujib lahum 'amaluhu".

2 Mary Boyce, "Iranian Festivals", in Ehsan Yarshater (ed.), The Cambridge History of
Iran, Vol. Ill, pt 2: The Seleucid, Parthian and Sasanian Periods (Cambridge, 1983),
pp. 794,797-8; Ehsan Yarshater, "Nawruz", in Mircea Eliade (ed.), The Encyclopedia
of Religion (16 vols., New York, 1987), vol. X.

3 See U. Huart and H. Masse, "Djamshld", El2.
4 Khitat, Vol. I, p. 268; Subh, Vol. II, p. 418; Nihaya, Vol. I, p. 185; Yarshater,

"Nawruz", referring to the Shahnama.
5 The source is allegedly Wahb (b. Munabbih). See Khitat, Vol. I, p. 262.
6 The source is allegedly *Abd Allah (b. 'Abbas); the mediator of this information is the

Damascene chronicler Ibn 'Asakir. See ibid., pp. 267-8.
7 Shaul Shaked, "Aspekte vom Noruz, dem iranischen Neujahrsfest", in Jan Assmann

and Theo Sundermeier (eds.), Studien zum VerstehenfremderReligionen, Vol. I: Das
Fest und das Heilige (Gutersloh, 1991), p. 90 n. 5.1 am indebted to Professor Joseph
Sadan of Tel-Aviv University for drawing my attention to this article.

8 Khitat, Vol. I, pp. 268, 494. See also al-Blrunl, The Chronology of Ancient Nations,
trans. C. Edward Sachau (London, 1879), p. 199. For an expanded and somewhat
different version of the Solomon legend see Tabari, Vol. I, pp. 586-97. The story
about Solomon is an exegesis on Qur'an XXXVIII/34, and, according to scholarly
opinion, derives from Talmudic material. See D. Sidersky, Les Origines des legendes
musulmanes dans le Coran et dans les vies des prophetes (Paris, 1933), p. 120.

9 Khitat, Vol. I, p. 268.
10 This tribe, we are informed, is the one mentioned in Qur'an 11/244: "Knowest thou not

of those who went forth from their homes in their thousands, fearing death? Allah said
to them: be you as the dead. Thereafter He bestowed life upon them."

11 Boyce, "Iranian Festivals", pp. 798-800; Yarshater, "Nawruz"; Muhammad Manazir
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Ahsan, Social Life under the Abbasids 170-289 AH 786-902 AD (London, 1979),
p. 286. Ahsan rejects all these explanations as improbable, but leaves the issue at this.
For further information in Islamic sources on the customs see especially al-Blrunl,
Chronology, pp. 200-4.

12 Al-BIrunl, Chronology, pp. 202-3; Subh, Vol. II, p. 419.
13 Michael Morony, Iraq after the Muslim Conquest (Princeton, 1984), pp. 201-2;

Snaked, "Noruz".
14 Shabushtl, ad-Diyarat (Baghdad, 1966), p. 39 and n. 37; Adam Mez, The Renaissance

of Islam (London, 1937), p. 424.
15 Der Diwan des Abdallah ibn al-Mu'tazz, ed. B. Lewin, Vol. IV (Istanbul, 1945),

pp. 61-2. Cf. Muhammed b. Yahya as-SulI, Ash 'ar awlad al-khulafa', ed. J. Hy worth-
Dunne (Cairo, 1936), p. 249.1 owe these two references and the English translation to
Professor Shmuel Moreh of the Hebrew University.

16 Tabari, Vol. Ill, p. 2163, ref. in R. Levy, "Nawruz", EIK
17 Ignaz Goldziher, Muslim Studies, Vol. I (London, 1967), p. 192 n. 5.
18 For September in the agricultural cycle in Roman Egypt see Naphtali Lewis, Life in

Egypt under Roman Rule (Oxford, 1983), p. 115.
19 Suluk, Vol. IV, p. 875; Nuzha, Vol. Ill, p. 241. For Nawruz coinciding with the height

of the Nile in Mamluk times see, e.g., Suluk, Vol. IV, pp. 618, 728, 881, 903, 927,
1164.

20 In the celebration in 1122 presents were exchanged between the leading officials in
the Fatimid court. See Ibn Muyassar, AkhbarMisr (Choix de passages de la chronique
d'Egypte d'lbn Muyassar), ed. Ayman Fuad Sayyid (Cairo, 1981), p. 92.

21 flad&'i \ Vol. I, pt 2, pp. 364-5.
22 See EI\ s.v.
23 Ibn Ma'mun al-Bata'ihl, Passages de la chronique d'Egypte, ed. Ayman F. Sayyid

(Cairo, 1983), p. 65; Khitat, Vol. I, pp. 68, 69, French trans. R. G. Coquin, "Les Fetes
coptes vues par les Musulmans", Nouvelle revue du Caire 2 (1978), 72.

24 Bada'i \ Vol. I, pt 2, p. 364. For wine drinking see also Madkhal, Vol. II, p. 51; Khitat,
Vol. I, p. 269.

25 Madkhal, Vol. II, pp. 48, 49. Barbara Langner, Untersuchungen zur historischen
Volkskunde Agyptens nach mamlukischen Quellen (Berlin, 1983), pp. 61-2, suggests,
on the basis of comparative data, that slapping with leather originated in fertility
rituals. For flogging as a pagan rite see Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, Carnival in
Romans (New York, 1979), pp. 308-9.

26 Madkhal, Vol. II, p. 49; Bada'i', Vol. I, pt 2, p. 364; Subh, Vol. II, pp. 429-30.
According to Khitat, Vol. I, p. 69, and Suluk, Vol. I, pp. 136-7, the throwing of eggs
and slapping were first introduced in the year 1196.

27 Madkhal, Vol. II, pp. 51-2.
28 Arabic mu'annathun, which probably has the meaning of mutakhannithun, namely,

those imitating women. See, e.g., Shihab ad-Din (Ahmad b. Hamdan al-Adhru'T)
(d. 1381), Fatwa, Berlin MS Landberg 1019 (Ahlwardt, No. 5405), fo. 38a. G. Wiet,
in his edition of Khitat (Cairo, 1911-27), Vol. IV, p. 248, and n. 13, translates
"mignons". The rendering in the Bulaq edition of Khitat, Vol. I, p. 269, al-mughanun
("singers"), is probably erroneous (or is this word a euphemism?). Transvestism in
medieval Islam is a phenomenon we know little about, and information seems
meagre. Around 865 the prefect of Cairo imprisoned mu annathun. See Khitat,
Vol. I, p. 313. Ibn Baydakln at-Turkumanl in his "an\\-bida"y tract (see Chapter 5
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above), written in ca 1300, condemned transvestites. See his Kitab al-luma' fVl-
hawadith wa'l-bida\ ed. Subhi Labib (Cairo, 1986), Vol. I, p. 93.

29 Khitat, Vol. I, p. 269, quoting al-Qadl al-Fadil.
30 Arabic samajat. See p. 42 above. For samajat as masquerades see Joseph Sadan,

"Kings and Craftsmen: A Pattern of Contrast", Studia Islamica 56 (1982), 41 n. 77;
Shmuel Moreh, "Live Theatre in Medieval Islam", in Moshe Sharon (ed.), Studies in
Islamic History and Civilization in Honour of Professor David Ayalon (Jerusalem,
1986), p. 572; Moreh, "The Background of Medieval Arabic Theatre: Hellenistic,
Roman and Persian Influences", paper read at the Third International Colloquium on
"From Jahiliyya to Islam", Jerusalem, 1985, pp. 16, 35, 37. In a private communi-
cation to me Moreh made a distinction between samajat, "masks", and [arbab]
as-samajat, "actors".

31 Khitat, Vol. I, p. 268, has hila (?). A reading of khayal has been suggested by Paul
Casanova in his French translation of Khitat (Cairo, 1906-20), pt 3, p. 48. It has been
questioned by Wiet in his edition of Khitat, Vol. IV, p. 245, n. 11. However, for the
pair khayal and samajat (performance and masquerade (?)) sub anno 415 (1024), see
Musabbihl, Akhbar Misr, p. 42, quoted also in Khitat, Vol. I, p. 207. For khayal as a
theatrical performance see Moreh, "Live Theatre", esp. pp. 580-2.

32 This is Wiet's suggestion in his edition of Khitat, Vol. IV, p. 245, n. 8. See the
reference cited there, and in Ibn Muyassar, Akhbar Misr, p. 160.

33 Madkhal, Vol. II, pp. 49-50. For students playing (yal'abiin) on the day of Nawruz in
Egypt in the first half of the thirteenth century see Udfu'I, at-Tali as-sa'ld (Cairo,
1966), p. 697. Strikingly enough, there is an identical passage to the one in the
Madkhal in a book entitled Kitab al-hafawat, attributed to Ghars an-Ni'ma
Muhammad (1025-1087 or 1088), son of the famous Hilal as-Sabf I. It describes the
Nawruz celebration in Iraq as follows:

Colleges were shut and the students played; if a professor came in, he was not treated with respect
and might be thrown into the fountain unless he paid a ransom in cash, which the students spent
for food. Muslims drank wine in public and ate cleaned lentils like the dhimmis and joined them
in throwing water on folk, which was wrong because the clinging garments would reveal the
female figure. Respectable people hit each other with water-skins or threw water in their houses
or gardens while common folk did this in the streets. A bad man would wait for this feast, put
a stone or piece of iron in a skin and hit his enemy in the face and kill him, thus not fearing
retaliation since he was one of the crowd.

See A. S. Tritton, "Sketches of Life under the Caliphs (III)", Muslim World 62 (1972),
145, quoting from an unspecified manuscript (Istanbul Topkapi Sarayi MS 2631/2?
Cf. GAL Suppl., Vol. II, p. 922) of the Kitab al-hafawat. It is unclear whether the
striking similarity between the two passages stems from actual similarity in customs
between Egypt and Iraq or the two reports are actually one, referring to either Iraq or
Egypt.

34 What follows is a composite description, based on reports in Bada'i' and Madkhal.
The pertinent passage in Bada'i' is available in three different versions: Bulaq edition
(BOlaq, 1311-12/1893-5), Vol. I, pp. 2 6 3 ^ ; Cairo and Wiesbaden edition, Vol. I,
pt 2, pp. 363-4, considerably more detailed; R. P. A. Dozy, Dictionnaire detaille des
noms des vetements (Amsterdam, 1845), pp. 270-6. Bada'i' refers to a report by
al-MaqrlzI, sub anno AH 787. This would imply a reference to Suluk. A description
of the Nawruz celebrations is missing, however, in the edited text of Suluk. It appears
only in Khitat, Vol. I, pp. 267-9, and is less informative than the text in Bada'i'. There
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are two French translations of the text in the Khitat: Coquin, "Fetes", 72-3; Robert
Griveau, "Les Fetes des Coptes", Patrologia Orientalis 10 (1915), 333-43, defective
as regards various terms. See also Gaston Wiet, "Fetes et jeux au Caire", Al8 (1969),
106-7. The passage in Madkhal, Vol. II, pp. 52-3, has been translated in Moreh,
"Medieval Arabic Theatre", pp. 34-5. Here it is followed with some modification.

35 Bada i' uses the derogatory expression as-sawad al-a 'zam min asafil al- 'awamm, "the
multitude of the lowest commoners".

36 Arabic khalV. Dozy translates "bouffon". For khalV in the sense of "wag, wit and
buffoon all in one", see M. M. Badawi, "Medieval Arabic Drama: Ibn Daniyal",
Journal of Arabic Literature 13 (1982), 92. For khila'a as "profligacy" see Franz
Rosenthal, Gambling in Islam (Leiden, 1975), p. 23.

37 This term appears only in the Cairo and Wiesbaden edition of Bada'i'. Its precise
meaning eludes me.

38 Arabic qawlat-tiba\ Dozy, Dictionnaire detaille, translates "de force musculaire".
39 Madkhal, Vol. II, p. 52: damimfi nafsihi. See also Langner, Untersuchungen, p. 60.
40 For the festive donkey ride as a pagan rite see Le Roy Ladurie, Carnival, pp. 308-9.
41 Subh, Vol. II, p. 429, seems to suggest that not only the name, but the very content,

was borrowed from Iran. G. E. von Grunebaum, Muhammadan Festivals (London,
1951), p. 54, speaks of an Iranian origin without further information on the precise
channel and time of transplantation to Egypt. Cf. Fu'ad 'Abd al-Mu'tl as-Sayyad,
Nawruz wa-atharuhu fV l-adab al- 'arabi (Beirut, 1972), pp. 117-19.

42 There is a striking similarity between a report of a special ritual at the court of the
"Coptic king" (Bada'i\ Bulaq edn, Vol. I, p. 19; the text in the Cairo-Wiesbaden edn,
Vol. I, pt 1, p. 87, is less complete) and at the Iranian court (Subh, Vol. II, pp. 418-19;
Nihaya, Vol. I, p. 186, quoting Ibn al-Muqaffa'). The almost verbatim similarity leads
one to suspect that Ibn Iyas erroneously associated information he had about the
Iranian court ritual with the ancient Egyptian court. Doubts about the provenance of
the text have also been raised by Tan Nida, cited in as-Sayyad, Nawruz, p. 120 n. 1.

43 In AD 507-11 Adur's first day appears to have coincided with the spring equinox. No
Roz was shifted to the first of Adur probably around that time. See Boyce, BSOAS 33
(1970), 528,537. For Bahar Jashn as identical with the late Sasanian No Roz, see ibid.,
529 (in a private communication to me in 1988, Professor Boyce confirmed this
point). In later periods Adur, with the moving Zoroastrian calendar, slipped back to
become a winter month.

44 Metin And, "The Turkish Folk Theatre", Asian Folklore Studies 38 (1979), 160-1.
The similarity between the Egyptian and Iranian processions has also been pointed out
by Moreh, "Medieval Arabic Theatre", p. 17. J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough: A Study
in Magic and Religion, pt 6: The Scapegoat, 3rd edn (London, 1913), p. 403, quotes
al-BIrunl's interpretation of the festival: "because the season, which is the beginning
of Azur or March, coincides with the sun's entry into Aries, for that day they disport
themselves and rejoice because the winter is over".

45 See al-QazwInl, Aja'ib al-makhluqat, ed. F. WUstenfeld (Gottingen, 1849), p. 82.
46 Frazer, Scapegoat, pp. 402-3, quoting Thomas Hyde, Mistoria Religionis Veterum

Persarum (Oxford, 1700), pp. 183, 249-51. For a much shorter version see al-
Qazwlnl (n. 45 above). The subject is briefly treated also in al-Mas'udl, Muruj
adh-dhahab wa-ma'adin al-jawhar, ed. Barbier de Meynard and Pavet de Courteille
(Paris, 1861-77), Vol. Ill, p. 413; al-BIrunl, Chronology, p. 211. Frazer speculated
that the "abrupt disappearance of the Persian clown at a certain hour of the day,
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coupled with the leave given to the populace to thrash him if they found him after-
wards, points plainly enough to the harder fate that probably awaited him in former
days, when he paid with his life for his brief tenure of a kingly crown".

47 This was confirmed to me by Professor Ariel Shisha-Halevi of the Hebrew University
in a private communication in 1988.

48 For Frazer's view see n. 53 below. See more recently Jacques Heers, Fetes desfous et
carnavals (Paris, 1983), pp. 26-8.

49 Frazer, Scapegoat, pp. 306-9, should be modified by more recent studies, especially
his hypothesis about the sacrifice of the Saturnalia king. See, e.g., Nilsson,
"Saturnalia", in Paulys Real-Encyclopddie der klassischen Altertumswissenschaft
(Stuttgart, 1921); H. H. Scullard, Festivals and Ceremonies of the Roman Republic
(London, 1981), pp. 205-7; Eckard Leffevre, "Saturnalien und Palliata", Poetica 20
(1988), 32-46.1 am indebted to my colleague Dr Uri Poznanski for his bibliographi-
cal advice. Frazer's discussion of ancient Mesopotamia (Scapegoat, pp. 354-411)
seems unfounded in the light of more recent research. See, e.g., Walter Burkert,
Structure and History in Greek Mythology and Ritual (Berkeley, 1979), pp. 68-9
and 172 n. 13. I thank my colleague Professor Mordechai Cogan for advice on this
point.

50 For the festival of the Kalends of January and its resemblance to Saturnalia see Michel
Meslin, La Fete des kalendes de Janvier dans V empire romain (Brussels, 1970), esp.
pp. 66-93.

51 Edward Westermarck, Pagan Survivals in Mohammedan Civilisation (London, 1933,
rep. Amsterdam, 1973), pp. 151-3, 163-4, 166. Westermarck's report finds an
interesting parallel in an account of another festival in Fez, Morocco, in the early years
of our own century. It deserves to be quoted in full:

The Mohammedan students of Fez, in Morocco, are allowed to appoint a sultan of their own, who
reigns for a few weeks, and is known as sultan t-tulba, "the Sultan of the Scribes". This brief
authority is put up for auction and knocked down to the highest bidder. It brings some substan-
tial privileges with it, for the holder is freed from taxes thenceforward, and he has the right of
asking a favour from the real sultan. The favour is seldom refused; it usually consists in the
release of a prisoner. Moreover, the agents of the student-sultan levy fines on the shopkeepers
and householders, against whom they trump up various humorous charges. The temporary
sultan is surrounded with the pomp of a real court, and parades the streets in state with music and
shouting, while a royal umbrella is held over his head. With the so-called fines and free-will
offerings, to which the real sultan adds a liberal supply of provisions, the students have enough
to furnish forth a magnificent banquet; and altogether they enjoy themselves thoroughly,
indulging in all kinds of games and amusements. For the first seven days the mock sultan remains
in the college; then he goes about a mile out of the town and encamps on the bank of the river,
attended by the students and not a few of the citizens. On the seventh day of his stay outside the
town he is visited by the real sultan, who grants him his request and gives him seven more days
to reign, so that the reign of "the Sultan of the Scribes" nominally lasts three weeks. But when
six days of the last week have passed the mock sultan runs back to the town by night. This
temporary sultanship always falls in spring, about the beginning of April.

J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough: A Study in Magic and Religion, pt 3: The Dying God,
3rd edn (London, 1911), pp. 152-3 and the source cited there. According to Eug&ne
Aubin, Le Maroc d'aujourd'hui (Paris, 1904), pp. 283-7, the custom goes back to
1665. In that year a local prince granted permission to students, who had assisted him
in a political struggle, to elect a "sultan". Frazer, however, is of the opinion that this
explanation "has all the air of a fiction devised to explain an old custom, of which the
real meaning and origin had been forgotten".
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52 A laconic statement on the celebration of Saturnalia in Egypt in AD 80 can be found
in Naphtali Lewis, Life in Egypt under Roman Rule (Oxford, 1983), p. 24.

53 Samuel Kinser, Carnival, American Style: Mardi Gras at New Orleans and Mobile
(Chicago, 1990), pp. 3-4. According to Kinser, it was humanists and churchmen who
only after 1450 began associating Carnival with Saturnalia and Bacchanalia. Yet five
centuries separate the last mention of customs similar to those of Carnival (Lupercalia
in AD 494) from the first medieval mention of Carnelevare (in 965). Kinser is far more
cautious than Frazer {Scapegoat, p. 312), who was inclined to see Saturnalia and
Carnival as identical. However, one could still challenge Kinser by asking whether a
documentary gap is in itself sufficient proof for a real absence as far as ancient times
are concerned.

54 Khitat, Vol. I, p. 268, quoting Ibn Wasif Shah. For Manawush (?) or Manawus (?) as
a post-diluvian king see the so-called Pseudo-Mas'udl Akhbar az-zaman, ed. 'Abd
Allah as-Sawi (Beirut, 1980), pp. 201-3; Nihaya, Vol. XV, pp. 67-9.

55 G. Maspero, "L'Abrege des merveilles", in Maspero, Etudes de mythologie et
d'archeologie egyptiennes, Vol. VI (Paris, 1912), pp. 472-5; M. A. Murray, "Nawruz,
or the Coptic New Year", Ancient Egypt (1921), 79-81; Murray, "Maqrizi's Names of
the Pharaohs", Ancient Egypt (1924), 52. Murray, an Egyptologist, suggests that
"Menaqiush" be identified as king of the XHIth dynasty. Also £eres Wissa Wassef,
Pratiques rituelles et alimentaires des coptes (Cairo, 1971), p. 29, seems to accept the
medieval reports.

56 Michael Cook, "Pharaonic History in Medieval Egypt", Studia Islamica 57 (1983), 90
n. 1, writes that "most of what he [Maspero] had to say, and particularly his attempt to
make sense of the names of the king-list of the Hermetic history, is best forgotten".
"Hermetic history" is, according to Cook, the expansive and colourful medieval
account of Egyptian history from the earliest antediluvian times through the Flood to
the Exodus. This, Cook argues, "is not an embodiment of a solid Coptic tradition, and
. . . demonstrably Coptic elements are remarkably hard to find in it". It was not known
in the tenth century and, in Cook's view, appeared only in the early eleventh century.
See "Pharaonic Egypt", 71, 78-103.

57 F. Petrie, "The Palace Titles", Ancient Egypt (1924), 115, does not provide details. He
seems to be quite cavalier about the gap of thousands of years.

58 See details in Etienne Driton, Pages d egyptologie (Cairo, 1957), p. 146; Francois
Daumas, Agyptische Kultur im Zeitalter der Pharaonen (Munich, 1969), pp. 451-6.

59 Murray has proposed that the ancient Egyptian name for the New Year festival must
have been sufficiently similar in sound to its Persian supplanter to make it possible for
the latter to supersede it. See "Nawruz", 79. Wissa Wassef, Pratiques, pp. 19, 208,
thinks that the Persian name was applied only after the Arab conquest of Egypt. This,
however, is dismissed by as-Sayyad, Nawruz, p. 119, on the grounds of a report found
in Bada'if (discussed in n. 42 above). Strangely enough, as-Sayyad is not in the least
concerned with the close approximation of the texts and the doubts it raises as regards
the report in Bada'i'.

60 Al-BIrunI, al-Qanun al-Mas'udi (Hyderabad, 1954), Vol. I, p. 264; li'd-duhka. The
same is suggested in al-QazwInl, Aja'ib (n. 45 above), p. 82.

61 Mez, Renaissance, p. 425; Peter D. Molan, "Charivari in a Medieval Egyptian Shadow
Play", al-Masaq 1 (1988), esp. 9-13. For the case of medieval Egypt Molan has used
the text in Khitat only.

62 This view is emphasized by Samuel Kinser, who makes the point that the association
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of Carnival with pagan origins was deliberately perpetuated by late medieval church
reformers, both Catholic and Protestant, and was carried into modern times by folk-
lorists. See Carnival, pp. xvii-xviii, 4-5. For the contrast between Carnival and Lent
see also Peter Burke, Popular Culture in Early Modern Europe (New York, 1978),
p. 188. Burke, however, does not exclude the possibility that "Christian meanings
were superimposed on pagan ones without obliterating them", p. 191.

63 Ingvild Salid Gilhus, "Carnival in Religion: The Feast of Fools in France", Numen 37
(1990), 47 n. 3. Burke suggests that, in a sense "every festival was a miniature
Carnival because it was an excuse for disorder and because it drew from the same
repertoire of traditional forms, which included processions, races, mock battles, mock
weddings, and mock executions". See Popular Culture, p. 199.

64 Burke, Popular Culture, pp. 180-3, 186-8, 189. For pupils beating teachers see also
Jacques Heers, Fetes, jeux etjoutes dans les societes a" Occident a la fin du moyen age
(Montreal, 1971), pp. 130-1; Westermarck, Pagan Survivals, pp. 169-75.

65 Natalie Zemon Davis, "Women on Top", in Davis, Society and Culture in Early
Modern France (Stanford, 1975), pp. 129-30, 136-7, and specific examples there.
Transvestism is still an important feature in the popular belsinckling, a form of
Christmas mumming in the La Havre Islands, Nova Scotia, as well as in Java. See
Roger D. Abrahams and Richard Bauman, "Ranges of Festival Behavior", in Barbara
A. Babcock (ed.), The Reversible World: Symbolic Inversion in Art and Society
(Ithaca, 1978), p. 196; James L. Peacock, "Symbolic Reversal and Social History:
Transvestites and Clowns of Java", ibid., pp. 209-24.

66 For the same opinion see Molan, "Charivari", 6-7.
67 Frazer, Scapegoat, pp. 328-9,338-9. Frazer associated "seasons of unbridled licence"

with intercalary days that had been inserted in ancient calendars in order to equalize
the lunar with the solar years. For Bakhtin and V. Turner see Natalie Zemon Davis,
"The Reasons of Misrule", in Davis, Society and Culture, pp. 122-3.

68 Frazer, Scapegoat, p. 403. See also Mez, Renaissance, p. 426. For the motif of
"king for a day" at the New Year in medieval Samarqand see Frazer, Dying God,
p. 151.

69 Frazer, Scapegoat, pp. 313-39; Stuart Clark, "Inversion, Misrule and the Meaning of
Witchcraft", Past & Present 87 (1980), 101. For the "Lord of Misrule" as a theme
which appears in medieval Egypt, not only in Nawruz festivals but also in literature,
see Badawi, "Medieval Arabic Drama", 95. Accordingly, in Ibn Daniyal's shadow
play Tayf al-khayal, written in the latter part of the thirteenth century, we find the
figures of the mock prince Wisal and his mock employees, who all stand for a
topsy-turvy picture of a princely court. Badawi, significantly, has characterized Wisal
as "the Arabic prince des sots and the Lord of Misrule". One should combine his view
with that of Molan (reference in n. 61 above) that Ibn Daniyal's play is an enactment
of Nawruz, and hence of the theme of "misrule".

70 In the Feast of Fools in late medieval and early modem France, which was celebrated
between Christmas and Epiphany, young clerics roamed masked through the streets.
See Muchembled, Popular Culture, p. 140, and most recently Gilhus, "Carnival", for
the role of the Feast of Fools within the church structure.

71 In Lille, around 1552 and again in 1556, boys and youths in disguise ran through the
streets, throwing ashes at one another, singing dissolute songs, and hitting spectators.
See Muchembled, Popular Culture, pp. 140-1.

72 As part of the celebration of the Feast of the Magi, on 6 January 1525, in the small
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town of Boersch in Lower Alsace, twelve youths in procession, led by a piper and
drummer (and therefore known as the Pfeifferknaben), elected one of their number as
their "king" and went from house to house, as was the custom, begging "a gift for their
king". See Bob Scribner, "Reformation, Carnival and the World turned Upside-
down", Social History 3 (1978), 307. In the carnival in Romans (France), in 1580,
youths searched for alms from house to house. See Le Roy Ladurie, Carnival, pp. 307,
319. In Provence, as late as 1967, the refusal to contribute to the leaders ("abbots") of
groups of youths ("abbeys") on a feast day could result in the enactment of a showy
charivari, that is, a noisy demonstration, approved by public opinion, to humiliate
some wrongdoer in the community. See Lucienne Roubin, "Male and Female Space
in the Provenc.al Community", in Robert Forster and Orest Ranum (eds.), Rural
Society in France: Selections from the Annales (Baltimore, 1977), pp. 163-5.

73 At Saint Quentin (Aisne), toward the end of the sixteenth century, a winner in a Mardi
Gras race was declared roi de chapels and received all due pomp, like a true prince.
He paraded through the streets, flanked by the kings of the two previous years, and
preceded by the captains, lieutenants, and members of the jeunesse. The echevins
of the city invited the new prince to a banquet in the great Council Hall. See
Muchembled, Popular Culture, pp. 143-4.

74 Burke, Popular Culture, pp. 199-200.
75 This question has been raised by Abrahams and Bauman as regards a different cultural

context in "Ranges of Festival Behavior", p. 193.
76 Madkhal, Vol. II, p. 53: "laysa fihi haraj wa-la ahkam taqa'".
77 Burke, Popular Culture, pp. 201-2 and 317 n. 49; Babcock (ed.), Reversible World,

p. 22.
78 Abrahams and Bauman, "Ranges of Festival Behavior", p. 206.
79 Scribner, "Reformation", 319.
80 Clark, "Inversion", 101. See, however, the criticism of the functionalist interpretation

in Stuart Clark, "French Historians and Early Modern Popular Culture", Past &
Present 100 (1983), esp. 91-3.

81 E.g., Max Gluckman, Rituals of Rebellion in South-East Africa (Manchester, 1952).
For rituals of status reversal as reaffirming social structure see also Victor W. Turner,
The Ritual Process.Structure and Anti-Structure (London, 1969), pp. 177, 181,201.

82 Burke, Popular Culture, p. 201; Babcock (ed.), Reversible World, p. 22.
83 The criticism of Gluckman's thesis is less relevant for the present discussion. See

Babcock (ed.), Reversible World, pp. 23-4.
84 Maria Julia Goldwasser, "Carnival", in Mirca Eliade (ed.), Encyclopedia of Religion

(16 vols., New York, 1987), Vol. III.
85 Babcock (ed.), Reversible World, p. 235.
86 Davis, Society and Culture, pp. 97, 130. For examples of political criticism see

pp. 117-19,131.
87 For this function of carnival see Peter Weidkuhn, "Carnival in Basle: Playing History

in Reverse", Cultures 3/1 (1976), 45.
88 For criticism of carnival in late medieval Europe see, e.g., Burke, Popular Culture,

pp. 207-22. For a ban on excessive behaviour in the Nuremberg Carnival of 1469 see
Samuel Kinser, "Presentation and Representation: Carnival at Nuremberg 1450-
1550", Representations 13 (1986), 3.

89 It was banned in the 'Abbasid Caliphate in 895. See Tabarl, Vol. Ill, p. 2144 (ref. in
Mez, Renaissance, p. 424); Nujum, Vol. Ill, pp. 86-7. Two years later, a ban on
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bonfires and on the spraying of water was announced in Baghdad. Yet, as soon as the
ban was removed, "celebrators trespassed all barriers". See Tabarl, Vol. Ill, p. 2163
(ref. in R. Levy, "Nawruz", EIl).

90 For Mihrajan see J. Calmard, "Mihragan", El2; Ahsan, Social Life, pp. 187-90.
91 AbQ 'Umar Muhammad al-Kindl, Kitab al-wulat wa-kitab al-qudat, ed. R. Guest

(Leiden, 1912), p. 269. For dressing in clothes of the opposite sex in the European car-
nival see Scribner, "Reformation", 326.

92 Kind!, Wulat, p. 294 (ref in Mez, Renaissance, p. 425).
93 Khitat, Vol. I, p. 268, quoting Ibn Zulaq; Ibn Muyassar, AkhbarMisr, p. 166; Baaa'i',

Vol.I,ptl,p. 190.
94 Khitat, Vol. I, p. 268, quoting Ibn Zulaq.
95 Musabbihl, Akhbar Misr, p. 46.
96 Suluk, Vol. I, p. 142.
97 Ibid., Vol. Ill, p. 394; lnba\ Vol. I, p. 217.
98 Khitat, Vol. I, p. 269; Bada'i', Vol. I, pt 2, p. 365; Mez, Renaissance, p. 425.
99 Subh, Vol. II, pp. 429-30.

100 lnba\ Hyderabad edition, Vol. VII, p. 369.
101 Faraj, Barquq's immediate successor, who abdicated in 1405, is reported to have

become drunk in the company of his close associates on Nawruz of that year. See
Nujum, Vol. XII, p. 329.

102 See p. 42 and n. 18 above for collecting dates in Egypt in September.
103 J. J. Rifaud, Voyage en Egypte en Nubie et lieux circonvoisins depuis 1805 jusqii en

1827 (Paris, 1830), pi. 46. For details on the author see Warren R. Dawson and Eric
P. Uphill, Who was Who in Egyptology, 2nd edn (London, 1972), p. 249.

104 Murray, "Nawruz", 80.
105 According to Biographisches Lexikon hervorragender Ante 1880-1930, Vol. I

(Munich, 1962), p. 776, Carl Benjamin Klunzinger (1834-1924) studied in Tubingen
and other places, practised medicine for one year at Liebenzell, then studied zoology
in Stuttgart and Munich. In the 1860s and 1870s he served as medical advisor to the
Egyptian government. I owe this information to Professor Shula Volkov and Ms
Adina Stem of Tel-Aviv University. For biographical information see also Hermann
A. L. Degener, Unsere Zeitgenossen, Wer ist's?, 7th edn (Leipzig, 1914), p. 856;
D. Henze, Enzyklopddie der Entdecker und Erforscher der Erde (Graz, 1986),
pp. 43-4.1 am indebted to Mr Kai Baumbach of Freiburg University and Professor
Thomas Philipp of Erlangen respectively for the two references.

106 For the parodic take-over of the city hall in the Bavarian town of Hirschau in the
1520s, and parallel examples in Switzerland and Austria, see Hans Moser,
"Archivalisches zu Jahreslaufbrauchen der Oberpfalz", Bayerisches Jahrbuch fur
Volkskunde (1955), 169-70. For the case of Romans (France) in 1579, see Le Roy
Ladurie, Carnival. These references appear in Kinser, Carnival, p. 392 n. 48.

107 C. B. Klunzinger, Upper Egypt: Its People and its Products (English trans., New
York, 1878), pp. 184-5. This report with slight changes is cited also under the title
"The King of All the Nobles", Ancient Egypt (1924), 97. See also Frazer, Dying God,
pp. 151-2.

108 S. H. Leeder, Modern Sons of the Pharaohs: A Study of the Manners and Customs
of the Copts of Egypt (London, 1918), pp. 66-7. This bears close similarity to
Klunzinger's report. I have insufficient information to state whether Leeder actually
copied from Klunzinger.
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109 For this custom, see e.g., Frazer, Scapegoat, pp. 388-94; Frazer, Dying God,
pp. 322-33. For burning the old woman personifying Epiphany in Italy, see Burke,
Popular Culture, p. 193. For burning effigies in connection with Carnival see the
general statement ibid., pp. 199, 202.

4 The politics and "moral economy" of the Cairene crowd

1 This chapter is a substantial expansion of my article "Grain Riots and the 'Moral
Economy': Cairo, 1350-1517", Journal of Interdisciplinary History 10 (1980),
459-78.

2 Nasir was the regnal title of Muhammad b. Qalawun (r. 1294-5,1299-1309). MansUr
was the regnal title of Qalawun (r. 1279-90).

3 Nujum, Vol. VIII, pp. 170-6.
4 For the text of this letter ('ahd) see ibid., p. 263.
5 For opening the dam see further pp. 72-3 above.
6 This particular rhyme is termed baliqa in Muhammad Zaghlul Sal am, al-Adabfl'l-

'asr al-mamlukl (Cairo, 1971), p. 316.
7 Arabic rukayn, the diminutive of rukn, is in this case apparently a pun on Rukn ad-

Dln, the regnal title of Bay bars II.
8 This, apparently, was one of Salar's features.
9 Suluk, Vol. II, p. 55; Nujum, Vol. VIII, pp. 242-^; Bada'i', Vol. I, pt 1, pp. 424-5,

quoting Ibn Duqmaq. There are slight differences among the three sources with regard
to this rhyme.

10 See W. M. Brinner, "Harfush", El2.
11 Suluk, Vol. II, pp. 55, 69-70, 71; Nujum, Vol. VIII, pp. 268-71; Dawadart, Vol. IX,

pp. 187-8; Bada'i', Vol. I, pt 1, p. 425.
12 For his biography see, e.g., Nujum, Vol. X, pp. 46-7; Robert Irwin, The Middle East

in the Middle Ages: The Early Mamluk Sultanate 1250-1382 (London, 1986),
pp. 125-8.

13 For this khanqah see L. A. Ibrahim, "The Great Hanqah of the Amir Qawsun
in Cairo", Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archdologischen Institut 30 (1974),
37-64.

14 Khitat, Vol. II, p. 100, tells that 'allaqa (pi. 'alallq), was a lollipop in human or
animal shape, with a string at the end, made especially for children.

15 Suluk, Vol. II, pp. 574-7,579,586-95; Nujum, Vol. X, pp. 24-30,38^8,51-2,60-1.
For a shorter version see Bada'i', Vol. I, pt 1, pp. 491-4.

16 Most likely al-Mansur Abu Bakr (mentioned above), third ruler of the Qalawunids,
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103 Suluk, Vol. Ill, pp. 859-60, 871; Nuzha, Vol. I, pp. 429-30; Ibn Furat, Vol. IX,

pp. 439-40,455.
104 Suluk, Vol. IV, pp. 330-6, 343-4. For a confrontation with bakers in 1341 see Shuja'T,

p. 103. In that case the prefect punished them.
105 Suluk, Vol. IV, p. 964.
106 For 1452 see Tibr, p. 353. For 1468 see Bada'i\ Vol. Ill, p. 11.
107 Inba' al-hasr, pp. 476-7.
108 'Abd al-Basit, Hawadith, fo. 303a.
109 Bada'V, Vol. IV, pp. 302-3.
110 Suluk, Vol. IV, pp. 698, 706; Inba, Vol. Ill, p. 350; Nujum, Vol. XIV, pp. 281-2,

quoting al-MaqrlzI. Ibn Taghrl Bird! was aware of the animosity between his source
and al-'Aynl, the main "villain" in this incident.

111 For 1348 see Suluk, Vol. II, p. 758. For 1377 see ibid., p. 210. For 1380 see Suluk,
Vol. Ill, p. 395. For 1382 see Suluk, Vol. Ill, p. 457; Bada'i', Vol. I, pt 2, p. 298. For
1394 see Nuzha, Vol. I, p. 391. For 1397 see ibid., pp. 459-60. For 1449 see Nujum,
Vol. XV, pp. 397^01; Tibr, pp. 260-1; Bada'i\ Vol. II, pp. 275-6. For 1480 see
Bada'f, Vol. Ill, p. 165. For 1489 see ibid., p. 263. For 1509 see Bada'i', Vol. IV,
p. 116. See also Lapidus, Muslim Cities, p. 146.

112 Bada'i\ Vol. II, p. 104.
113 In contradistinction, in medieval Normandy it was believed that "no miller can enter

Heaven". See H. E. Jacob, Six Thousand Years of Bread: Its Holy and Unholy History
(New York, 1945), p. 129. For the attitude toward millers in eighteenth-century
England see Thompson, "Moral Economy", 103-7.

114 Thompson, "Moral Economy", 79. For studies employing Thompson's model see
Andrew Charlesworth and Adrian J. Randall, "Morals, Markets and the English
Crowd in 1766", Past & Present 114 (1987), 200 n. 2. Thompson has been challenged
by Dale Edward Williams, "Morals, Markets and the English Crowd in 1766", Past &
Present 104 (1984), 56-73. See also the rejoinder by Charlesworth and Randall,
"Morals".

115 Tilly, "Food Riots", 46-7.
116 For the slogan "Prices are in God's hand" (as-si'r bi-yad Allah) in 1394 see Nuzha,

Vol. I, p. 391.
117 During the shortage in 1513 people in Cairo protested against the shipment of grain to

Syria. See Bada'i\ Vol. IV, pp. 302-3.
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118 Thompson, "Moral Economy", 89-94.
119 Tilly, "Food Riots", 23, 25-6, 3 5 ^ 5 . For the liberal ideology of grain marketing,

which in France emerged around the middle of the eighteenth century, see Kaplan,
Bread, pp. 97-163.

120 Tilly, "Food Riots", 23-4, 46-7. For this point see also Charles Tilly, "Food Supply
and Public Order in Modern Europe", in Charles Tilly (ed.), The Formation of
National States in Western Europe (Princeton, 1975), pp. 385-8.

121 In Egypt, there was an inflationary decade in 1370-80 and prolonged inflation in the
second half of the fifteenth century. This could account for grain riots during these
periods. Between ca 1400 and 1450, however, grain prices were generally stable, and
still some riots occurred. For price data see Shoshan, "Money Supply", 50 n. 21 and
p. 54.

122 It is possible, of course, that for earlier periods similar incidents simply went
unrecorded. Cf. Tilly's remark ("Food Riots", 24 n. 4) that in France there are few
documented grain riots before the mid seventeenth century, and only sparse infor-
mation on such riots before the end of that century. She assumes that either there were
few of them, or they were not considered worth mentioning.

123 For the same argument as regards France see Tilly, "Food Riots", 24.

5 Popular culture and high culture in medieval Cairo

1 These cultural blocks are briefly suggested in the Introduction. For a general outline
of the socio-cultural system in medieval Islam see Boaz Shoshan, "High Culture and
Popular Culture in Medieval Islam", Studia Islamica 83 (1991), 67-107.

2 Popular culture is obviously a modern concept which first emerged at the end of the
eighteenth century. See, e.g., Burke, Popular Culture, pp. 3-22.

3 H. Laoust, "Ibn Taymiyya", El2. For Ibn Taymiyya's complex relationship with the
Mamluk elite see Memon, Ibn Taimiya, pp. 46-57.

4 See Chapter 1 above.
5 Memon, Ibn Taimiya, p. 54.
6 Laoust, "Ibn Taymiyya", El2. On one occasion Ibn Taymiyya was released from

prison by Husam ad-Din Muhanna' b. fIsa. See Memon, Ibn Taimiya, p. 54. For this
dignitary see Bada i \ Vol. I, pt 1, p. 467. For other Mamluk admirers of Ibn Taymiyya
see JSS 33 (1988), 96 and n. 68. I owe this reference to Professor U. Haarmann of
Freiburg University.

7 Iqtida' sirat al-mustaqlm mukhalafat ashab al-jahlm. Memon's Ibn Taimiya is a
translation of most of the Arabic text with a valuable introduction to some of Ibn
Taymiyya's doctrines.

8 Memon, Ibn Taimiya, pp. 210-12, 221-2. For an attack on popular festivals and their
description see pp. 241-331.

9 A Yale University manuscript of this work was published by Charles D. Matthews, "A
Muslim Iconoclast (Ibn Taymiyyeh) on the * Merits of Jerusalem and Palestine'",
JAOS 56 (1936), 1-21. For a more recent edition see Kitabaz-ziyara, ed. Sayf ad-Din
al-Katib (Beirut, 1980).

10 Memon, Ibn Taimiya, pp. 77-8, 86.
11 Donald P. Little, "Did Ibn Taymiyya Have a Screw Loose?", Studia Islamica 41

(1975), 107.
12 Madkhal, Vol. I, pp. 255-313; Vol. II, pp. 46-68. See further information on him in
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J. C. Vadet, "Ibn al-Hadjdj", El2, Vol. Ill, p. 779; C. Brockelmann, "Al-'Abdan", £/»;
Langner, Untersuchungen, pp. 20-3. On pp. 24-62 Langner draws on the Madkhal for
her discussion of various customs and festivals.

13 Madkhal, Vol. II, pp. 47-8.
14 Ed. Subhi Labib (2 vols., Wiesbaden, 1986). Labib's German and Arabic intro-

ductions in Vol. I supersede his earlier discussion of that book in "The Problem of the
Bid'a in the Light of an Arabic Manuscript of the 14th Century", JESHO 7 (1964),
191-6. For the approximate date of the composition of the work see also Lwna\
Vol. I, p. 497; P. M. Holt, BSOAS 51 (1988), 331-2.

15 Luma', Vol. I, pp. 76-100, 214-29, 287-316.
16 Donald P. Little, "The Historical and Historiographical Significance of the Detention

of Ibn Taymiyya", IJMES 4 (1973), 312. Cf. Memon, Ibn Taimiya, pp. 49-50. For a
detailed account of the trial, following the discovery in 1326 of Ibn Taymiyya' sfatwa
against ziyaras, see Hasan Qasim Murad, "Ibn Taymiya on Trial: A Narrative Account
of his Mihan", Islamic Studies 18 (1979), 23-5.

17 The chief Malikite qadi of Cairo, who brought Ibn Taymiyya to trial, wrote a rebuttal
on the question of ziyara. See Murad, "Ibn Taymiya on Trial", 25. TaqI ad-Din
as-Subkl (d. 1355) wrote Shifa' as-saqam fi ziyarat khayr al-anam, subtitled The
Waging of War against those Rejecting the Ziyara (Shann al-ghara 'ala man ankara
safar az-ziyara) (Hyderabad, 1897). For the third scholar see Nujum, Vol. IX, p. 270.

18 Murad, "Ibn Taymiya on Trial", 24.
19 Johs. Pedersen, "Masdjid", EIl, sec. B/4. For early controversies as regards the

subject see Yusuf Ragib, "Les Premiers Monuments funeraires de 1'Islam", AI 9
(1970), 21-2.

20 Jalal ad-DIn as-Suyutl, Husn al-maqasid fi 'amal al-mawlid, Berlin MS (Ahlwardt,
No. 9541), fo. 28b. SuyutI quotes also from the Madkhal's chapter on the mawlid to
buttress his argument. His short treatise is essentially a polemic against the Malikite
Taj ad-DIn b. 'Umar b. 'AIT al-Lakhm al-Iskandarl, known as al-Fakhanl, who, in
his al-Mawrid ftl-kalam rala 'amal al-mawlid, considered the celebrations to be a
"condemned innovation" (bid'a madhmuma). See also von Grunebaum,
Muhammadan Festivals, p. 76; Memon, Ibn Taymiya, p. 5; H. Fuchs, "Mawlid", EIl;
Schimmel, "Religious Life", 370.

21 See Chapter 3 above.
22 Khitat, Vol. 1, p. 313.
23 Khitat, Vol. II, p. 287; Ignaz Goldziher, "Veneration of Saints in Islam", in

Goldziher, Muslim Studies, Vol. II (London, 1971), pp. 320-1.
24 MusabbM, Akhbar Misr, pp. 14-15.
25 Madkhal, Vol. I, p. 253.
26 Nujum, Vol. VIII, p. 230.
27 Suluk, Vol. Ill, p. 749; Inba', Vol. I, p. 318; Ibn Furat, Vol. IX, p. 266.
28 The connection between plagues and immorality is a theme recurring in Mamluk

sources.
29 Suluk, Vol. IV, pp. 486, 594, 619; BadaT, Vol. II, p. 147; Inba', Vol. Ill, p. 470.
30 BadaT, Vol. IV, p. 16.
31 Subh, Vol. IV, pp. 7-8; Fr. Buhl and J. Jomier, "Mahmal", El2, informative especially

on processions in the modern era. The political significance of the mahmil and its role
in establishing Egyptian hegemony, mainly vis-a-vis the province of Iraq in the
pre-Ottoman period, are discussed in Jacques Jomier, Le Mahmal et la caravane
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egyptienne des pelerins de la Mecque (XIIIe-XXe siecles) (Cairo, 1953), pp. 27-34,
42-56.

32 Buhl and Jomier, "Mahmal", El2. Lane provides a particularly vivid description of the
procession in 1834. See Manners, pp. 440-8.

33 Subh, Vol. IV, p. 57.
34 E.g., BadaV, Vol. II, pp. 145, 456. In 1467 a firecracket (sarukh, pi. sawarikh; see

R. Dozy, "Sarukh", in Supplement aux dictionnaire arabe, 3rd edn (Leiden, 1967))
flew over the Citadel and set the sultan's stable on fire. The people, we are told,
considered this event a bad omen, and indeed the sultan died the following year. See
Bada'i\ Vol. II, p. 447.

35 This is Gibb's translation (see n. 36 below) of the term umana ar-ru'asa'. As
scholars have argued that there were no corporations in Mamluk Egypt (e.g., Lapidus,
Muslim Cities, p. 96), a preferable rendering would be "heads of professions". See
Goitein, Economic Foundations, p. 84.

36 Travels of Ibn Battuta, Vol. I, p. 59; Arabic text, Rihla, pp. 46-7. See also Jomier,
Mahmal, p. 37; Langner, Untersuchungen, pp. 39-41. Gibb notes that it is scarcely
possible that Ibn Battuta could have witnessed this particular procession himself,
since during the months of Rajab and Shawwal of AH 726 he was on the move, and
on his next visit to Cairo in 749 (1348-9), the caravan had already left. See Travels of
Ibn Battuta, Vol. I, pp. 58-9 n. 181.

37 Jomier, Mahmal, p. 42, translates "cortege d'accompagnement". In 1450 it was
dropped because of the small number of Mamluks participating in the Pilgrimage, and
because of high prices. See Hawadith, pp. 95-6. It was later reintroduced, and then
once again abolished under Sultan Qayit Bay (1468-96). See Bada'V, Vol. Ill, p. 330.

38 Subh, Vol. IV, p. 58; Jomier, Mahmal, p. 42.
39 Khitat, Vol. II, p. 23.
40 Hawadith, pp. 303-5; BadaV, Vol. II, p. 341.
41 Nujum, Vol. XIV, pp. 86-7; Schimmel, "Religious Life", p. 367, for the first quarter

of the fifteenth century.
42 Bada'V, Vol. IV, pp. 409-12. Part of a mahmal designed for Sultan Qansawh al-

GhawrT, the oldest mahmal known to have been preserved, is now at the Topkapi
Sarayi museum in Istanbul. For a study of its inscription see Jacques Jomier, "Le
Mahmal du sultan Qansuh al-GhOri (debut XVIe siecle)", AI 11 (1972), 183-8. For
other descriptions of splendid processions see BadaV, Vol. Ill, pp. 104, 106-7 (year
1474); ibid., pp. 161-2 (year 1480).

43 Subh, Vol. IV, p. 58; Jomier, Mahmal, p. 37. For 1383 seeBada'V, Vol. I, pt 2, p. 334.
For 1432 see BadaV, Vol. II, p. 141. For 1435 see ibid., p. 161. For 1438 see ibid.,
p. 179.

44 Bada'V, Vol. IV, p. 145. For a military show in 1504 or 1505 see a relatively detailed
description in ibid., p. 72.

45 Bada'V, Vol. II, p. 243; Hawadith, p. 15.
46 Hawadith, p. 180. It was abolished for an unspecified reason under Qayit Bay

(1468-96). See Bada'V, Vol. Ill, p. 330.
47 Subh, Vol. IV, p. 57.
48 For turjuman as interpreter see Suluk, Vol. Ill, p. 379; BadaV, Vol. I, pt 2, p. 255.

According to Doris Behrens-Abuseif, Azbakiyya and its Environs from Azbak to
Ismail 1476-1879 (Cairo, 1985), p. 41, a turjuman was an official in charge of foreign
merchants.
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49 Arabic surriyaqat. See Dozy, Supplement, s.v.
50 Nujum, Vol. XV, p. 128; Daw', Vol. Ill, p. 303; Schimmel, "Religious Life", 367. The

poet Zayn ad-Din Sha'ban b. Muhammad al-Atharl (or al-Misrl) (d. 1425; see further
information on him in Daw', Vol. Ill, pp. 301-3; Inba', Vol. Ill, pp. 353-5) composed
a short poem on that occasion in which he pointed out that the action of the Interpreter
symbolized an age when donkeys were exalted above the truly worthy. It is note-
worthy that about 200 years later the Ottoman writer Mustafa 'AIT of Gallipoli, who
visited Cairo in 1599, reported of the "nice custom . . . that one of the relatives of the
person that undertakes the pilgrimage . . . has the Koran verse on the pilgrimage
inscribed with large letters on the wall of his door. Some even decorate it with various
embellishments, and colors. Those who pass through that street will know for sure that
the owner of that house has gone on the pilgrimage that year." See Mustafa 'All's
Description, p. 33. This phenomenon has been retained. "The custom in [modem]
Egypt was for the fac.ade of the pilgrims' houses, in the popular quarters, to be
decorated around the door with naive frescos recalling their journey. These frescos,
painted at the time of their return, might stay in place for several years before being
worn away by time." See Buhl and Jomier, "Mahmal", EI2\ Jomier, Mahmal, pi. VI.
For this sort of graffiti see Giovanni Canova, "Nota sulle raffigurazioni populari del
pellegrinaggio in Egitto", Annali della Facolta di lingue e letterature straniere di Cd
Foscari 14/3 (1975), 83-94; Jean Michot, "Les Fresques du pelerinage au Caire", Art
and Archeology Research Papers 13(1978), 7-21.

51 Bada'i\ Vol. II, p. 243; Hawadith, p. 15.
52 Hawadith,?. 189.
53 S«/w*,Vol.IV,p.614.
54 The reporter is al-'Asqalanl himself. See Inba , Vol. Ill, pp. 402-3.
55 For the earliest possible occurrence of all this, in Rajab 840 (1437), see Suluk, Vol. IV,

p. 1006. For the following year see ibid., p. 1027.
56 Compare this to the custom associated with the Emir of Nawruz in Chapter 3

above.
57 Hawadith, pp. 189, 300, 316, 493, 538-9; Nujum, Vol. XVI, p. 123; 'Abd al-Basit,

Hawadith, fo. 121a. For a "funny man" (shakhs mudhik) playing the role of a "demon"
in 1512 see Bada'i', Vol. IV, pp. 254-5.

58 The intriguing information above raises the question of the role of both masks and
demons in late medieval Islam. It appears that the only sources utilized thus far for
studying these are popular works such as Thousand and One Nights and Sirat Sayfb.
Dhi Yazan. See J. Chelhod, "'Ifrlt", El2. For demon-stories in the Nights see Mia I.
Gerhardt, The Art of Story-Telling: A Literary Study of the Thousand and One Nights
(Leiden, 1963), pp. 280-1. Humans masked as demons featured, of course, in
medieval European carnivals such as the German Fastnacht. See, e.g., Dietz-Riidiger
Moser, Fastnacht-Fasching-Karneval, Das Fest der "VerkehrtenWelt" (Graz, 1986),
p. 205; Anthony Caputi, Buffo: The Genius of Vulgar Comedy (Detroit, 1978),
pp. 56-8.

59 A detailed description of the ceremonies in the years AH 516-18, based on
al-MaqrlzI and his earlier sources, is given in Paula A. Sanders, "The Court
Ceremonial of the Fatimid Caliphate in Egypt", unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Princeton University (1984), 182-205. Her study, however, treats the subject from an
exclusively royal point of view. For modern time we have the description for the year
1834 in Lane, Manners, Ch. xxvi.
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60 For the precise itinerary of the caliph in the Fatimid period see Subh, Vol. Ill,
pp. 516-17. According to one of our sources, of the early Mamluk sultans only
Baybars participated in person, and it was not until the days of Barquq at the end of
the fourteenth century that a sultan participated again. See Nuzha, Vol. I, p. 67; Inba',
Vol. I, p. 273. For the participation of sultans in the later Mamluk period see, e.g.,
Nujum, Vol. XI, p. 233 (year 1383); Ibn Furat, Vol. IX, p. 306 (year 1392); ibid.,
p. 342 (year 1393); ibid., p. 442 (year 1396); ibid., p. 468 (year 1397); BadaT,
Vol. I, pt 2, pp. 502-3 (year 1397); Inba', Vol. Ill, p. 436 (year 1429); Bada'i\ Vol.
II, p. 431 (year 1465).

61 Suluk, Vol. IV, pp. 501-2; Nujum, Vol. XIV, pp. 86-7; Bada'V, Vol. Ill, p. 330 (the
latter part of the fifteenth century).

62 E.g., Suluk, Vol. I, p. 73; William Popper, The Cairo Nilometer: Studies in Ibn Taghrl
BirdVs Chronicle of Egypt (Berkeley, 1951), pp. 71-2, quoting Ibn Duqmaq. For
takhllq al-miqyas in 1280 and 1281 see Ibn Furat, Vol. VII, pp. 181-2. For 1383 see
BadaT, Vol. I, pt 2, p. 330. For 1384 see ibid., p. 348.

63 Hawadith,p. U\.
64 For the sultan participating in the ceremony in person, see, e.g., Bada'V, Vol. I, pt 2,

pp. 453-4 (year 1392); pp. 502-3 (year 1397); Bada'V, Vol. II, p. 7 (year 1413); p. 22
(year 1414); p. 39 (year 1418); p. 49 (year 1419); p. 55 (year 1420); p. 135 (year 1430).
See also Popper, Nilometer, pp. 82, 85-6. Leo Africanus reported in the first half of
the sixteenth century about the Mamluk sultan himself taking an axe and breaking into
the wall. The leading persons of his entourage did the same in order to demolish the
part of the wall retaining the water. See Wiet, Cairo, p. 118.

65 Intisar, Vol. IV, pt 1, pp. 114-15.
66 Suluk, Vol. IV, pp. 501-2.
67 E.g., Suluk, Vol. I, p. 136 (year 1196); Nuzha, Vol. II, p. 448 (year 1419).
68 IttVaz, Vol. Ill, p. 232; Bada'V, Vol. I, pt 1, p. 251. The latter has the name Ibn

Maqshar (?).
69 Ibn Muyassar, Akhbar Misr, p. 97; IttVaz, Vol. Ill, p. 107.
70 For a general statement see Suluk, Vol. IV, p. 748. In 1416, and later in 1458, shacks

erected for people waiting for the plenitude were turned into a place of "abomin-
ations", prostitution, and wine drinking, and therefore were removed. See Suluk,
Vol. IV, p. 358; Inba', Vol. Ill, p. 93; Bada'V, Vol. II, p. 27; 'Abd al-Basit, Hawadith,
fo. 120b. For a similar case in 1469 see Inba' al-hasr, p. 203.

71 Bada'V, Vol. Ill, p. 363. For this complex see also Vol. Ill, pp. 280-1. For the Qadi
Ibn al-Ji'an see Daw', Vol. XI, pp. 8-10.

72 Subh, Vol. Ill, p. 517, speaks of "about 1,000 boats" sailing on such occasions in the
Fatimid period. In 1421 a boat full of spectators sank during the festival; on board also
was a high-ranking emir. See Nuzha, Vol. II, p. 520.

73 Wiet, Cairo, p. 118.
74 For 1400 see Suluk, Vol. Ill, p. 1021; Bada'V, Vol. I, pt 2, p. 589. For 1416 see Suluk,

Vol. IV, p. 358; Inba', Vol. Ill, p. 93. For 1426-7 see Suluk, Vol. IV, pp. 748-9. For
1466 see Bada'V, Vol. II, p. 440. For 1511 see Bada'V, Vol. IV, p. 231.

75 For royal processions in the Fatimid period see M. Canard, "Ceremonial fatimide et
ceremonial byzantin", Byzantion 21 (1951), esp. 396-404; Canard, "La Procession
du nouvel an chez les Fatimides", Annales de VInstitute dEtudes Orientales de la
Faculte des Lettres d'Alger 10 (1952), 364-98. For New Year processions
in Muharram see also most recently Sanders, "Court Ceremonial", 146-69.
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However, according to Sanders (p. 161) "the audience for this elaborate display seems
primarily to have been the participants themselves".

76 In the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries processions in Cairo, most of which were
"royal" - that is, in which the Mamluk sultan featured - were almost an annual event.
This is a phenomenon which deserves a detailed study.

77 E.g., Khitat, Vol. II, pp. 107-8 (years 1172 and 1261); Suluk, Vol. I, p. 87 (year 1296);
P. M. Holt, "The Structure of Government in the Mamluk Sultanate", in P. M. Holt
(ed.), The Eastern Mediterranean Lands in the Period of the Crusades (Warminster,
1977), p. 47.

78 For the sultan's annual (at least in the second half of the fourteenth century) procession
from the Hippodrome to the Citadel, upon concluding the polo tournament, see
Bada'i', Vol. I, pt 2, p. 136. In 'Id al-Fitr, the feast concluding the Ramadan fast, there
was the Procession of the Vizier (mawkib al-wazir), from the Citadel to his residence,
riding a baznarl (?) (Schimmel: "whitish"; Wiet: "with a large saddle-cloth") mule
and wearing a special costume. Mamluk troops ('ujaqiyya) and incense burners led the
procession. See Bada'i', Vol. IV, p. 104; Schimmel, "Religious Life", 364; G. Wiet,
Journal dun bourgeois au Caire (Paris, 1955-60), Vol. I, p. 101. The last vizier who
conducted that procession was deposed in 1462 or 1463. See Bada'i', Vol. II, p. 405.

79 Suluk, Vol. I, pp. 377, 701, 939; Vol. IV, pp. 507, 963; Nujum, Vol. Vffl, p. 167;
Vol. XIV, pp. 89-90; Vol. XV, p. 70; Bada'i', Vol. Ill, p. 228; Vol. IV, p. 105. For a
detailed description of the procession in 1426, following the successful raid of Cyprus,
see Suluk, Vol. IV, pp. 724-5.

80 This appears to be a decoration used also on other occasions, e.g., in 1390, following
another victory. See Suluk, Vol. Ill, p. 715.

81 Suluk, Vol. I, pp. 938^0; Nujum, Vol. VIII, pp. 165-8.
82 Bada'i', Vol. IV, pp. 478-9, French trans. Wiet, Journal, pp. 442-3.
83 E.g., Suluk, Vol. I, p. 780; Vol. II, pp. 211,241,335,392,469,882; Vol. Ill, pp. 354-5,

482; Vol. IV, pp. 528, 746-7; Nujum, Vol. XI, p. 183; Vol. XII, p. 3; Vol. XIV,
pp. 60-1; Vol. XV, p. 342; Bada'i', Vol. IV, pp. 212, 336, 397.

84 E.g., Suluk, Vol. I, p. 457; Vol. II, pp. 356,876; Vol. IE, pp. 52,704,705,825; Nujum,
Vol. VIII, p. 167; Vol. IX, p. 107; Vol. XII, p. 3; Bada'i', Vol. Ill, pp. 34,139,162.

85 E.g., Suluk, Vol. I, p. 444; Vol. II, p. 211; Vol. Ill, p. 705; Nujum, Vol. IX, p. 99;
Vol. XII, p. 3; Bada'i', Vol. Ill, pp. 34, 106, 139.

86 E.g., Suluk, Vol. I, p. 832; Vol. II, pp. 211, 241.
87 E.g., Suluk, Vol. I, p. 290; Bada'i', Vol. Ill, p. 55.
88 Suluk, Vol. II, pp. 211, 241, 335; Nujum, Vol. VIII, p. 165; vol. IX, p. 61; vol. XIV,

p. 60; Bada'i', Vol. Ill, pp. 34, 55, 77, 106, 162, 271; Vol. IV, pp. 274, 333^, 336,
367.

89 Suluk, Vol. I, p. 939. See also pp. 831-2; Vol. II, p. 83; Nujum, Vol. VIII, p. 166.
90 E.g., Suluk, Vol. II, p. 356; Vol. Ill, p. 705; Nujum, Vol. XII, p. 3; Bada'i', Vol. IV,

pp. 202, 212, 236, 333; vol. V, p. 41.
91 Nujum, Vol. XIV, p. 299; Bada'i', Vol. Ill, pp. 186,460; Vol. IV, pp. 202, 212, 213,

236,274, 333, 336; Vol. V, p. 41.
92 E.g., in 1420. Sec Nujum, Vol. XIV, p. 105: "li-qada' hawa'ijihim".
93 Bada'i', Vol. V, pp. 35-7.
94 For a similar argument see Lawrence M. Bryant, The King and the City in the Parisian

Royal Entry Ceremony: Politics, Ritual, and Art in the Renaissance (Geneva, 1986),
pp. 15-16.
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95 Roger Chartier, The Cultural Uses of Print in Early Modern France (Princeton, 1987),
p. 22.

96 Stuart Hall, "Notes on Deconstructing 'the Popular'", in Raphael Samuel (ed.),
People's History and Socialist Theory (London, 1981), p. 234. For a general statement
about mutual influence among subcultures see also Robert Mandrou, "Cultures
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